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Abstract  

Pancreatic adenocarcinoma is the fourth leading cause of cancer death, marked by 

an exceptionally low 1-year survival rate, and is associated with negligible chemotherapy 

response and aggressive local proliferation.  The disease exhibits elevated total tissue 

pressure (TTP) and reduced vascular patency within the solid tumor, limiting most 

attempts at systemic or targeted therapy delivery. Elevated TTP in pancreatic 

adenocarcinoma is often associated with stress applied by cellular proliferation and 

hydrated hyaluronic acid osmotic swelling; however, the causal roles of each of the 

contributors and the microregional heterogeneity of TTP have yet to be clearly measured 

and explained.  

This thesis work used microcatheter pressure measurements that independently 

assessed solid stress (SS) and interstitial fluid pressure (IFP) as the components of TTP in 

pancreatic adenocarcinoma xenograft tumors. IFP was found to be nearly constant at 

capillary pressure, while TTP values varied considerably depending upon the tumor type.  

The origin of this variation was directly correlated to collagen content, and not to 

hyaluronic acid. Regional analysis of collagen demonstrated high spatial irregularity and 

complexity, that associated with high spatial variations in pressure on the spatial scale of 

100 microns. An elastic Hooke’s Law model was developed to describe the ability of 

collagen to constrain hyaluronic acid swelling and the results correlated to in-vivo 

measurements of TTP across several pancreatic tumor lines. Additionally, SS showed a 

direct inverse correlation with functional vascular area and verteporfin photosensitizer 

uptake, demonstrating the impediment to systemically delivering therapeutic molecules 

with increased total tissue hypertension.  
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 As a model test of changing collagen, the pancreatic tumor collagen was 

enzymatically degraded by direct microinjections of collagenase, to reduce pressure and 

allow increased perfusion and molecular delivery. A significant decrease in total tissue 

pressure and increase in verteporfin photosensitizer uptake was observed, thereby 

indicating depletion of the stromal barrier could positively impact vascular perfusion and 

potentiate better systemic delivery of therapeutic treatments. The microregional collagen 

distributions and the observation of how to measure and damage them was the major 

outcome of this work.  
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1. Introduction  
 

Pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma (PDAC) is the fourth leading cause of cancer 

death, with 6 month median survival and a five-year survival rate of approximately 7% 

[1]. With 53,000 new cases diagnosed in the United States last year [2], it has one of the 

highest morbidities [3] partly because 80% of patients are diagnosed at an advanced stage 

and are precluded from surgical intervention [3]. For patients selected for 

pancreaticoduoenectomy, five-year survival is 25 - 30% for node-negative and 10% for 

node-positive disease [4]. This poor prognosis is often associated with aggressive 

localized invasion of micrometastases and resistance to systemically delivered 

therapeutic agents. The prominent fibrotic reaction, a hallmark of pancreatic cancer, plays 

a critical role in this treatment resistance by inducing interstitial hypertension which 

directly results in tumor hypoxia and widespread vascular collapse, thereby creating a 

barrier to drug delivery in the tumor microenvironment [5]. The causal role of stromal 

development and increased interstitial pressure upon drug delivery has been an issue of 

intense research, to better understand the limitations imposed by the biophysical 

microenvironment, and the origins of vascular collapse in these tumors.   
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Figure 1.1. Proposed description of the extracellular matrix component 

contributions that limit drug distribution in pancreatic cancer. The extracellular 

matrix components contribution that limit drug distribution and instigate widespread 

vascular collapse is outlined in (a) and illustrated in (b).  

 The most prominent histological feature of PDAC is the presence of an abundant 

tumor stromal compartment, induced by an enhanced desmoplastic reaction [6], and 

recent studies of these features have provided key insight into the mechanisms, with key 

description from the biophysical features outlined in Fig. 1a. Desmoplasia, a hallmark of 

the disease, occurs as pancreatic stellate cells are activated from quiescent to a 

myofibroblast-like phenotype and secrete excess extracellular (ECM) components [7], 

such as glycosaminoglycans (i.e hyaluronic acid (HA)) and collagen [8]. The dense ECM 

provides a facilitatory tumor microenvironment for cancer cell migration, tumor growth, 

and resistance to apoptosis [9], as well as contributes to interstitial hypertension and 

growth-induced solid stress [10]. Stylianopoulos et al. [10] defines solid stress (SS) as 

stress applied to structural elements of the tumor caused by migrating and proliferating 

cancer cells. The structural elements, such as collagen and HA, store and transmit stress 

directly by compressing cancer cells and stromal cells and indirectly by compressing 

blood and lymphatic vessels [11], as illustrated in Fig. 1b. Provenzano et al. [8] has 
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shown that up to 75% of vessels within autochthondous PDAC in mice were collapsed, 

illustrating the inherent barrier to systemically delivered therapies. Collapsed and 

nonfunctional lymphatics prevent fluid and plasma macromolecules from draining out of 

the tumor, thereby resulting in free fluid accumulation in the tumor interstitium and 

elevated interstitial fluid pressure (IFP) [12]. As IFP increases to the level of 

microvascular pressure, convective transport becomes negligible, leaving diffusion as the 

primary means for transvascular to interstitial transport of drug molecules into pancreatic 

tumors.  

The causal role of stromal components, HA and collagen, have on reduced 

molecular uptake in PDAC has been investigated in numerous studies. Provenzano et al. 

[8] has shown a direct correlation between vascular collapse and HA density, by 

enzymatically degrading HA within autochthonous murine PDAC. In that study, 

discernible vessel lumen increased from ~25% to ~71% after intravenous administration 

of PEGPH20, hyaluronidase enzyme, indicating HA directly correlated to vascular 

patency. Chauhan et al [13] showed that the combination of both HA and collagen 

directly contributes to reduced vascular patency in tumors with enhanced desmoplasia; 

however importantly, HA only correlated with reduced vascular patency in collagen-rich 

tumors. Voutouri et al. [14] proceeded in enzymatically degrading both collagen and HA 

in MiaPaCa2 pancreatic cell line by intratumoral injections of collagenase and 

hyaluronidase, respectively. Results showed that the application of hyaluronidase and 

collagenase led to an increase in area fraction of perfused vessels compared to control of 

0.35 and 0.65, respectively; indicating both contribute to vascular collapse, but 

suggesting that collagen played a more dominant role. These studies investigate 
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contributions of HA and collagen on reduced vascular patency in PDAC, but fail to 

define the intrinsic mechanical interplay between these stromal components, which 

would provide key insights on therapeutic strategy in PDAC. 
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2. Background  
 

2.1 Overview of Interstitial Pressure in Tumor Tissue 
 
The growth of a solid tumor is widely recognized as a crosstalk between different 

cell types within a tumor and surrounding tissue, often referred to as tumor stroma [9]. 

Cancer cells modulate tumor stroma to formulate a permissive microenvironment for 

tumor growth, through a complex signaling process that includes basic fibroblast growth 

factors (bFGF), vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF), platelet derived growth 

factor (PDGF), epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR), and transforming growth factor 

β (TGF-β). The expedited growth and modulation of tumor tissue lead to tissue 

stiffening, a mechanical feature used as a detection method by physicians within the 

clinic [11]. This tumor stiffening often displaces normal, surrounding tissue, thereby 

facilitating tumor growth and invasion.   

To sustain growth, cancer cells recruit host vasculature through a process known 

as angiogenesis, formulating new tumor-specific vasculature to enhance diffusion of 

nutrients from extravascular space [15]. However, these recruited vessels are structurally 

and functional abnormal, exhibiting torturous, dilated, and saccular patterns of 

interconnections [16]. The endothelial cells lining these vessels have loosely connected 

pericytes and abnormal or non-existing basement membrane which causes them to be 

inherently ‘leaky’, allowing fluid to flow into the extracellular compartment. Intratumoral 

stiffness compresses both blood and lymphatic vessels, preventing fluid removal from the 

tumor interstitium and inducing internal hypertension, comprising of both a mechanical 

and fluid phase. Abnormal tumor vasculature and elevation of solid and fluid stress have 

shown to hinder response of systemically delivered therapies, thereby resulting in limited 
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efficacy in most cancer treatments. Therefore, it is important to define both mechanical 

and fluid forces acting within the tumor to better understand the mechanisms governing 

each component of stress. 

Solid Stress (SS), the mechanical feature behind tumor stiffening, is a force 

exerted by non-fluid components, i.e. migrating and proliferating cancer cells, within 

tumor tissue [11]. This force strains extracellular components, which in turn, stores and 

transmits stress within the tumor and to the surrounding tissue, and remains even after the 

tumor has been excised [17]. The transmitted internal stress has been shown to collapse 

blood and lymphatic vessels, which reduces delivery of oxygen, nutrients, and drug 

molecules, and creates a hypoxic and acidic microenvironment within the tumor.  

Fluid stress is defined as a force exerted by fluid within the tumor, including both 

microvascular pressure (MVP) and interstitial fluid pressure (IFP). The increased 

permeability within tumor vasculature resulting from angiogenesis leads to increased 

fluid flux into the tumor microenvironment. Fluid accumulation significantly impedes 

transvascular transport due to decreased pressure gradients between the microvascular 

and interstitial compartments, and will be explained as follows.  

In normal tissue conditions, fluid transports from vasculature into tissue in respect 

to a fluid pressure gradient between MVP and IFP and returns into the vasculature 

through an oncotic pressure gradient and lymphatic drainage, represented by Starlings 

equation [11]  

                 𝐽𝐽𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 = 𝐿𝐿𝑝𝑝𝑆𝑆𝑝𝑝(𝑝𝑝𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 − 𝑝𝑝𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝑀𝑀) − 𝜎𝜎(𝜋𝜋𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 − 𝜋𝜋𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝑀𝑀)                                (1) 

                                   𝐽𝐽𝑏𝑏𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑝𝑝ℎ =  𝐿𝐿𝑝𝑝𝑏𝑏𝑆𝑆𝑏𝑏�𝑝𝑝𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝑀𝑀 − 𝑝𝑝𝑏𝑏𝑙𝑙𝑝𝑝�                                             (2) 

where Jblood and Jlymph represents fluid flux in the blood vessels and lymphatic vessels, 
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respectively, L and Lpl represent the hydraulic conductivity of blood vessel and lymphatic 

vessels walls, respectively, Sp and Sl represent the surface area of blood vessel and 

lymphatic vessels walls, respectively, pmvp, pIFP, and plvp represent the fluid pressure in 

the microvascular system, interstitial compartment, and lymphatic vessels, respectively, σ 

represents the osmotic reflection coefficient, and πMVP and πIFP represent the osmotic 

microvascular and osmotic interstitial pressure, respectively. In this model, fluid 

transports through the vessel wall by convection (pMVP – pIFP). The fluid is removed from 

interstitial space due to osmotic pressure generated by albumin within the blood stream 

defined by (πMVP - πIFP) [18]. Additionally, this fluid accumulation builds pressure within 

the interstitial space and equilibrates by transferring fluid into the lymphatic system 

through a pressure gradient (pIFP – plvp). 

As stated, cancer tissue exhibits abnormal, ‘leaky’ vasculature and elevated 

interstitial hypertension that induces the collapse of both blood and lymphatic vessels. 

These pathophysiological features essentially diminish fluid transport into the lymphatic 

system, equation (2), thereby minimizing intraturmoral filtration. This has significant 

impact on systemic delivery of molecules, as lack of filtration results in an increase in 

pIFP and, therefore, a reduction in convective gradient (pMVP – pIFP). Due to the significant 

impact of both mechanic and fluid pressure within tumors, numerous devices have been 

developed to quantify the extent of interstitial pressure within tumor tissue. 
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2.2 Overview of Techniques to Measure Interstitial Pressure 
 

Several techniques have been developed to quantify elevated pressure in tumors 

over the years. In this section, the methods to measure interstitial fluid pressure (IFP) 

component, solid stress (SS) component, or the total tissue pressure (TTP) within the 

tissue are described. 

2.2.1. Interstitial Fluid Pressure  
 
 Needle Manometric Method 

 

Figure 2.1. Needle Manometric Method [19]. The system consisted of (a) u-shaped 

manometer, (b) connective tubing, (c) and (d) pressure bulb and clamp, (e) clear glass 

tubing, and (f) hyperdermic needle).  

 One of the earliest measurement techniques used to quantify IFP was a needle 

manometric method developed in 1937 by Burch and Sodeman [19], illustrated in Figure 

2.1. This technique consisted of a U-shaped manometer, connected to a hypodermic 

needle. The system was filled with water and a pressure bulb and clamp were closed to 

ensure that fluid did not flow out of the apparatus. The needle end of the apparatus was 

inserted into subcutaneous tissue and the clamp was loosened so fluid pressure could be 

transmitted to the U-shaped manometer. The difference in height shown on the 
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manometer directly correlated with the difference between IFP and atmospheric pressure.  

 Although this apparatus was the first method to quantify IFP in tissue, Guyton et 

al. [20] illustrated concerns about the accuracy of this method. The size of the 

hypodermic needle, normally a few hundred microns in diameter, was suggested to cause 

deformation in the tissue, essential minimizing the accuracy of the results measured using 

this technique. Additionally, the tip of the needle could be occluded with tissue, resulting 

in no measurement of pressure within the interstitial space. For these reasons, an 

implanted perforated hollow capsule was developed to solve some of these apparent 

design limitations.  

 Implanted Perforated Hollow Capsule 

 

Figure 2.2. Implanted Perforated Hollow Capsule [21]. A hollow capsule is surgical 

implanted into subcutaneous tissue.  

 The implanted perforated capsule technique to quantify IFP was developed to 

eliminate the influence of tissue deformation and quantitative prove Starlings equation 

[21]. In this procedure, a hollow capsule was surgically implanted into tissue. 

Immediately upon implantation, the tissue would systematically reject the capsule and 
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become inflamed. However, after four weeks time, edema recedes and both tissue and 

blood vessels migrate into the capsule, as shown in Figure 2.2. A 27 gauge needle is then 

placed inside the capsule and IFP was measured.  

 Guyton [21] implanted six to eight hollow capsules in each of 55 canine 

volunteers. The measured results in this study illustrated a IFP range of -5.5 mmHg to -

7.1 mmHg. These results indicate that undisturbed subcutaneous tissue possess sub-

atmospheric pressures due to hydrostatic pressures within the fluid phase of the 

interstitium. Brace [22] further explained that the origin of negative pressure in tissue is a 

direct result of a two-fluid phase, gel-fluid and free-fluid. The gel-fluid phase consists of 

polysaccharides that apply both hydrostatic forces, expansion due to electromechanical 

repulsion, and osmotic forces. The hydrostatic forces within the gel-fluid phase results in 

expansion of the tissue matrix resulting in apparent negative pressures due to a 

volumetric increase. This will be described further in detail in respect to pancreatic 

cancer, described in section 2.4. 
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 Wick-in-Needle Technique 

 

Figure 2.3. Wick-in-Needle Technique [23]. A hypodermic needle (0.6 mm diameter) 

was drilled with 2 to 4 mm long side hole about 5 mm from the tip. Strands of nylon fiber 

(25 micron thickness) were pulled into the needle.  

 The wick-in-needle technique has been described as a gold-standard for 

measuring IFP in tumor tissue [24], and the apparatus is shown in Figure 2.3 [23]. A 

hypodermic needle (0.6 mm diameter) was drilled with a 2 to 4 mm long side hole, 

approximately 5 mm from the tip. Nylon fibers, 25 micron thickness, were pulled into the 

needle using a fine steel-wool loop. The design of the needle was such that the nylon 

fibers were more densely packed towards the tip of the needle, ensuring fluid resistance 

was significantly higher than the side hole. The system was connected using capillary 

tubing to a Perspex dome with a single output and a rubber O-ring seal against a pressure 

transducer. The system was filled with 0.9% saline solution, and pressure output was 

measured using a Sanborn amplifier and readout system. 

 The wick-in-needle technique has proved to have fundamental advantages 

compared with the needle manometer technique and hollow capsule technique, and is still 
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considered the best method to measure IFP. First, the wicking within the needle 

established continuity within the tissue and prevents bubble formulation through capillary 

forces, a limitation present in the needle manometer. The implementation of a side hole 

for pressure acquisition prevents occlusion caused by tissue at the needle tip and limits 

the effects of vertical deformation of tissue. Additionally, the measurements are obtained 

immediately unlike the hollow capsule technique, which requires four weeks of 

preparation. 
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 2.2.2. Solid Stress  
 

Tumor Opening in Excised Tumor Tissue 
 

 

Figure 2.4. Normalized tumor opening in excised tumor tissue [10]. Tumors were 

excised and cut vertically towards the center of the tumor (a), resulting in a net stress 

relaxation of internal circumferential and radial stress. The circumferential, tensile 

component of stress remains resulting in a gape in tumor tissue (b).  

Growth induced SS is an essential component of tumor growth and reduced 

efficacy of systemically delivered therapies, however, few methods exist to measure this 

parameter directly. Stylianopoulos et al. [10] developed a method to quantify a bulk 

estimation of SS by measuring the normalized tumor opening in excised tissue. In their 

model, SS in tumor tissue is a balance between circumferential and radial stress 

originating from internal swelling within the tumor and tensile circumferential stress 

within the tumor periphery. The hypothesis suggests that by cutting tumor tissue in half, 

the internal circumferential and radial stress is released, allowing for internal swelling. 

The combination of internal swelling and tensile circumferential stress along the 

periphery of the tumor, causes the tissue to gape, as illustrated in Figure 2.4. Calculations 

for SS incorporate the normalized tumor opening and mechanical stiffness of the tumor 
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tissue in a tissue growth model, described within their work [10].  

 2D Mapping of Solid Stress Using Ultrasound Probe 

 

Figure 2.5. 2D mapping of solid stress using ultrasound probe [25]. The tumor was 

cleaved in half and monitored using an ultrasound probe (a). By cleaving the tumor, 

elastic energy is released within the tumor causing vertical deformation (b), orthogonal to 

the cut plane.  

 One limitation to Stylianopoulos et al. [10] study measuring tissue gape was that 

this was a bulk estimation of SS and failed to provide any spatial information. Nia et al. 

[25] developed a technique to formulate a 2D map of SS in excised tissue. This method 

involves a hypothesis that as tumor tissue grows, SS within the tissue increases, similar to 

a compressed mechanical spring. Once the tumor is cut in half, the spring will 

decompress and energy will be release, as illustrated in Figure 2.5. The resulting loss of 

energy would cause deformation in the tumor, which could potentially be used to 

correlate with SS. 

The technique presented in this work involved a high-resolution ultrasound probe 

to monitor tissue deformation upon release of elastic energy. Tumors were implanted and 

grown in mice, excised and placed in agarose gel. The research proceeded to cleave the 

tumor in half, which resulted in a release of elastic energy and deformation in an 
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orthogonal direction to the cut plane. Ultrasound was used to monitor the rate and 

magnitude of deformation. By incorporating Hooke’s Law into a 3D model for tumor 

growth, SS was quantified along the cut plane. The authors stated in-vivo applications of 

their technique could extend to biopsy cores, where energy loss due to the removal of 

tissue was monitor in the biopsy core itself and the whole tumor from which the biopsy 

was taken. 

Mechanical testing of Swelling Stress in Desmoplastic Tumors 

 

Figure 2.6. Mechanical testing of swelling stress in desmoplastic tumors [14].  

Nia et al [25] illustrated that solid tumor tissue deforms and swells upon release 

of elastic energy. In desmoplastic tissue, the swelling stress is associated with swelling 

potential of polysaccharides, primarily HA, through electromechanical repulsion and 

osmotic pressure. Stylianopoulos [26] suggests that a dominant feature of SS in 

desmoplastic tumors results from a net balance between internal swelling of HA and 

tensile confinement of collagen within the tumor extracellular matrix. The apparatus 

shown in Figure 2.6 aimed to quantify the swelling stress contribution by HA [14].  

Voutouri et al [14] implanted and grew HT1080 fibrosarcoma and MiaPaCa2 
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pancreatic cancer xenografts in SCID mice. The tumors were excised, cut into 4 mm 

diameter and 5 mm long cylindrical sections, and placed in a mechanical testing 

apparatus. The tumor tissue was compressed to 10% strain and allowed to equilibrate. 

NaCl solution was added to the surrounding area of the tissue in various concentrations, 

ranging from 0.001M to 0.3M solutions (0.15M is physiological saline). Through Donnan 

equilibrium, HA imbibes fluid to reach an osmotic equilibrium, therefore will swell to a 

larger extent in the presence of lower concentrations on NaCl (discussed further in 

Section 2.3). Upon application of NaCl solution, the tumor tissue swelled, causing stress 

applied to the load cell of the mechanical testing apparatus, and the stress was quantified 

at each NaCl concentration.  

This apparatus illustrated the extent of swelling stress within tumors, however, 

their measurements are bulk estimations and fail to quantify several aspects common in 

desmoplastic tissue. The measured values within this study were taken in one direction of 

the tumor tissue, ignoring a significant portion of the surface area of the tumor tissue. 

Additionally, this study only measures stress applied to the loading cell of the apparatus 

and ignores the intrinsic role collagen has in confining HA and resisting volumetric 

expansion. Both limitations further illustrate the significance of the work presented in my 

thesis as I aim to identify the interplay between HA and collagen within pancreatic tumor 

tissue. 
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2.2.3. Total Tissue Pressure  
 

 Millar Mikrotip Piezoelectric Pressure Catheter 

 

Figure 2.7. Millar Mikrotip piezoelectric pressure catheter [27]. The Millar Mikrotip 

piezoelectric pressure catheter (Millar Inc.) contains a (a) piezoelectric element which 

integrates stress through a change in resistance, measured across a Wheatstone bridge (b). 

When placed within tissue, the stress measured by the sensor IFP and SS, defined by 

TTP, as TTP = SS + IFP [24]. 

The Millar Mikrotip piezoelectric pressure catheter (Millar Inc.) has been referred 

to as a gold standard in measuring tissue pressure in both positive and negative pressure 

regimes [28]. This pressure catheter is small, diameters ranging between 0.33mm to 2 

mm and can be invasively placed within tissue to quantify internal pressure, shown in 

Figure 2.7a. The catheter’s side port contains a piezoelectric element, which ignores 

vertical displacement and stress arising from the placement of the probe, similar to the 

Wick-in-Needle technique described in section 2.3.1 [23]. Stress applied to the 

piezoelectric sensor results in measurable change in resistance, which is measured by a 
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Wheatstone bride configuration, illustrated in Figure 2.7b.  

The inherent nature of a piezoelectric device is that it measures all applied stress 

on the active element, thereby integrating together components of fluid and mechanical 

stresses within tissue, Figure 2.7c. Due to this phenomenon, the direct measurement 

provides TTP, and is incapable of isolating SS or IFP. Chauhan et al [24] suggested that 

the pressure catheter measures a combination of SS and IFP within tissue as both 

components are present on the piezoelectric surface, and defined this combination by the 

equation, TTP = SS + IFP. There were inherent difference in pressure values measured 

using the piezoelectric catheter and Wick-in-Needle technique [10, 24, 29, 30], indicate 

that both techniques could be integrated together to indirectly measure SS within the 

tissue, an aim successfully achieved and explained in Chapter 4.  

The Millar pressure catheter technique for quantifying TTP in pancreatic tumor 

tissue has become an issue debated amongst researchers in this field. The core of this 

debate arises due to the abundance of HA within pancreatic tissue and there is uncertainty 

around the description of HA swelling stress in terms of a IFP or SS. This debate and the 

biomechanical mechanism of pressure in pancreatic cancer is outlined next. 
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2.3 Elevated Pressure in Pancreatic Tumors 

 
Pancreatic cancer tissue exhibit measurable mechanical properties, including 

viscoelasticity and tumor pressure, and are associated with and strongly affected by an 

enhanced deposition of collagen and HA within the ECM [31].  However, one critical 

area in this field, inspiring significant debate amongst researchers, is properly defining 

the source of pressure as IFP or growth-induced SS. This contention is primarily focused 

around HA, which exhibits both fluid and elastic properties. HA is a highly negatively 

charged glycosaminoglycan that is overexpressed in pancreatic cancer tissue; a 12-fold 

increase of HA content compared to normal pancreas was shown in a separate study [32]. 

Each negative charge within HA aggregate requires a counter-ion to achieve electro-

neutrality, resulting in elevated osmotic pressure that drives fluid into and out of the 

aggregated glycosaminoglycan: this is referred to as Donnan equilibrium pressure [33]. 

Elevated osmotic pressure due to Donnan equilibrium pressure and electromechanical 

repulsion by the negative charges of aggregated glycosaminoglycan [34] results in 

swelling of the tissue matrix. The integrity of the collagen matrix elastically resists the 

swelling force, producing an equal stress to the Donnan equilibrium pressure to maintain 

a constant tissue volume. This equilibrium stress is referred to as pre-stress in literature 

[35]. The solid collagen matrix counterbalances the large absorption pressure resulting 

from this osmotic swelling, thereby, limiting fluid absorption and achieving tissue 

homeostasis. Therefore, pressure elevation is an indirect measurement of the internal 

stress imposed by the collagen-proteoglycan matrix.  

 DelGiorno et al. [29] describes the observed elevated pressure in PDA, measured 

values ranging from 75 mmHg to 130 mmHg [8] using a piezoelectric pressure 
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transducer probe (Section 2.2.3) as a direct measurement of IFP. In their model, IFP is 

divided into a two-phase fluid model for tissue, comprised of a “mobile” fluid, 

representing free fluid within tissue interstium, and an “immobile” fluid, representing 

fluid bound within HA. The two-phase fluid model, free fluid and “immobile” fluid, was 

first introduced by Brace and Guyton [34] to explain negative interstitial pressures 

measured using implantable hollow capsules, which solely measure IFP. Their work 

concluded that both osmotic and hydrostatic pressures arise from highly negative 

proteoglycans (primarily HA), and the combination of these effects results in an 

absorption pressure within tissue, driving fluid into the proteoglycan-collagen matrix to 

establish a charge balance. Brace and Guyton defines osmotic force as the transfer of 

fluid between the interstitium and the proteoglycan-collagen matrix (fluid component) 

and the hydrostatic force as mechanical recoil resulting from compressed elastic elements 

in the proteoglycan-collagen matrix (solid component). Since no practical measurement 

techniques exist to quantify osmotic force and hydrostatic force individually, Brace and 

Guyton grouped these terms into a single variable within a modified Starlings equation 

for interstitial fluid transport: pc – Πc = pif –Πif + pdon, where c stands for capillary, if 

stands for interstitial fluid, and don stands for Donnan force.  

 The modified Starlings equation only entails fluid transport mechanisms and falls 

short in describing the solid structural interactions which are pivotal in determining tissue 

pressure measurements conducted with a piezoelectric transduce used in their study [6, 8, 

29]. The piezoelectric sensor is indiscriminative in the mechanism that applies stress on 

the transducer; therefore, requires a model that describes both fluid and solid interactions 

within tissue. Chauhan et al. [24] instead associated elevated pressure measured by the 
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piezoelectric pressure transducer as a combination of both IFP and SS. In their model, 

collagen fibrils provide tensile strength and resist the stress imposed by migrating and 

proliferating tumor cells [11]. HA imbibes water molecules and provides compressive 

resistance to cancer cell proliferation. Therefore, Chauhan [24] asserted that the 

piezoelectric probe measures a combination of SS, initiated by cellular proliferation, and 

IFP within the interstitium, defined as TTP (Figure 1.1a) as illustrated in Figure 1.1b. A 

similar representation of total pressure measured as a combination of mechanical stress 

and fluid pressure dates back to Tergazhi [36] in 1923 in the pivotal work in 1D 

consolidation theory used to quantify the displacement of moving soil. In Tergazhi’s 

representation, the mechanical stress was referred to as effective stress and fluid pressure 

referred to the mean fluid pore pressure.  

 The micro-piezoelectric pressure transducer used in this thesis has been referred 

to as a gold standard in measuring tissue pressure in both positive and negative pressure 

regimes [28]. The inherent nature of a piezoelectric device is that it measures all applied 

stress on the active element, thereby integrating together all TTP, which are thought to be 

a combination of both growth induced SS and IFP  [24, 27].  This has been illustrated in 

numerous studies [10, 24, 29, 30], where the piezoelectric sensor has measured pressure 

considerably larger than the wick-in-needle technique [23], which measures solely IFP.  

Currently, quantification of IFP and SS is limited to independent measurements for each 

parameter. Chauhan et al. [24] suggested that the best method to measure IFP only was 

the wick-in-needle technique (Section 2.2.1) [23], with which a mean IFP of 11.8 mmHg 

was measured in PDAC. To quantify SS, several methods have been proposed and 

outlined in Section 2.2.2. A technique that can achieve both, measuring IFP and SS at the 
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same location in tissue, is needed to provide insight into the relationships between IFP 

and SS in respect TTP, as well can be implemented to further understand the effects of 

pressure on vascular patency and molecular uptake into pancreatic tumors.  
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2.4 Purpose of this Research 
 

The purpose here was to investigate limitations on intravenous molecular delivery in 

pancreatic tumors by measuring the intrinsic relationship between TTP and histological 

features, such as collagen and HA. An ongoing debate has pursued within the scientific 

community on whether HA contributes to IFP or mechanical SS within pancreatic 

tumors, to induce widespread vascular collapse and reduced molecular uptake. This thesis 

aims to target this specific question through direct measurements of both SS and IFP 

within pancreatic tumors, co-localize these measurements with histological information 

of HA and collagen content, and develop a mechanical model to describe SS 

contributions to interstitial hypertension.  These observations can then be coupled with 

vascular patency assay and molecular delivery rates in situ. 

In this work, I directly measure pressure within pancreatic tumors using an in-vivo 

piezoelectric pressure sensor. Due to the nature of the sensor, the piezoelectric sensor 

measures all applied stress on the active element, thereby integrating all TTP, a 

combination SS and IFP. This work introduces a technique to directly measure TTP and 

IFP, using a modified a piezoelectric transducer, within the same tumor location, thereby 

indirectly quantifying SS. Currently, no other method exists that can measure both 

parameters within a single tumor location using a single pressure transducer. Ex-vivo 

analysis was conducted to correlate measurements of TTP, dominated by SS, to whole 

tumor collagen content, vascular patency, verteporfin uptake within pancreatic cancer.  

This work also explicitly explored the regional intra-tumor heterogeneity of 

extracellular matrix components as related to measured TTP within pancreatic cancer. 

Multiple pressure measurements were conducted along a common horizontal plane of a 
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tumor, and the pressure locations were co-localized to ex-vivo histological quantification 

of HA and collagen, and co-localized measurements of vascular patency and verteporfin 

uptake within pancreatic tumors. Texture analysis was conducted to determine the spatial 

heterogeneity of collagen distribution and the effects of increase complexity and 

irregularity of collagen on TTP.  

 In the final study, collagen was enzymatically degraded within pancreatic tumors, 

to induce a net relaxation of hyaluronic swelling stress and decompression of 

intratumoral vasculature. Collagenase-D was injected directly within the tumor 

interstitium and TTP was monitored temporally for each tumor studied. Verteporfin 

uptake was quantified for tumors injected directly with collagenase and control tumors to 

determine the interplay between collagen, molecular uptake, and TTP within pancreatic 

tumors.  

Integrating all these measurements together, it is possible to show that the nature 

of collagen and HA in tumors is the factor which limits intravascular molecular delivery, 

and that the micro-regional heterogeneity of this is perhaps one of the most vexing 

problems in cancer therapy today.  But the study here systematically examined each of 

these issues and proposes some logical next steps in terms of enhancing delivery of 

molecular therapeutics, such as the photosensitizer used in photodynamic therapy.  
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3. Quantification of Total Tissue Pressure 

3.1. System Overview 

Figure 3.1 illustrates the system used in this work. Pressure measurements were 

performed using a Millar Mikrotip piezo-electric pressure catheter (model SPR-671, 0.47 

mm diameter) with a dynamic pressure range from -50 mmHg to 300 mmHg 

(Millar.com) and a nominal sensitivity of 5μV/V/mmHg. The Millar pressure catheter has 

four ports, a positive and negative terminal for excitation voltage and a positive and 

negative terminal for output voltage. The output signal corresponded to the difference 

between the positive and negative terminal output voltages. The excitation voltage for the 

probe was supplied by an external voltage supply set at 5 VDC. The output signal 

terminals of the pressure catheter were connected to an AD8221 precision 

instrumentation amplifier (Analog Device LLC). The programmable gain of the 

instrumentation amplifier was set to 991 using a 49.9 Ω 1% resistor placed across the 

gain terminal. The output of the instrumentation amplifier was passed through a first-

order RC low pass filter with a cutoff frequency, fc = 0.1 Hz. A low-pass filter was 

required to filter the 60 Hz electrical hum, which interfered with the signal output of the 

pressure transducer. The low-pass filter was connected to a Vernier LabPro data 

acquisition unit (Vernier Software and Technology) using Vernier voltage probes, +/- 10 

V range. Data was recorded and analyzed using Venier LoggerPro3 software. The data 

acquisition rate was set to 60 samples per minute.  
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Figure 3.1. Image of pressure sensor system. The system includes a Millar 

Mikrotip pressure catheter (a) and the system diagram (b) includes an instrumentation 

amplifer, a first-order low pass filter, a Vernier LabPro data acquisition unit, and the 

Vernier LoggerPro3 software. 
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3.2. System Calibration 

The Millar pressure catheter was calibrated prior to each experiment using a water 

column at a temperature of 37°C. The water column consisted a polycarbonate tubing, 0.5 

inch inner diameter and 60 inch length, as shown in Figure 3.2(a). The length of the 

polycarbonate tubing was labeled in increments of 1 inch using a black ink marker. The 

Millar pressure sensor was placed at the bottom of the tubing and water was added until 

the sensor tip was covered; this was set as a zero pressure point. Water was added to the 

tubing in increments of 10 inH2O and the pressure catheter voltage output was recorded 

for 10 minutes at each increment level. Once the tubing is filled, water was released 

through the nylon tee connector, Figure 3.2(b), in increments of 10 inH2O and the 

pressure catheter output voltage was record as before.  
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Figure 3.2. Millar pressure calibration apparatus. Pressure calibration was 

conducted in a water column 60 inches in length with a water temperature was at 

37 °C. An enlarged image of the location of the Millar pressure sensor is shown in 

(b).   

 

Figure 3.3. Calibration of Millar pressure catheter in water.  
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Five minutes of data was acquired at each water level. The mean voltage at each 

increment was collected and used as calibration to relate output voltage to pressure, 

Figure 3.3. The calibration illustrated a linear range (R2 = 0.98) for a range of pressure 

values and slope was reported to be 33 mV / 1 inH2O. No measurable change in slope 

was seen in the calibrations done before each animal study.  
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3.3 Total Tissue Pressure Measurement Technique 

 

Figure 3.4. Measuring interstitial pressure in an orthotopic AsPC-1, human 

adenocarcinoma, tumor. One finger was placed over the chest wall to limit 

motion artifacts resulting from the motion of the diaphragm. 

The Millar pressure catheter was soaked for 30 minutes prior to use in a water bath at 

37°C. To place the Millar pressure catheter into the tumor, a 23-gauge needle was used to 

first pierce into the tumor. Once the needle was removed, the Millar catheter was quickly 

removed from the water bath and placed into the track created by the needle. The Millar 

probe was removed and reinserted several times into the needle track to avoid adherence 

to the surrounding tissue. The Millar probe was approximately located at the center of 

each tumor in this study. Data was collected for a minimum of 10 minutes for each tumor 

or until a constant pressure value was observed.  In some cases, the rat was physically 

restrained due to excessive motion of the diaphragm. In this case, a finger was placed 
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over the chest wall to steady the rat and minimize the motion of the tumor and pressure 

catheter. This can be seen in Figure 3.4. Once the data was collected, the pressure 

catheter was removed from the tumor, rinsed with the enzymatic detergent, Endozime, 

and placed back into the water bath. 

 

Figure 3.5. In-vivo total Tissue Pressure Measurement in orthotopically 

implanted AsPC-1 tumor grown in an athymic nude rat.  

Figure 3.5 illustrates typical results from a single stream of pressure measurements in 

an orthotopic tumor. Total tissue pressure (TTP) measurements were taken for 

approximately 10 minutes for each tumor, or until a clear steady-state pressure value 

could be interpreted from the data. In this case, the Millar pressure sensor was guided 

into the track left by a 23-gauge introducer needle, at time = 30 seconds, and removed 

from the tumor at time = 9 minutes. The mean interstitial pressure was calculated to be 57 

mmHg, illustrating a significant pressure increased compared with atmospheric pressure.  
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 A significant limitation for the Millar pressure catheter, outlined in Section 2.3.3, 

is that the transducer is indiscriminative to the stress that the catheter measures. The 57 

mmHg value of TTP shown in Figure 3.5 provides limited information into the direct 

contributions resulting from solid stress (SS) and interstitial fluid pressure (IFP), 

respective. A Wick-in-Needle technique [23] could be applied within the same region to 

quantify IFP and TTP directly, and indirectly quantifying SS. This method has been used 

in several studies [8, 29, 30], however, the direct limitation of this technique is multiple 

devices used would result in significant deformation in the tumor and reduce the accuracy 

of either technique. A new device that could achieve measurements of TTP and IFP in the 

same location, without requiring addition deformation would significantly impact this 

field. Chapter 4 will discuss a novel modification to the Millar pressure catheter which 

achieves measurement of both IFP and TTP within a single tumor location. 
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4. Quantification of Interstitial Fluid Pressure Using a Pressure 
Catheter 

4.1. Design 

 

Figure 4.1. Modified Millar Pressure Catheter with overlying sheath. A Millar 

Mikrotip pressure catheter (a) and a modified cover (b) were used to measure total tissue 

pressure (TTP) as a combination of solid stress (SS) and interstitial fluid pressure (IFP) 

(c) and IFP only (d).  

 The catheter, Figure 4.1a, used a piezoelectric element in tissue, to measure stress 

that propagates from SS within tissue components, such as collagen, hyaluronic acid 

(HA), and cellular migration and proliferation, and IFP within the tissue interstitium to 

the Miller piezoelectric element (i.e. TTP = IFP + SS), as illustrated in Figure 4.1c. IFP, 

approximately equal to microvascular pressure [24], eliminates convective molecular 

transport into tumors. SS has been shown to inhibit diffusive transport [37] and instigate 

widespread vascular collapse within tumors [10]. I hypothesized that measuring both IFP 

and TTP would provide essential information on pressure formulation within pancreatic 

tumors, as well as provide valuable insight on localized molecular uptake and vascular 

patency.   
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 IFP was isolated from TTP by using polytetrafluoroethelyne (ID = 0.56 mm) 

tubing (STT-24-10, Small Parts) as a protective cover, surrounding the Millar pressure 

catheter, as shown in Figure 4.1b. The PTFE cover was designed to eliminate contact of 

ECM components on the piezoelectric element of the transducer and allow transmission 

of IFP into the fluid surrounding the probe, Figure 4.1d. The PTFE cover was 5 inches in 

length and could be effortlessly removed from the probe without changing the position of 

the Millar sensors within the tumor. In this way, both IFP and TTP could be measured 

within the same location.  
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4.2 Proof-of-Concept Experiments 

 

Figure 4.2. Proof-of-concept experiments for PTFE cover for Millar Pressure 

Catheter. The Millar pressure catheter and PTFE cover was placed into a SS phantom 

(a) with the PTFE cover and without the PTFE cover (b). The Millar pressure catheter 

with PTFE cover was placed in a water column (c) and the output signal was measured in 

10 inH2O increments up to 50 inH2O (d).  

 

 The Millar Mikrotip pressure catheter measures a voltage in proportion to the 

stress applied to the piezoelectric sensor. Therefore, as the catheter is placed into a tumor, 

the sensor measures TTP (Figure 4.1c), making an isolated measurement of IFP 

impossible. To overcome this imperfection in the Millar pressure catheter, a cover was 

fashioned from transparent polytetrafluoroethelyne (PTFE) tubing. The tubing size was 

chosen to be 24-gauge (ID = 0.54 mm), the closest size to the 0.47 mm diameter pressure 

catheter tip. A 30-gauge hypodermic needle was used to initially poke slits into the tip of 
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the tubing and the tubing was filled with water (T = 37°C) surrounding the Millar 

pressure catheter 

 Two tests were required to prove that a simple PTFE cover could isolate IFP 

measurements; (1) construct a SS phantom and prove the cover protects the Millar 

pressure catheter from SS and (2) calibrate the Millar pressure catheter with and without 

the PTFE cover to confirm fluid pressure transmission. A SS phantom was made from 

Mold Max 10 (Smooth-On, Inc). This material is solid silicone rubber material with 

reported modulus of 35 psi. The material was suspected to be porous, however, after 

placing the material in tap water for 24 hours, no apparent change in weight occurred, 

indicating zero water absorbance. The Millar pressure catheter with PTFE cover was 

placed into the silicone material using a 23-gauge hypodermic needle guiding the 

placement, Figure 4.2a. The Millar pressure catheter measured a small reduction in 

pressure (~3 mmHg), Figure 4.2b. The PTFE cover was carefully removed from the 

Millar catheter, while preserving the Millar catheter placement in the silicone rubber. An 

approximate increase of 120 mmHg increase was measured without the PTFE cover 

indicating the cover protects the Millar sensor from the large internal stress of the silicone 

rubber. 

 The Millar pressure catheter and PTFE cover was placed in a 50 inch H2O water 

column at 37°C, Figure 4.2c. The Millar pressure catheter measurement was taken to be 

zero at the point where water barely covered the pressure catheter piezoelectric element. 

Water was added to the column in 10 inch increments until a water level of 50 in of H2O, 

Figure 4.2d. The procedure was repeated with the Millar pressure catheter and no PTFE 

cover. No apparent differences in pressure measurements were observed with and without 
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the PTFE cover (Figure 4.2d), indicating the occurrence of fluid pressure transmission 

into the Millar pressured catheter and PTFE cover.  
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4.3 Interstitial Fluid Pressure Measurement Technique 

 The Millar pressure catheter with PTFE cover was soaked for 30 minutes prior to 

use in a water bath at 37°C. To place the Millar pressure catheter into the tumor, a 23-

gauge needle was used to first pierce into the tumor. Once the needle was removed, the 

Millar pressure catheter was quickly removed from the water bath and placed into the 

track created by the needle. The Millar probe was not removed and reinserted into the 

needle track because the PTFE cover prevents adherence of the pressure sensor to the 

surrounding tissue. The Millar pressure catheter was approximately located at the center 

of each tumor in this study. Data was collected for a minimum of 10 minutes for each 

tumor or until a constant pressure value was observed.   

 After approximately 10 minutes of data was collected for IFP, the PTFE cover 

was carefully retracted from the sensor region of the Millar probe, while taking care to 

preserve the probe location within the tumor. An additional 10 minutes of pressure 

measurements were taken to quantify TTP. Quantification of both IFP and TTP in the 

same tumor location allowed for the quantification of SS (i.e. SS = TTP - IFP).  
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Figure 4.3. Quantification of total tissue pressure (TTP), solid stress (SS), and 

interstitial fluid pressure (IFP).  

 Figure 4.3 illustrates the usefulness of the PTFE cover with the Millar pressure 

catheter to measure TTP, IFP, and SS within the same tumor location. In this tumor, the 

Millar probe, with PTFE cover, is inserted into the tumor interstitium at time = 2 mins. 

IFP was measured for 10 mins with a mean value of 9.4 mmHg. At time = 12 mins, the 

PTFE cover was carefully retracted from the sensor region of the Millar probe, while 

taking care to preserve the probe location within the tumor. From time = 12 mins to 22 

mins, a mean TTP of 59.2 mmHg was measured. SS was approximated from the 

difference between TTP and IFP to be 49.8 mmHg (TTP = IFP + SS). This method 

achieved the goal of isolating both IFP and SS measurements from TTP measured using a 

piezoelectric sensor, as well as showed that SS was the primary cause of elevated TTP in 

pancreatic tissue.  
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Figure 4.4. Comparison of total tissue pressure (TTP) and interstitial fluid pressure 

(IFP) in five tumors. Comparison between measured pressure measurements was made 

for five AsPC-1 orthotopic tumors grown in athymic nude rats by a student t-test (*p < 

0.001) compared with TTP. 

 

 Figure 4.4 illustrates that TTP measured in five AsPC-1 tumors were significantly 

larger than IFP, indicating that elevated TTP is dominated by SS. A statistically 

significant difference (p < 0.001) was measured using a student t-test compared with 

TTP. The median value of IFP was 12.6 mmHg, supporting the hypothesis that IFP 

cannot exceed microvascular pressure of approximately 20 mmHg [38].  This result 

matches the known physiologically relevant numbers expected from capillary pressures.  
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4.4. Discussion 

 This thesis work introduced a new modification to a conventional piezoelectric 

pressure catheter, used to independently separate and quantify TTP, SS, and IFP within 

the same tumor location, thereby clarifying the relationship between these parameters. 

However, another research group attempted to achieve a similar goal using a 

piezoelectric catheter in needle (PC-N technique with limited success, as described 

below. 

 

Figure 4.5. Piezoelectric catheter in needle (PC-N) technique [29].  

 In attempt to isolate IFP from the Millar pressure catheter measurement, 

DelGiorno et al. [29] developed a technique referred to as piezoelectric catheter-in-needle 

(PC-N). The Millar pressure catheter was placed within a needle with a side hole, similar 

to the wick-in-needle [23] technique (WN). The goal of this technique was to completely 

shield the piezoelectric sensor from any potential contact with solid tissue element, 

allowing fluid transmission of pressure into the needle. In their study, both the 

piezoelectric catheter (PC) and piezoelectric catheter in needle (PC-N) were used to 

measure pressure within the same tumor location. The results indicated no difference in 
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pressure was measured between PC and PC-N, and the pressure values were consistently 

larger than the WN technique 32 mmHg, 31 mmHg, and 25 mmHg, respectively. These 

results indicate that the PC-N technique heavily weights SS components and fails to 

isolate IFP from the pressure measurement. Few comments can be made regarding this 

device as the exact specifications were not published and the authors did not pursue any 

additional measurements using this technique. 
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5. Influence of Interstitial Pressure and Collagen on Vascular Patency 
and Verteporfin Uptake in Pancreatic Cancer 
5.1. Animal and Tumor Model 

The tumor line used for this study was a human pancreatic adenocarcinoma 

xenograft, AsPC-1. A total of 24 female athymic nude rats, between 6 and 8 weeks of 

age, were implanted via injection of 1 × 106 cells, in 50% Matrigel (BD Biosciences, San 

Jose, California) and 50% complete media, subcutaneously into the right flank and 

orthotopically directly into the pancreas. Two tumor locations were incorporates into this 

study as the host-tumor microenvironment has previously been shown to influence tumor 

growth, metastatic potential, and efficacy of systemic treatments [39]. The tumors were 

allowed to grow for a period of 4 to 6 weeks, until reaching an average diameter of 10 – 

15 mm for orthotopically grown tumors and 5 – 8 mm for subcutaneously grown tumor. 

All animal procedures were conducted under the protocol approved by the Dartmouth 

Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC). 
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5.2. Pressure Measurement Technique 

5.2.1. Methods 

 Conventional pressure measurements were performed using a Millar Mikro-tip 

piezoelectric pressure catheter (model SPR-671, 0.47 mm diameter) to acquire total tissue 

pressure (TTP) within a single location for all tumors analyzed. To isolate interstitial 

fluid pressure from total tissue pressure, the Millar pressure catheter was covered with 

24-gauge (ID = 0.56 mm) polytetrafluoroethelyne (PTFE) tubing (STT-24-10, Small 

Parts). The PTFE shields the Millar sensor from contact with solid components with the 

tissue interstitium, thereby measuring solely IFP. By measurement of IFP and TTP within 

a single tumor location, SS was indirectly quantified, providing measurements of IFP, SS, 

and TTP. A full description of this method is outlined in Chapter 4.  

 In this study, two tumor locations, subcutaneous on the right hind leg and 

orthotopic within the pancreas, were analyzed. A single pressure measurement of IFP and 

TTP was conducted in each tumor location. The resulting pressure measurements were 

compared between tumor locations and the results are presented in the following section.  
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5.2.2. Results 

 

Figure 5.1. Comparison of Total Tissue Pressure (TTP) in respect to tumor location. 

Pressure measurement were taken for subcutaneous (n = 9) and orthotopic (n =10) AsPC-

1 tumors grown in Athymic nude rats.  

 One goal of this study was to determine the effect of TTP measurements 

conducted with a piezoelectric sensor in tumors grown subcutaneously and 

orthotopically. Figure 5.1 illustrates the difference between TTP measured in 

subcutaneous (n = 9) and orthotopic (n = 10) tumor locations. The results illustrate no 

statistically significant trend exists in TTP between these locations, suggesting that 

internal SS was approximately unchanged in tumors grown in physiologically different 

organs. However, the subcutaneous tumor location possessed large variations of TTP 

measurements, while orthotopic tumor locations possessed constant TTP values, 

indicating large variations of tumor growth. The median pressure values 35.9 mmHg 

(subcutaneous) and 47.6 mmHg (orthotopic) measured shown in Figure 3.5 both exceed 

the blood pressure within capillaries, approximately 20 mmHg [38]. 
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5.2.3. Discussion 

 The results presented in Figure 5.1 indicate no difference in TTP exists when 

comparing tumors grown in different host-microenvironment. This finding disagrees with 

other studies that measured solely IFP within different tumor types. Lunt et al [40] 

implanted and grew KHT-C murine fibrosarcoma and ME180 and SiHa human cervix 

carcinoma in transgenic mice and measured pressure using a wick-in-needle technique. 

The results of this study illustrated a statistically significant increase in IFP in 

orthotopically grown tumor compared with subcutenously grown tumors across all tumor 

types, mean IFP differences of approximately 12 mmHg. Aung et al [41] showed similar 

results in osteosarcoma tumor models (OS1423, HOS, SaOS2, 143.98.2) grown in SCID 

mice using the wick-in-needle technique, with mean IFP difference approximately 15 

mmHg.  

The disagreement between my study and the results presented by these 

researchers can easily be explained due to the fundamental mechanisms of the different 

techniques used to acquire pressure readings. As stated in Section 2.2.3, a piezoelectric 

pressure transducer is indiscriminative to the stress applied to the sensor, thereby is 

incapable of isolating IFP or SS from measurements of TTP. The results in Figure 5.1 

suggests that TTP does not statistically change between tumor locations, but provides 

limited information regarding the relative change in IFP. In fact, Section 4.3 indicated 

that measurements of TTP are heavily weighted by the SS components, which originate 

through the solid mechanism within the tissue matrix, not interstitial fluid. To determine 

whether there is a difference between tumor types, analysis of the key component in SS 

must be analyzed to shed light on this discrepancy between my study and the work of 
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other researchers. In the next section, I will determine an analysis relating collagen 

content to TTP to provide essential insight in the mechanism behind solid stress and any 

key differences between tumors grown in different host-microenvironments. 
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5.3. Collagen Area Fraction 

5.3.1. Methods 

 The fundamental goal of my research was to discover the cause role stromal 

components play on SS accumulation within pancreatic tumors, measured through TTP. 

Pancreatic cancer exhibits an enhanced desmoplastic reaction, resulting in the distribution 

of collagen with the extracellular matrix [6]. The role of collagen is to provide tensile 

strength within tissue to impede mechanical deformation, resulting in an equilibrium 

between the force applied to the collagen matrix and internal swelling of the tissue 

matrix. It is imperative to investigate collagen distribution within pancreatic cancer to 

directly indicate the influence this component has on SS accumulation, and potentially, 

reduced molecular uptake. 

  

Figure 5.2. Masson Trichrome stained tissue slice.  

To quantify collagen distribution post in-vivo measurements of IFP and TTP, both 

subcutaneous and orthotopic tumors were removed, imbedded in paraffin, thinly sliced (4 

μm), and stained with Masson trichrome (MT) stain, as shown in Figure 5.2. MT is a 
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combination of three stains which stain collagen fibers blue through aniline blue 

application, Weigerts working hematoxylin to stain cell nuclei blue/black, and Biebrich 

Scarlet-Acid Fuchsin to stain cytoplasm light red or pink [42]. In each tumor section, the 

entire tumor was divided into eight 10x images, saved in 8-bit RGB format, as shown 

below in Figure 5.3. 

 

Figure 5.3. Localized analysis of collagen content with AsPC-1 pancreatic tumors.  

 As stated previously, the goal of this work was to determine the collagen 

distribution within the entire tumor tissue. This requires color segmentation to isolate 

only collagen positive stains (blue) within each tumor image, ignoring the non-specific 

stains that make up most of the acquired image. This process increases in difficulty as 

cell nuclei, through Weigerts working hematoxylin stain, are stained dark blue/black, 

limiting the ability to apply filters to the RGB color space and extract the collagen 

positive pixels. Instead, this work transformed each image into a CIE-LAB color space to 

simplify the process of color segmentation. 

 CIE-LAB color space is an international standard color space designed to enhance 

perceptional uniformity [43]. This means that color differences perceived by a human eye 

is highly non-linear, and the CIE LAB color space corrects this by relating human 
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perception of color equal to the Euclidean distance represented by the Lab space gamut. 

The Lab color space represents a three-dimensional color gamut which separates all 

chromaticity’s of color into x and y coordinate and the corresponding signal intensity/ 

lightness into the z-coordinate. MATLAB was used to perform color space 

transformation using the function rgb2lab(). The resulting representation of a RGB image 

into a 3D data plot representing Lab color space is shown in Figure 5.4.  

 

Figure 5.4. Color transformation of RGB to Lab color space. An image was uploaded 

in MATLAB in RGB (a) color format and converted to Lab space using the rgb2lab() 

built-in function (b).  

The color transformation from RGB into Lab color space provides a scatterplot 

representation of the L, a, and b coordinates of an RGB image. However, difficulty still 

arise in filtering data to isolate the blue pixels within the image. By observation of the 

RGB image, there are three perceived colors, pink representing cytoplasm within the 

tissue, blue representing collagen, and white representing void space. An unsupervised 

machine learning algorithm, known as k-means clustering algorithm, was applied to 

cluster similar pixels into segmented color images. The k-means algorithms works by 

partitioning a group of uncorrelated data points in a fixed set of clusters (k number of 
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clusters) based on a notion of similarity between data points [44]. The algorithm begins 

by arbitrarily selecting k-mean values of L, a, and b, representing the center of a cluster. 

Next, the Euclidean distance is determined between the k-mean position and each data 

point. Data point are sub-divided to the cluster mean with the minimum Euclidean 

distance, and each cluster center is then updated to be the mean of its constituent data 

points. The results represent k-clusters that are at a maximum Euclidean distance from 

each other. Once the clusters are identified, pixels represented in each cluster are 

converted back to RGB space to formulate segmented color images. This process is 

illustrated in Figure 5.5. 

 

Figure 5.5. Color segmentation of Masson Trichrome stain using k-mean clustering 

algorithm.  

 Once the k-means clustering algorithm was complete, a simply MATLAB code 

was written to identify the image with blue pixels. MT stains the collagen within each 

tissue slice blue, indicating the middle image in Figure 5.5 contains collagen positive 
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stain; the other images were ignored for this analysis. Hematoxylin within the MT also 

stains cell nuclei blue, therefore, a median filter (5 pixel diameter) was applied to remove 

nuclei from the image, leaving only collagen represented in the image. Collagen area 

fraction was computed from these tumor images as the number of pixels stained with 

collagen compared with the total number of pixels in each image. The mean collagen area 

fraction of eight images for a single tumor were used to represent total collagen area 

fraction. Data accumulated for collagen area fraction was compared with the TTP 

measured to determine the role of stromal development on interstitial hypertension, as 

shown in the next section. 
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5.3.2. Results 

 

Figure 5.6. Correlation between collagen area fraction and total tissue pressure 

(TTP). A strong correlation was observed between collagen area fraction and TTP using 

a linear regression fit (R2 = 0.799; *p < 0.001).  

Increased deposition of collagen within ECM is a byproduct of an enhanced 

desmoplastic reaction within pancreatic tumors. Collagen is a structural component of the 

ECM that possesses both viscous and elastic properties, exhibiting deformation that 

depends on the rate at which it is strained [45]. The larger quantity of collagen would 

provide a stronger barrier to cellular proliferation and expanding hyaluronic acid (HA), 

thereby, increasing SS within the tumor interstitium. It was my hypothesized that total 

collagen content within the tumor would directly correlate with TTP measured with the 

Millar pressure catheter. This hypothesis has been suggested in related manuscripts [10, 

13, 29]; however, never empirical proven until now.  

 The results of this study illustrated a strong correlation between TTP and collagen 
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area fraction (%), Figure 5.6, in 24 AsPC-1 xenograft tumors. Mean values for each 

tumor were fit using linear regression with R2 = 0.799 (p < 0.001). These findings 

coincide with the work of Chauhan et al. [13], which showed degradation of collagen 

area fraction using an angiotensin inhibitor, losartin, resulted in a reduction of SS. The 

mean value of TTP presented within this study is 48.8 mmHg, coinciding with findings of 

other pancreatic xenograft tumors studied with the Millar piezoelectric pressure catheter 

[30]. The y-intercept (23 mmHg) approximately equaled values of microvascular 

pressure (MVP) found in literature [38]. This would suggest that IFP and MVP are 

approximately equal and IFP is unaffected by collagen area fraction. Stylianopoulos et al. 

[10] showed that IFP was uncorrelated with growth-induced stress in another study.    
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5.3.3. Discussion 

 The primary goal of this study was to determine the causal role collagen has on 

SS development within pancreatic tumors. The results presented in Figure 5.6 illustrated 

a linear correlation of collagen area fraction with TTP, which represents the equilibrium 

between the force applied to the collagen matrix and the resulting mechanical 

deformation. The resistance of the collagen-matrix to mechanical deformation can be 

measured through an elastic modulus, which represents the relative mechanical strength 

of the collagen-matrix and the ability of the collagen matrix to impede osmotic swelling 

and cellular proliferation within the tumor interstitium. The mechanical properties of 

collagen and other ECM components are critical in tissue engineering for ECM scaffold 

development and have been thoroughly investigated. Roeder et al. [46] investigated 

mechanical properties of type I collagen solutions with increasing collagen 

concentrations (0.3 mg/mL – 3 mg/mL). The results illustrated a linear increase in elastic 

modulus for solutions with increasing collagen concentrations. Provenzano et al. [47] 

investigated collagen gels imbedded with mammary epithelial cells. Provenzano 

combined the results from Roeder [46] with their own and showed a cubic relationship 

between elastic modulus and collagen concentrations (R2 = 0.994). The results presented 

in Fig 3 were fit using a 3rd-order polynomial and a negligible improvement in goodness 

of fit was observed (R2 = 0.8). The heterogeneity of collagen within pancreatic tumors 

yielded a global (entire tumor) correlation between collagen and localized measurement 

of TTP; however, a more localized quantification of collagen would be required to pick 

out higher-order trends.  

 Figure 5.6 suggests that degradation of collagen within the ECM of pancreatic 
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tumor would reduce SS and lower TTP. Gade et al. [48] illustrated this by measuring TTP 

using a Millar Mikrotip pressure catheter in HT29 human colon adenocarcinoma 

xenografts implanted subcutaneously in male nude mice. Upon systemically 

administering 100μL collagenase, the mean TTP reduced to 64% of the control value, 

120 minutes post-injection. Collagenase has also shown a dose-dependent reduction in 

IFP and MVP in OHS human osteosarcoma xenografts grown subcutaneous in female 

athymic BALB/nu/nu mice [49]. A reduction of 45% and 26% of IFP was measured 

using the wick-in-needle technique upon systemically administering 0.1% and 0.01% 

collagenase, respectively. Administration of 0.1% collagenase reduced MVP by a 

maximum of 60% 40 minutes post-injection, recovering to control 100 minutes post-

injection, and a 2-fold increase in murine monoclonal antibody (IgG 2b) was measured in 

the tumor. The brief reduction in MVP was explained as an increased vascular area, up to 

a 3-fold increase was shown in a separate study [50], which increased perfusion and 

reduced the drug delivery barrier characteristic to tumors. In my own work, I have 

enzymatically degraded collagen within pancreatic tumors and the results will be 

discussed further in Chapter 7. 

 Inhibition of hedgehog (Hh) signaling pathways has been shown to reduce 

stromal load by decreasing collagen I production in pancreatic tumors [51]. Introduction 

of IPI-926 hedgehog inhibitor showed reduction in stromal development, a statistically 

significant increase in vascularization, and 60% increase in gemcitabine uptake in 

pancreatic tumors. Stylianopolous et al. [10] also showed that application of saridegib 

IPI-926 resulted in a reduction of growth-induced solid stress, indicating reduction of 

collagen results in reduction in tissue hypertension. These results illustrate the usefulness 
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of quantifying stromal content and collagen area fraction as the dense ECM of pancreatic 

tumors provide an impending barrier of resistance in pancreatic tumors and collagen area 

fraction could be used to predict therapeutic benefits of systemically delivered therapies. 

 The viscoelastic behavior of collagen transmits pressure in respect to resisting 

mechanical deformation; therefore, relieving the force applied to the collagen matrix 

conceivably could reduce TTP without degrading the collagen content within the tumor. 

Provenzano et al. [8] demonstrated this by administering PEGPH20 to autochthondous 

pancreatic tumors and measuring greater than a 4-fold reduction in TTP using a Millar 

pressure catheter and a ~71% increase in discernable vessel diameter. Degradation of 

interstitial HA mobilized bound water molecules and reduces solid stress applied to the 

surrounding collagen matrix, thereby decreasing TTP and increasing vascular perfusion. 

Tufto et al. [50] showed similar results in increased vascular area upon administering 

hyaluronidase and suggest that application of both hyaluronidase and collagenase could 

drastically improve systemically delivered therapies in highly fibrotic tumors. These 

studies suggest that HA has a major contribution within solid stress generation in 

pancreatic cancer and will be investigated in Chapter 6.  

 The results presented within this study suggest that solid stress, measured through 

total tissue pressure, is directly correlated with collagen area fraction within pancreatic 

tumors. Next, I will investigate the causal role of TTP on vascular structure, vascular 

patency, and verteporfin uptake within pancreatic tumors. 
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5.4. Vascular Structure, Vascular Patency, and Verteporfin Uptake 

 It is a primary hypothesis that elevated SS, measured through TTP, will result in 

vascular collapse and reduced molecular uptake within pancreatic tumors. In this section, 

a point-based measured of TTP was acquired for all tumors and compared with the 

vascular structure (total vessels) within the tumor, functional vasculature (vessels with 

active blood flow), and verteporfin uptake (measured using fluorescence signal using a 

point-based surface dosimeter technique).  

5.4.1. Methods 

Vascular Structure 

 

Figure 5.7. Anti-CD31 immunostaining of AsPC-1 pancreatic tumor tissue.  

Endothelial cell surface receptor CD31 was used as a marker for tumor 

vasculature structure, using immunostaining for anti-CD31 (BD Biosciences Inc) on 

frozen (4 μm) sections, using appropriate tissue controls as routinely completed in our 

research pathology Share Service of the Norris Cotton Cancer Center, as described in 

[52]. Sections were viewed at 10× magnification and eight color images were captured 

for each tumor section, as shown in Figure 5.7. The images were randomly selected 
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across the tissue slice and pattern was consistent with all tumor slices. Vascular structure 

was quantified as a vessel area fraction (%) by calculating the number of pixels stained 

with anti-CD31 compared with the total number of pixels in each image. The mean vessel 

area fraction (%) from eight images was reported. The mean vessel area fraction (%) was 

compared between the orthotopically grown tumors and subcutaneously grown tumors 

using a Welch t-test. The Welch t-test is a t-test used to analyze data with equal or 

unequal sample sizes and unequal variances. 

Vascular Patency 

 

Figure 5.8. DiOC7 injected stain in AsPC-1 pancreatic tumor tissue.  

Vascular patency was measured using an injected stain, DiOC7 (ThermoFisher 

Scientific) administered i.v. at a concentration of 1 mg/kg, one minute prior to sacrifice, 

as demonstrated in a previous study [53]. The tumor was excised and frozen. Sections 

were viewed at 10× magnification and eight color images were captured for each tumor 

section, as shown in Figure 5.8. Patent vessel area fraction (%) was quantified by 

calculating the number of pixels stained with DiOC7 compared with the total number of 
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pixels in each image. The mean patent vascular area fraction (%) from eight images was 

reported. The mean patent vascular area fraction (%) was compared between the 

orthotopically grown tumors and subcutaneously grown tumors using a Welch t-test. 

Verteporfin Uptake 

 

Figure 5.9. Custom designed fiber-optic spectroscopic device built at Dartmouth 

[54]. Illustration of a fiber optic spectroscopic device built Pogue’s Lab at Thayer School 

of Engineering. The images illustrates (a) the schematic of the multichannel dosimeter, 

(b) the fiber arrangement at the probe tip, and (c-d) the internal optical assembly of the 

chassis. 

Verteporfin (Sigma-Aldrich), a photosensitizer used predominately for 

photodynamic therapy [55], was used as a contrast agent in this study. Verteporfin was 

administered i.v. at a concentration of 1 mg/kg. Two minutes post-injection, optical 
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measurements were acquired at three locations on the subcutaneous tumor and four 

locations on orthotopic tumors of each rat, using a custom designed fiber-optic 

spectroscopic device [54], illustrated in Figure 5.9. This device sequentially measured 

white light reflectance (between 450-900 nm), and fluorescence emissions (in the range 

650-800 nm) resulting from excitation with laser light at 635 nm. The sampled 

fluorescence was used to quantify verteporfin content within the sampled tissue volume 

by an analysis method that included the following steps: calibration of the raw spectra to 

a reference phantom (1% Intralipid phantom), correction for the influence of optical 

properties using the white light spectroscopy measurements, and spectral fitting to 

separate verteporfin fluorescence emissions from other sources of fluorescence such as 

tissue autofluorescence and photoproducts [54]. Error analysis of spectral fitting was used 

to ensure robustness of optical parameters, with measurements made in either poor 

contact with the tissue or placed in a blood pool (defined as <20% blood volume) 

identified and removed from analysis. Optical measurements were collected up to 30 

minutes post-injection. 
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5.4.2. Results 

 

Figure 5.10. Comparing Vascular Structure and Total Tissue Pressure (TTP) in 

AsPC-1 pancreatic tumors. No correlation was observed comparing TTP to anti-CD31 

area fraction (%) (a), however, orthotopic tumor appeared to be statistically more 

vascularized than subcutaneous tumors p = 0.05, using a Welch t-test (b). 

My thesis hypothesized that SS, measured as a function of TTP, would correlate 

with vascular structure, vascular patency, and vascular perfusion within the tumor 

interstitium.  The results showed that quantification of tumor structure, by the anti-CD31 

immunostain (Figure 5.10a) in the central region of the tumor (excluding tumor 

periphery), showed no apparent correlation with increasing values of TTP. However, 

orthotopically grown tumors appeared statistically more vascularized than the 

subcutaneous counterpart, p = 0.05 (Figure 5.10b). The AsPC-1 human pancreatic 

adenocarcinoma xenograft is known to have limited expression of the cyclooxygenase 

(COX-2) protein [56], a protein that promotes angiogenesis; however, this result indicates 

that the host-tumor interaction has a strong influence on the vascular structure within a 

tumor [39]. 
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Figure 5.11. Comparing Vascular Patency and Total Tissue Pressure (TTP) in 

AsPC-1 pancreatic tumors. No correlation was observed comparing TTP to DiOC7 area 

fraction (%) (a) and no apparent difference existed between tumor locations (b). 

Quantification of tumor vascular patency, by the DiOC7 stain (Figure 5.11a) in the 

central region of the tumor (excluding tumor periphery), also did not change with 

increasing values of TTP. There was no apparent correlation between orthotopically and 

subcutaneously grown tumors (Figure 5.11b). Mean values of DiOC7 are approximately 

equal and/or slightly larger than anti-CD31. The quantification of both DiOC7 and anti-

CD31 were area fractions of positive stained pixels compared with total pixels.  The 

larger values of DiOC7 simply indicates possible diffusion of DiOC7 out of tumor 

vasculature during 1 minute of systemic circulation, thereby, resulting in a larger area 

fraction. By normalizing the median values of DiOC7 by the median value of anti-CD31 

stained area, subcutaneous grown tumors were 10% less perfused than orthotopic grown 

tumors. 
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Figure 5.12. Figure 5.11. Comparing Verteporfin Uptake and Total Tissue Pressure 

(TTP) in AsPC-1 pancreatic tumors. A statistically significant correlation between 

orthotopic location of verteporfin uptake and TTP (a) was determined using linear 

regression fit (*R2 = 0.46, p < 0.04). A statistically significant relationship existed 

between the orthotopic tumor location (b) for verteporfin uptake compared with the 

subcutaneous tumor location was determined by a Welch t-test (**p < 0.01).  

The mean values of verteporfin uptake using a fiber probe-based fluorescence 

quantification technique [54] (Figure 5.12a) were acquired for subcutaneous and 

orthotopic locations and compared with measurements of TTP for each tumor. The 

results showed a statistically significant decrease in verteporfin uptake in orthotopic 

tumors (R2 = 0.46; p < 0.04) and a no correlation with the subcutaneous tumors (R2 = 

0.43; p > 0.1). Verteprofin uptake was also elevated in orthotopic tumors compared with 

subcutaneous tumors (Figure 5.12b, p < 0.01), indicating an elevated global 

vascularization within orthotopic tumors.   
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5.4.3. Discussion 

The primary hypothesis of this work is extracellular collagen initiates elevated 

TTP within pancreatic cancer, activating widespread vascular collapse and reduced 

verteporfin uptake. The results in Figure 5.11a show no apparent difference between TTP 

and vascular patency, contrary to related studies [8, 48-50]. In these related studies, 

increased vascular perfusion values were measured as averaged values for tumors pre-

treatment and post-treatment after applying ECM degrading enzymes, and were not 

analyzed on a tumor-to-tumor basis as in Figure 11a. Measured values of TTP were less 

than microvascular pressure; indicating ECM degrading enzymes relaxed interstitial 

collagen and resulted in reduced SS within the tumor interstitium. Provenzano et al. [8] 

showed that administering PEGPH20 to autochtondous tumors resulted in a 4-fold 

decrease in TTP, 71% increase in discernable vessel > 10μm in diameter, and minimal 

effect on vessels < 10μm in diameter. Chauhan et al. [10] also applied an angiotensin 

inhibitor, losartan, which showed in drastic decrease in collagen area fraction and HA 

area fraction, as well as an increase in perfused vascular area. These results indicate 

reducing SS should have a significant improvement on functional vascularized area. 

 The limited correlation between vascular patency and TTP could arise from the 

difference in measurement techniques. Vascular patency was computed from eight 

images throughout the interior of the tumor and TTP was a point measurement technique 

in a single region of the tumor. Additionally, this limited correlation could arise from our 

choice to exclude the periphery of the tumor from our comparison. The periphery of the 

tumor is more vascularized than the interior of the tumor and could be used to illustrate a 

stronger comparison between the two variables. The decision was chosen as such to draw 
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a fair comparison between collagen content and TTP, as both were measured and 

quantified within the interior of the tumor mass. Further investigation into the 

relationship between TTP and vascular compression in both the interior and posterior of 

the tumor will be conducted in a future study in order to clarify the relationship shown in 

Figure 5.11a. 

 The results in Figure 5.12a illustrated a statistically significant decrease in 

orthotopic tumor verteporfin uptake in respect to TTP, however, no such correlation 

existed for subcutaneous tumors. The cause of this inconsistency could arise from the 

method the data was acquired. The fiber probe-based fluorescence technique is highly 

surface weighted as the depth of penetration of red light within the tissue is sub 1mm. 

This means in order to achieve a stronger correlation, pressure would need to be sampled 

close to the surface of the tumor, or verteporfin uptake must be measured at the same 

location pressure is measured. To achieve this, the next chapter will illustrate localized 

analysis of verteporfin uptake directly in the region TTP was acquired. 
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5.5. Conclusion 

In summary, this study introduced a novel pressure measuring technique capable 

of isolating IFP and SS from TTP measured using a modified Millar Mikrotip pressure 

catheter (SPR-671). The results illustrated that TTP is dominated largely by the SS 

component in these tumors, and that this correlates strongly with interstitial collagen area 

fraction within pancreatic tumors (R2 = 0.799, p < 0.001). The mean values of TTP and 

IFP were measured to be 48.8 mmHg and 12.8 mmHg respectively, indicating that SS, 

caused by tensile strength of collagen, results in the elevated TTP measured using a 

conventional piezoelectric pressure sensor. Global tumor measurements of vascular 

density (anti-CD31 immunostain) showed a statistically significant increase in vascular 

density in the orthotopically grown tumor location compared with subcutaneously grown 

tumors (p = 0.05). Vascular perfusion (e.g. verteporfin dosimetry) showed strong 

correlation with localized measurements of TTP in the orthotopic location (R2 = 0.46, p < 

0.04) and a statistically significant increase in verteporfin uptake was observed in 

orthotopic tumor locations compared with subcutaneous tumor locations (p < 0.01). This 

is a pertinent study as my findings illustrate that collagen area fraction directly correlates 

with TTP, heavily weighted by SS, and provides further insight in molecular dosimetry 

and therapeutic strategy in treating pancreatic cancer.  

 In the next chapter, localized measurements of HA, collagen, vascular density, 

vascular patency, and vascular perfusion will be conducted to more strongly understand 

complexities that lead to elevated TTP in pancreatic tumors. Two tumor lines will be 

analyzed to incorporated to determine intrinsic differences between extracellular matrix 

development and the translation of those components to TTP. 
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6. Co-Localized Interstitial Pressure, Stromal Components, Vascular 
Patency, and Verteporfin Uptake in Pancreatic Cancer 

6.1. Animal and Tumor Model 

All animal procedures were conducted under the protocol approved by the 

Dartmouth Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC). Two human PDAC 

xenograft tumor lines, AsPC-1 and BxPC-3, were used with 30 female athymic nude rats, 

between 6 and 8 weeks of age, being implanted via injection of 1 × 106 cells, in Matrigel 

(BD Biosciences, San Jose, California), subcutaneously into the right flank and 

orthotopically directly into the pancreas. Both subcutaneous and orthototopic locations 

were incorporated into this study as tumor growth, metastatic potential, and efficacy of 

systemic treatments are influenced by the host-tumor microenvironment [39]. The tumors 

were allowed to grow for a period of 4 to 6 weeks for AsPC-1 tumors and 6 to 10 weeks 

for BxPC-3 tumors, or until reaching an average diameter of 10 to 15 mm for 

orthotopically grown tumors and 5 to 8 mm for subcutaneously grown tumor. 
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6.2. Pressure Measurement Technique 

6.2.1. Methods 

Conventional pressure measurements were performed using the Millar Mikro-tip 

piezoelectric pressure catheter (model SPR-671, 0.47 mm diameter) described in the 

previous chapters, to acquire total tissue pressure (TTP). To isolate interstitial fluid 

pressure (IFP) from TTP, the catheter was covered with 24-gauge (ID = 0.56 mm) 

polytetrafluoroethelyne (PTFE) tubing (STT-24-10, Small Parts), also as described 

earlier. The PTFE shielded sensor from contact with solid stress (SS) components, 

thereby measuring solely IFP. Measurement of IFP, TTP and subsequent estimation of SS 

was all described in detail within Chapter 4. 

 

Figure 6.1. Total Tissue Pressure (TTP) measurements conducted within three 

locations within the solid tumor. A horizontal plane was defined (a), and a pressure 

catheter was inserted into three locations, approximately 4 mm separation, along a 

horizontal plane (b).  

To place the pressure catheter into tumor tissue, a 23-gauge needle was first 

introduced into the tissue and the catheter was quickly placed into the track created by the 

needle. The probe was removed and reinserted several times to avoid adherence to the 
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surrounding tissue. The pressure sensor was approximately located 3 to 5 mm in from the 

tumor surface. Three tumor locations were measured sequentially for each tumor; a single 

location for IFP and all three locations were measured for TTP. The tumor locations were 

separated by approximately 4 mm and were located along the same horizontal plane, 

illustrated in Figure 6.1. Data were collected for a minimum of 10 minutes for each tumor 

location or until a constant pressure value was observed. 

 

Figure 6.2. Localization of total tissue pressure (TTP) measurements in pancreatic 

tumors.  

The goal of this work was co-localization of pressure measurements with 

histological analysis of collagen and hyaluronic acid (HA), as well as vascular patency 

and verteporfin uptake. To achieve this, the locations of each pressure measurement must 

be preserved after the tumor is excised. Post-experiment, the tumors were excised and 23 

gauge hypodermic needles were placed within the track of each pressure measurement. 

The tumor was placed into formalin for 24 hours. The hypodermic needles were 
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retracted, placed into India ink, and re-inserted back into the needle track. This process is 

shown in Figure 6.2. The excised tumor was then cut along the horizontal plane 

containing the acquired pressure measurements and sent to clinical pathology to be 

stained using hematoxylin & eosin (H&E), Masson Trichrome (MT) stain, and 

hyaluronic acid binding protein-1 (HABP-1). 

 

Figure 6.3. Localized total tissue pressure (TTP) measurements post fixation and 

histological stain.  

The preceding protocol allowed for localization of each pressure measurement 

after fixation and histological stain, as shown by three clear indentations within Figure 

6.3. This methodology is essential for the analysis presented below in Section 6.3 and 

6.4.  
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6.2.2. Results 

 

 

Figure 6.4. Total Tissue Pressure (TTP) heterogeneity within a single pancreatic 

tumor. The resulting mean TTP for each location were 29 mmHg, 63 mmHg, and 38 

mmHg, as shown and graphed.  

One goal of this study was to determine the inherent heterogeneity in TTP 

measurements conducted with a piezoelectric sensor in tumors grown subcutaneously and 

orthotopically in two tumor lines. Figure 6.4 illustrates an example of statistically 

significant differences in pressures measured in three locations, 29 mmHg, 63 mmHg, 

and 38 mmHg respectively. The origin of these differences in TTP measurements arise 

from microenvironment difference in collagen and HA content, and will be discussed 

further in Section 6.3.  
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Figure 6.5. Localized TTP with respect to tumor location for AsPC-1 and BxPC-3 

tumor lines. No statistically significant difference in TTP was seen between tumor 

locations (a). A statistical significance was determined between tumor locations for IFP 

(b) with p < 0.01 using a Welch t-test. 

 Two tumor lines, AsPC-1 and BxPC-3, were used in this study and localized 

measurements of TTP were taken from 68 locations for orthotopic tumors and 31 

locations for subcutaneous tumors. The goal is to determine inherent differences in both 

TTP and IFP within tumors grown orthotopically and subcutaneously. Figure 6.5 

illustrates that tumor location plays a small, insignificant role in measured TTP, even 

when sampled in various locations of a single tumor. However, measured values of IFP 

showed a statistically significant increase in tumors grown orthotopically compared with 

tumors grown subcutaneously (p < 0.01), using a Welch t-test. This data suggested that 

TTP is affected primarily by SS within the tumor, which originates from stromal 

accumulation within the tumor interstitial space.  
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Figure 6.6. Whole tumor measurements of TTP compared between orthotopic and 

subcutaneous tumor locations. The mean, standard deviation, and coefficient of 

variance (standard deviation divided by mean) were computed from three tumor locations 

in each tumor and compared in respect to the host microenvironment.  

 To determine whether the whole tumor illustrates distinct differences in TTP 

heterogeneity, three localized measurements of TTP for each tumor were combined and 

the mean, standard deviation and coefficient of variances were used, as shown in Figure 

6.6. The results indicated that tumor location does not affect the average measured TTP 

and the intratumor heterogeneity was consistent between tumor locations, as measured by 

standard deviation and coefficient of variation. This indicates that tumor location is not a 

strong indicator of intratumor heterogeneity in TTP and additional analysis in stromal 

accumulation is required to shed light on the origin of this elevated pressure.  
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6.2.3. Discussion 

 In this section, multiple measurements of TTP were conducted along a similar 

horizontal plane to determine intratumor heterogeneity. This technique was introduced 

due to observations made in prior experiments that pressure measurements were highly 

dependent on locations where the tumor was sampled. Currently, a common practice for 

measuring pressure within tumors is to sample a tumor in multiple locations and use an 

average value for data analysis. This practice has been used in recent studies with the 

Millar pressure sensor [8, 29, 30], to illustrate difference in TTP measured between tumor 

types and locations. Although an average pressure is useful, the technique fails to outline 

the large heterogeneity in measured pressure, such as those shown in Figure 6.4. It is the 

primary goal of this thesis work to determine the origins of elevated TTP within 

pancreatic tumor to better hypothesis therapeutic interventions. This will be discussed 

further in the next section (Section 6.3), where localized analysis of stromal content, 

primarily HA and collagen, was investigated. 

 Host-microenvironment has been suggested to strongly influence intratumor 

pressure within various tumors line [57, 58]. The results presented in Figure 6.5 indicate 

no statistical difference in TTP exists when comparing tumors grown in different host-

microenvironment, however, a statistical significant difference was measured in IFP (p < 

0.01). These findings agree with other studies that measured solely IFP within different 

tumor types [40, 41], using a wick-in-needle technique. Elevated tumor IFP is often 

associated to a physiological interaction between tumor vasculature and the interstitial 

space. Known factors that contribute to elevated IFP include high flow resistance due to 
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unregulated angiogenesis that increases microvascular pressure, high cell density, and 

tumor size [40, 57]. 

 To investigate total tumor heterogeneity in TTP, mean, standard deviation, and 

coefficient of variation was measured in each tumor and compared across tumor 

locations. The results in Figure 6.6 illustrate that both subcutaneous and orthotopically 

grown tumors were widely heterogeneous and no statistical differences were observed 

across tumor locations. This strongly indicates that an investigation into the cause of 

elevated TTP, such as stromal content analysis, will provide direct insight into both 

intratumor heterogeneity as well as tumor development.  
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6.3. Intrinsic Interaction of Hyaluronic Acid and Collagen within Pancreatic 

Cancer 

6.3.1. Background 

 The most prominent histological feature of pancreatic cancer is the presence of an 

abundant tumor stroma compartment, induced by an enhanced desmoplastic reaction [6]. 

Desmoplasia occurs when pancreatic stellate cells (PSC) are activated from quiescent to 

myofibroblast-like phenotypes, allowing for the proliferation and migration of PSC’s and 

the secretion of extracellular matrix (ECM) components [59], such as HA and collagen 

[8]. HA is a highly negatively charged glycosaminoglycan that is overexpressed in 

pancreatic cancer tissue; a 12-fold increase of hyaluronic acid content compared to 

normal pancreas was shown in a separate study [32]. Each negative charge within 

hyaluronic acid aggregate requires a counter-ion to achieve electro-neutrality, resulting in 

elevated osmotic pressure that drives fluid into and out of the aggregated 

glycosaminoglycan: this is referred to as Donnan equilibrium pressure [33]. Elevated 

osmotic pressure due to Donnan equilibrium pressure and electromechanical repulsion by 

the negative charges of aggregated glycosaminoglycan [22] results in swelling of the 

tissue matrix, as illustrated in Figure 6.7.  
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Figure 6.7. Example of Donnan equilibrium resulting in fluid absorption and 

swelling [30]. Sodium polyacrylate, like hyaluronic acid, imbibes water molecules and 

swells. Above is a temporal illustration of sodium polyacrylate placed in water for 0 mins 

(left), 1 hour (center), and 12 hours (right). The matrix swelled to approximately 100 

times initial volume. 

The role of the collagen matrix within pancreatic tissue is to elastically resists the 

swelling force produced by HA, producing an equal stress to the Donnan equilibrium 

pressure to maintain a constant tissue volume. This equilibrium stress is referred to as 

pre-stress in literature [35]. The solid collagen matrix counterbalances the large 

absorption pressure resulting from this osmotic swelling, thereby, limiting fluid 

absorption and achieving tissue homeostasis. Therefore, the pressure elevation is an 

indirect measurement of the internal stress imposed by the collagen-proteoglycan matrix. 
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Figure 6.8. Standard Solid Model used to represent viscoelastic tissue upon 

deformation [60]. The variables E, represents elastic modulus, η represents damping 

coefficient, σ represents applied stress, and ε represents resulting strain.  

The measurable mechanical properties of the tissue, including viscoelasticity and 

tumor stiffness, are strongly affected by enhanced deposition of collagen and HA within 

the ECM [31]. A common biomechanical model used to describe viscoelastic tissue 

interactions is the standard solid model, Figure 6.8, which consists of a series 

combination of a spring (representing collagen elasticity) and a parallel combination of a 

spring and damper (representing HA). In this model, stress (σ) is applied to the system 

and the resulting strain (ε) is restricted by the elastic modulus of each spring and the 

damper, which is affected by the rate of deformation. In tumor tissue, steady state is 

assumed, therefore, the damping coefficient is removed and the system is solely 

dependent on the series combination of springs, representing the elastic modulus of 

collagen and HA, respectively.  
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Figure 6.9. Modified standard solid model to illustrate solid stress (SS) within 

pancreatic tumors. This model consists of a series combination of springs, representing 

collagen and hyaluronic acid, respectively, and a stress term representing HA swelling 

stress.  

Elevated osmotic pressure due to Donnan equilibrium pressure and 

electromechanical repulsion within HA results in internal swelling of the tissue matrix. 

Collagen elastically restricts this swelling force by providing a counter-balance to 

achieve homeostasis within pancreatic tissue. Therefore, this swelling stress can be 

represented as a net internal stress, SSswell, within the standard solid model and the 

resulting interaction between collagen and HA in respect to SS is shown in Figure 6.9. By 

applying Hooke’s law to this system, the stress applied to collagen within tissue can be 

represented as: 

                                   𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 =  𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑠𝑠𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏
[𝐶𝐶]

[𝐶𝐶]+[𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻]   

                                   𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 =  𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑠𝑠𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏
1

1+ [𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻]
[𝐶𝐶]

                                                            [3] 

  

where [C] and [HA] represent collagen and HA content within tissue, respectively, and 

SSswell represents the swelling stress imposed by HA. 
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Figure 6.10. Modified standard solid model to incorporate solid stress and 

interstitial fluid pressure.  

The inherent nature of a piezoelectric pressure catheter used in this study is that it 

measures all applied stress on the active element, thereby integrating together all TTP, 

which are thought to be a combination of both growth induced SS and IFP. Therefore, 

IFP must be added into this model to fully describe the total interactions of pressure 

within the tumor interstitium. This work has shown that IFP is a measurable quantity, by 

either a modified piezoelectric sensor or the wick-in-needle technique. Therefore, the 

model in Figure 6.9 can be slightly modified to introduce a constant IFP source, as 

illustrated in Figure 6.10. The resulting Hookean model can be solved resulting in the 

following equation. 

                                               𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 =  𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑠𝑠𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏
1

1+ [𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻]
[𝐶𝐶]

+ 𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝑇𝑇                                             [4] 

This model represents both SS arising from HA swelling stress applied to a series 

combination of springs, representing collagen and HA, respectively, and a constant IFP 

representing free fluid pressure within the tissue.  
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 The goal of this study is to determine the cause of elevated TTP within pancreatic 

cancer and the intrinsic role collagen and HA have on internal stress generation. In the 

proceeding sections, histological analysis of collagen and HA will be conducted to 

determine area fractions of each matrix component. Additionally, texture analysis will be 

completed to determine complexity of collagen distribution within the pancreatic tumor 

interstitium.  
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6.3.2. Methods 

Histological Analysis  

The fundamental goal of my research was to discover the cause role stromal 

components play on SS accumulation within pancreatic tumors, measured through TTP. 

Pancreatic cancer exhibits an enhanced desmoplastic reaction, resulting in the distribution 

of collagen and HA with the extracellular matrix [6]. The role of collagen is to provide 

tensile strength within tissue to impede mechanical deformation, resulting in an 

equilibrium between the force applied to the collagen matrix and HA swelling stress. It is 

imperative to investigate both collagen and HA distribution within pancreatic cancer to 

directly indicate the influence this component has on SS accumulation and reduced 

molecular uptake. 

 

Figure 6.11. AsPC-1 tumor tissue stained for collagen and hyaluronic acid. 

Hematoxylin and Eosin, Masson trichrome stain and hyaluronic acid binding protein 1 

(HABP-1) stain were applied to fixed, paraffin embedded tissue.  
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As described previously, measurements of TTP and IFP were sampled across 

three location of each tumor. After acquisition of pressure, the athymic nude rat was 

sacrificed and both subcutaneous and orthotopic tumors were excised. A 25-gauge 

hypodermic needles was placed into the track of each pressure measurement location and 

the tumor was formalin fixed. The tumor was cut in half, fixed in formalin, to be 

embedded in paraffin, for thin sectioning (4 μm) in Research Pathology. The serial 

sections of each tumor were stained with one of Hematoxylin and Eosin, MT stain, and 

HABP-1, as shown in Figure 6.11. Sections were viewed with 10× magnification using 

PerkinElmer Vectra3 slide scanner, providing digital images of each respective stain for 

the entire tumor section.   

Collagen Segmentation 

 Tumor sections stained with MT and HABP-1 were analyzed separately with 

color segmentation to extract collagen and HA area fraction, respectively. As stated in 

Section 5.3, color segmentation of collagen in the MT stain is difficult due to cell nuclei, 

through Weigerts working hematoxylin stain, which is stained dark blue/black, thereby 

limiting the ability to apply filters to the RGB color space and extract the collagen 

positive pixels. Instead, that section outlined a simple method of converting RGB color 

space to CIE Lab space, followed by a k-means cluster algorithm to separate out only the 

positive collagen stain within the image. This process worked considerably well on 10x 

images sampled throughout the entire tumor, however, k-means cluster algorithm is 

computationally intensive and pose difficulty to analyze a whole tumor using this 

method. Instead, this section introduces the use of Hue-Saturation-Value (HSV) as an 

equally accurate method to perform color segmentation.  
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Figure 6.12. Illustration of Hue-Saturation-Value (HSV) color space [61]. 

 Hue-Saturation-Value (HSV) is a three-dimensional representation of color which 

separates color intensity, z-plane, and chromaticity, x-axis and y-axis, as illustrated in 

Figure 6.12 [61]. Due to the conical geometry of this color space, Hue provides 

chromatic differences of dominant color planes, where red, yellow, green, cyan, blue, and 

magenta are represented by numerical values 0, 1/6, 1/3. 1/2, 2/3 5/6, respectively. The 

representation of Saturation is the radial position of colors ranging between white 

(Saturation = 0) to the dominant color representation (Saturation = 1). Value describes 

intensity or luminance and ranges between black (Value = 0) and white (Value = 1). Due 

to the two chromaticity axes, a change in hue is a more dominant shift in color 

identification than Saturation, therefore, hue will be used as a prominent variable to apply 

color segmentation to the MT images. 
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Figure 6.13. Masson Trichrome Stain imaged in RGB and HSV color space. Tumor 

section was viewed in RGB color space (a) and converted into HSV color space using 

MATLAB (b).  

 Figure 6.13. illustrates the significance of the HSV color space for segmenting 

collagen fibers from the image. In Figure 6.13a, an 10x image of MT stain is shown in 

RGB format and converted to HSV color space using MATLAB rgb2hsv() function, 

Figure 6.13b. It is clear from these image that HSV more accurately depicts individual 

collagen fibers within the tissue stain, by illustrating the collagen fibers and tissue 

background with distinct chromaticity difference. This suggested that by applying the 

appropriate filters within the image, collagen fibers could be easily segmented out of the 

background, leaving an image containing only collagen positive pixels. 
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Figure 6.14. Color segmentation of Collagen within Masson Trichrome stain using 

HSV color space.  

 The color representation depicted in Figure 6.12 was used to determine the 

appropriate filters required within HSV space to isolate only collagen pixels, where blue 

is represented by a value of 0.66 within the HSV color space. The filters chosen for color 

segmentation were hue ranging between 0.6 and 0.7, saturation ranging between 0.7 and 

1, and value equal to 1. By selecting these filters, slight difference in chromaticity plane 

for blue pixels will remain after the applied filter, producing two images representing 

collagen and the background, respectively. An illustration of this applied filter is shown 

in Figure 6.14. 
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Figure 6.15. HSV and LAB space color segmentation for collagen. Separate color 

segmentation processes were applied to extract only collagen pixels within the image, 

only 2% difference was measured. 

 The color segmentation process using HSV color space was compared within a 

LAB space color segmentation process outlined in Section 5.3. The resulting images were 

approximately identical, with only a 2% difference measured. This indicates that HSV 

color space with the appropriate filters applied to the image, can segment collagen within 

MT stain, and not require a machine learning algorithm, k-mean cluster, which is 

significantly more computationally intensive.  
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Hyaluronic Acid Segmentation 

 

Figure 6.16. Color Segmentation for Hyaluronic Acid. Each tumor was stained with 

Hyaluronic Acid Binding Protein-1 (HABP-1). Color segmentation was performed to 

achieve white background subtraction and filtering of brown pixels within the tissue 

image. 

 The second stain used in this analysis is HABP-1 to stain for HA within a tissue 

section, Figure 6.16a. This stain produces an immunohistochemistry response that stains 

areas positive with HA brown, such as shown in Figure 6.11. HABP-1 was analyzed 

using an algorithm written in MATLAB to extract brown pixels within the RGB imaged 

tumor section. The algorithm achieves both white background subtraction and locates 

regions where the red image plane pixel intensity is 2x greater than the green and blue 

image plane pixel intensity. The red image plane is the dominant image plane for brown 
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pixel, providing a simple method to identify positive stain regions for HA, as shown in 

Figure 6.16b. 

Tumor Slice Co-registration and Analysis 

 

Figure 6.17. Co-registration of segmented collagen and hyaluronic acid.  

 After color segmentation was completed on MT stain and HABP-1 stain to isolate 

collagen and HA, respectively, the resulting images were coregistered using the cpselect 

function in MATLAB by selecting 5 to 8 matching surface features. A tform was 

generated using these input image locations and a linear conformal transform, a rigid 

transformation, was conducted to align the tumor boundary of each image, using the 

MATLAB function maketform. An illustration of color segmentation and coregistration 

is shown in Figure 6.17. This combination achieves spatial alignment of both collagen 

and HA within a single tumor slice, allowing for localized analysis of distribution of each 
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respective stain. 

 

Figure 6.18. Localized analysis of collagen and hyaluronic acid in respect to total 

tissue pressure (TTP).  

A region of interest (ROI) was defined at the location of each pressure 

measurement, identified either by physical deformation, as illustrated in Figure 6.18, or 

by India ink location that was marked on the surface of the tumor. The ROI was selected 

to be a square with side lengths of 0.5 mm, 1 mm, 1.5 mm, and 2 mm, corresponding to 

1, 2, 3, and 4 times the diameter of the piezoelectric pressure sensor. The area within the 

needle track was ignored within this analysis. Collagen area fraction (%) and HA area 

fraction (%) were quantified by calculating the number of pixels stained with MT and 

HABP-1, respectively, compared with the total number of pixels in each ROI. The mean 

collagen area fraction (%) and HA area fraction (%) for each tumor were used in this 

analysis. 
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Texture Analysis on Collagen Distribution in Tumor Sections 

Intratumor heterogeneity is a recognized feature of malignancy often associated 

with higher tumor grades and poor prognosis [62, 63]. Texture analysis was used to 

evaluate collagen heterogeneity in localized ROI’s through quantification of entropy, 

uniformity, and fractal dimension. The goal is to determine whether irregularity and 

complexity of collagen distribution in localized regions can serve as an indicator for 

elevated tissue pressure and reduced molecular uptake within the tumor. 

 

Figure 6.19. Whole tumor section area fraction map of collagen and hyaluronic acid. 

Masson Trichrome stain and HABP-1 stain were color segmented to represent collagen 

and HA, respectively, and co-registered to ensure spatial correlation (a). Area fraction 

maps were made for collagen (b) and HA (c). Histograms of collagen and hyaluronic acid 

area fractions are overlaid and displayed (d).  
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Histogram analysis was conducted to quantify both entropy and uniformity of 

collagen distribution within select ROI’s within a tumor section. Entropy is a measure of 

irregularity in the distribution of collagen within tissue, while uniformity is a measure of 

how close the image is to a uniform distribution. To conduct this analysis, MT stain and 

HABP-1 stained images were color segmented to represent collagen and HA, 

respectively, and co-registered to ensure spatial correlation. The image was divided into 

100 µm sections, in which the area fraction of collagen and HA was computed. The 

results were then displayed as two separate images representing whole tumor area 

fraction map of both collagen and HA, as shown in Figure 6.19. To compute entropy and 

uniformity, the following equations were applied to the histogram data: 

                                           Entropy = −  ∑ �P(V)�N
I=1 log2�P(V)�                                  [5] 

                                           Uniformity =  ∑ [P(V)]2N
I=1                                                    [6] 

Where P(V) represents the probability of occurrence. As entropy increases and 

uniformity decrease, the collagen distribution within the tumor is more heterogeneous. 

The goal is to determine if increased heterogeneity of collagen distribution correlates 

with elevated total tissue pressure (TTP) within the pancreatic tumor interstitium. 
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Figure 6.20. Fractal Dimensions Box Counting Method.  

Fractal dimension is a quantitative method to define complexity of collagen 

distribution within tumors and the method applied in this work was the box counting 

method [64]. The box-counting method is the most common method to compute fractal 

dimensions due to the simplicity of its methodology and ease to implement. This method 

consists of dividing an image segmented for collagen distribution into 2i number of equal 

sized boxes, where i represents the iteration number, illustrated in 6.20. The number of 

boxes containing collagen and the box size are recorded for each iteration. This process is 

continued until the number of boxes approximately equals the number of pixels within 

the image.   
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Figure 6.21. Computing Fractal Dimensions using the box counting method. The 

results of Figure 6.20 are then plotted by taking the log of the number of boxes, 

represented by boxcount, compared to the log of the box sizes. The slope of the resulting 

plot represents the fractal dimension of the collagen distribution within this tumor 

section. 

 After completion of the box counting method, the resulting data is plotted using 

the log of the number of boxes, compared with the log of the box size, as illustrated in 

Figure 6.21. Fractal dimension is computed as the slope of Figure 6.21, where the 

mathematical expression is: 

                                        Fractal Dimension = −  log(boxcount)
log(boxsize)

                                       [7]  

Fractal dimension provide information on the complexity of the collagen distribution 

within pancreatic tumors. If the collagen within the tumor interstitial space consists of 

localized fibers, the fractal dimension would be smaller than collagen distribution that 

possesses a branch-like structure. The goal is to determine whether increased complexity 

of collagen within tumors correlates to elevated TTP. 
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6.3.3. Results 

One hypothesis going into this work was that increased collagen content, 

measured through area fraction, would directly correlate with TTP. Additionally, 

increased confinement of HA by collagen, measured by a ratio of hyaluronic acid area 

fraction (%) to collagen area fraction (%), would translate to elevated TTP, as collagen 

will constrict volumetric increase of HA imparting internal stress to the 

microenvironment.      

 

Figure 6.22. Correlation between measured pressure in vivo and collagen area 

fraction (%) ex vivo, co-located from the same spot. A strong correlation was observed 

between collagen area fraction and TTP using a linear regression fit (R2 = 0.78; *p < 

0.01). 
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 The results of this study illustrated a strong correlation between TTP and collagen 

area fraction (%), Figure 6.22, across two pancreatic xenograft lines, AsPC-1 and BxPC-

3, and two tumor locations, subcutaneous and orthotopic. Mean values for each tumor 

were fit using linear regression with R2 = 0.78 (p < 0.001).  The p-value was calculated 

under the null hypothesis no correlation between TTP and collagen area fraction. An 

approximate microvascular pressure of 20 mmHg [38] was marked to illustrate the data 

range differences between IFP from SS.  The mean values of TTP and IFP for all tumors 

analyzed were 44.3 mmHg and 10.9 mmHg, respectively, indicating SS dominates TTP 

within pancreatic tumors. Similar mean values measured have been reported in other 

studies involving pancreatic human xenograft tumors [27, 30].  

 

Figure 6.23. No apparent correlation between pressure in vivo and hyaluronic acid 

(HA) area fraction (%) estimated from the same locations.   
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No apparent correlation existed between TTP and hyaluronic acid area fraction (%), 

Figure 6.23. These results suggest TTP was not directly influenced by the physical area 

HA occupies within the tumor interstitium, as measured by area fraction of HA. Voutouri 

et al [14] showed a similar result whilst comparing external swelling stress to HA area 

fraction. Quantifying HA in respect to an area fraction is not a measure of the mass 

content of HA within the tumor, but a measure of the physical occupied area of the 

glycosaminoglycan. Techniques to quantify HA mass content requires digestion of the 

tumor tissue [30], an impractical technique for a region-based analysis as conducted 

within this study. 

 

Figure 6.24. Confinement of Hyaluronic Acid by collagen directly increases Solid 

Stress (SS), thereby contributing to elevated total tissue pressure (TTP). A simple 

model was illustrated in (a) representing TTP as a combination of mean IFP measured in 

this study and SS, which is represented by a series of springs, collagen and hyaluronic 

acid, and a constant swelling stress (SSswell). The data from this study (b) was fit using the 

simple Hookean model (TTP =  SSswell
1

1+ [HA]
[C]

+ IFP), where SSswell is 170 mmHg and 

the respective R2 = 0.662 (p < 0.01).  

A proposed model for the intrinsic interactions of the confinement of hyaluronic 

acid by collagen was described in Section 6.1.1 and illustrated in Figure 6.24a. SS and 
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IFP were represented as independent systems, where the summation of both equates to 

TTP.  SS was represented by a series of springs representing collagen and HA, and a 

constant swelling stress, SSswell. By solving the simple Hookean model, TTP is defined 

by TTP =  SSswell
1

1+ [HA]
[C]

+ IFP (equation 4), where [HA] and [C] represent HA and 

collagen area fractions, respectively, and SSswell is a fitting parameter used to maximize 

the coefficient of determination, R2. 

A strong correlation existed between TTP and the ratio of HA to collagen area 

fractions, Figure 6.24b. The optimal fitting parameter SSswell was determined to be 170 

mmHg resulting in an R2 = 0.662 and p-value < 0.01. The mean IFP for all tumors 

analyzed was 10.9 mmHg. This result suggests that as collagen becomes more dense 

within the tissue interstitial space, advanced confinement of HA results in elevated TTP. 
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Figure 6.25. Correlation between Entropy and TTP within pancreatic tumors. 

Entropy (a) was compared to TTP in localized ROI’s resulting in R2 values of *0.67. 

Entropy was correlated with uniformity (b) (**R2 = 0.945; fit: x-0.25) indicating that more 

heterogeneous distribution of collagen directly results in elevated TTP. 

Texture analysis on histogram distributions of collagen and HA within selected 

ROI’s was conducted. The results presented in Figure 6.25a indicate entropy correlate to 

TTP with R2 value of 0.67. This texture parameter suggests that elevated collagen area 

fraction in tumors have increased irregularity in distribution patterns, thereby resulting in 

increased TTP and potentially reduced molecular uptake. Additionally, Figure 6.25b 
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indicate strong correlation between entropy and uniformity, R2 = 0.95 (power law fit: x-

0.25), indicating that larger values of TTP occurs with more heterogeneous distribution of 

collagen within tumors. 

 

Figure 6.26. Correlation between Fractal Dimension and total tissue pressure (TTP). 

Fractal dimensions (a) was compared to TTP in localized ROI’s resulting in R2 value of 

*0.56, indicating increased complexity of collagen distribution leads to elevated pressure. 

Additionally, fractal dimension and entropy were correlation (b) with R2 value of **0.91.  
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Fractal dimension of collagen distribution within selected ROI’s of each tumor 

was computed to determine internal complexity of collagen formation within the tumor 

interstitium. The results presented in Figure 6.26a indicate fractal dimension correlate to 

TTP with R2 value of 0.56. This analysis suggests that elevated collagen area fraction in 

tumors have increased complexity in distribution patterns, thereby resulting in increased 

TTP. A correlation is also present between entropy and fractal dimensions (Figure 6.26b), 

with an R2 of 0.91. This indicates that collagen distribution must both be complex and 

irregular to induce elevated pressure, measured as TTP, within pancreatic tumors. 
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6.3.4. Discussion 

The goal of this study was to investigate intratumor heterogeneity in collagen and 

HA distribution and the inherent role these parameters have on SS in pancreatic tumors. 

There is wide acceptance amongst researchers that increased deposition of HA and 

collagen directly leads to elevated interstitial pressure [6, 12, 14, 27, 29, 30]; however, 

the interplay between these matrix components has received only speculation [6, 14, 30] 

and remained unexplored at the localized sampling level within tumors. DuFort et al [30] 

suggested that HA has a dominant role in interstitial pressure measured with a 

piezoelectric pressure catheter, as both hydrostatic and oncotic pressures result in 

swelling of HA, thereby causing vascular buckling. They asserted that collagen fibers 

contract to maintain tensile homeostasis and suggested the pressure measured using a 

piezoelectric pressure catheter was a balance between HA swelling stress and collagen 

contraction. This assertion was defended with asymptotic relationships between HA 

concentration and interstitial pressure measured across several pancreatic tumor lines, 

implying a balance between these two forces; however, essential evidence in collagen 

concentration within these tumors were ignored.  
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Figure 6.27. Estimation of whole tumor TTP. Each tumor was divided into 100 micron 

regions and collagen area fraction was computed. The results from Figure 6.22 where 

applied to model TTP distribution within an entire tumor slice. 

 The results presented in Figure 6.27 show local relationships between TTP, 

hyaluronic area fraction, and collagen area fraction. Through this localized analysis, a 

direct correlation was seen between TTP and collagen area fraction (Figure 6.22) and no 

apparent correlation between TTP and HA (Figure 6.23). These findings indicate that 

collagen plays a dominant role in measured TTP, predominantly SS, in pancreatic tumor 

tissue. The elastic properties of collagen increases with increased content [45], thereby 

further impeding mechanical deformation, resulting in stored mechanical stress within the 
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tissue. This strong correlation between collagen area fraction and TTP allows for model 

projections of TTP within an entire tumor, as illustrated in Figure 6.27. Knowledge of 

whole tumor TTP is essential in further understanding internal stress within tumors and 

spatially heterogeneity, which clearly exists and is an impediment to molecular uptake. 

 This study proposed a simple Hooke’s Law based model to describe intrinsic 

interaction between HA swelling and collagen. A constant swelling stress was applied to 

a series of springs, representing collagen and HA (Figure 6.24a), and this model provided 

a strong fit to experimental data, Figure 6.24b. The results indicated that elevated TTP 

was a direct result of collagen confinement of HA, thereby suggesting that collagen 

distribution serves as a pathological indicator for high pressure, reduced vascular patency 

and molecular uptake. Lai et al [65] showed similar results in-vitro collagen-HA 

hydrogels where volumetric swelling of HA was restricted in the presence of collagen, 

resulting in increased residual stress. Additionally, extensive research in articular 

cartilage, tissue abundant with HA and collagen, have shown similar results with direct 

correlations between tensile modulus to the ratio of collagen/HA content [66]. 

The important implications of SS have led to new developments to quantify this 

parameter directly through ex-vivo and in-vivo means. Stylianopoulos et al. [10] 

developed a method to quantify a bulk estimation of SS by cutting excised animal tumors 

and measured stress relaxation as the extent of tumor opening normalized by the diameter 

of the tumor. Voutouri et al [14] quantified bulk estimation of swelling stress in tumors 

with enhanced desmoplasia by confined compression using a mechanical testing system. 

High-resolution ultrasonography has been used to quantify 2D mapping of solid stress 

induced deformation in tissue [25], and this method was expanded to monitoring 
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deformation in biopsy cores, providing regional quantification of solid stress and 

extending to in-vivo clinical application. Additional ultrasonography measurement 

techniques to quantify tissue stiffness include harmonic motion imaging (HMI) [67], 

model-based ultrasonic elastography imaging [68], and ultrasound shear-wave 

elastography [69]. These techniques either quantify bulk estimations of stress or regional 

elasticity of tissue, however, the essential parallel between internal stress and 

pathological features were ignored; thereby further indicating the significance of our 

study.  

 Texture analysis involves a series of mathematical models to determine image 

spatial heterogeneity, in x-ray, ultrasound, computed tomography (CT), and magnetic 

resonance imaging (MRI) [62], served as a predicator of tumor grade and patient survival 

rate [63]. The results illustrate that TTP directly correlates with increased entropy, 

reduced uniformity (Figure 6.26), and increased fractal dimension in collagen 

distributions in pancreatic tumors (Figure 6.27). These results suggest that elevated 

collagen density with tumors possess increase spatial irregularity and complexity, 

compared with tumors with lower TTP. This pathological feature could serve as a non-

invasive indication of the aggressive deposition of collagen within tumors and can 

indirectly indicate regions with reduced vascular patency and reduce molecular uptake.  

The next section will investigate the intrinsic relationship of localized TTP and 

vascular patency and verteporfin uptake within pancreatic tumors. 
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6.4. Vascular Patency and Verteporfin Uptake as related to Total Tissue Pressure 

(TTP) in Pancreatic Cancer 

6.4.1. Background 

A primary hypothesis of this study was that increased deposition of both collagen 

and HA leads to an increase in TTP, thereby resulting in vascular collapse and reduced 

molecular uptake. Evidence for this hypothesis has been shown in literature by either 

focusing on collagen or HA, however, the intrinsic interplay between both components 

and their role towards vascular collapse has been unexplored. Provenzano et al. [8] has 

shown a direct correlation between vascular collapse and hyaluronic acid density, by 

enzymatically degrading HA within autochthonous murine PDAC. In that study, 

discernible vessel lumen increased from ~25% to ~71% after intravenous administration 

of PEGPH20, hyaluronidase enzyme, indicating HA directly correlated to vascular 

patency. Chauhan et al [13] showed that the combination of both HA and collagen 

directly contributes to reduced vascular patency in tumors with enhanced desmoplasia; 

however importantly, HA only correlated with reduced vascular patency in collagen-rich 

tumors. Voutouri et al. [14] proceeded in enzymatically degrading both collagen and HA 

in MiaPaCa2 pancreatic cell line by intratumor injections of collagenase and 

hyaluronidase, respectively. Results showed that the application of hyaluronidase and 

collagenase led to an increase in area fraction of perfused vessels compared to control of 

0.35 and 0.65, respectively; indicating both contribute to vascular collapse, but 

suggesting that collagen played a more dominant role.   
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Figure 6.28. Whole tumor image was analyzed locally by H&E, Masson’s, HABP-1 

and Lectin. Row 1 and 3 indicate regions of collagen encapsulating hyaluronic acid, 

thereby resulting in elevated TTP and minimal functional vasculature. Row 2 and 4 

indicate regions with limited collagen and active vasculature. 

To illustrate the intrinsic role of both collagen and hyaluronic acid on vascular 

patency, four regions were analyzed within a whole tumor section, Figure 6.28. Each 

region was analyzed in respect to collagen content (MT stain, column 1), HA content 

(HABP-1 stain, column 2), and patent vascular space (Lectin fluorescent marker, column 

4). As shown, row 1 and 3 illustrate regions with increased confinement of HA by 

collagen, resulting in virtually no functional vasculature. Row 2 and 4 indicate areas 

where HA is minimally confined by collagen, thereby resulting in active blood flow. Due 

to previous evidence that increased confinement of HA by collagen leads to elevated TTP 

(Figure 6. 24), these observations indicate that a correlation will exist between TTP, 

vascular patency, and verteporfin uptake within pancreatic tumors. 
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6.4.2. Methods 

Vascular Patency 

 

Figure 6.29. Whole tumor image of H&E and Lectin fluorescent vascular stain.  

Vascular patency was measured using an injected fluorescent stain, Lectin (CA 

94010 Fluorescein Grifoni (Bandeira) Similicifolia Lectin II, Cat# FL-1211, Vector 

Laboratories) administered i.v. at a concentration of 1 mg/kg, one minute prior to 

sacrifice. Lectin is a common perfusion marker due to the ability to bind uniformly to the 

luminal surface of endothelial cells and adherent leukocytes [70]. By intravenous 

injection, lectin will only pass through functional vasculature within the tumor, thereby 

only staining areas of the tumor with active blood flow. The tumor was excised, paraffin 

embedded, and thinly sectioned (4 μm). Sections were viewed with 10× magnification 
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using PerkinElmer Vectra3 fluorescence slide scanner using the FITC filter setting, 

illustrated in Figure 6.29.  

Verteporfin Uptake 

 

Figure 6.30. Fluorescence image of an AsPC-1 subcutaneous tumor.  

Verteporfin (Sigma-Aldrich) is a photosensitizer used in photodynamic therapy 

(MW=719, empirical formula C41H42N4O8), and was used here as a fluorescent contrast 

agent to study small molecule perfusion within the pancreatic tumors. Verteporfin was 

administered i.v. at a concentration of 1 mg/kg and allowed to circulate for one hour. 

After the tumors were excised and cut in half, each side was imaged using a GE Typhoon 

9410 Variable Mode Imager. The scanner settings were set to 685 nm excitation using an 

internal red laser. The system scans an entire slide by sequentially measuring pixel 

resolution of 25 µm within an x-y grid, with a 3 mm offset due to the thickness of the 

slide holding the tumor. A piece of blue foam was placed on the slide to avoid the system 

auto-gaining the signal, used as a normalizing agent in each tumor analyzed in the study. 

An example image of a scanned slide is shown in Figure 6.30. 
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Figure 6.31. Whole tumor image of Hematoxylin & Eosin and Verteporfin Uptake.  

 The images obtained from the GE Typhoon 9410 Variable Mode Imager 

represents negative contrast from verteporfin signal, which was corrected by inverting the 

intensity matrix to convert negative to positive contrast. The blue foam mean intensity 

was measured and used to normalize the intensity map to this reference, as well as used 

to compare all tumors analyzed within this study on different days. The resulting intensity 

map was converted into RGB format by representing the intensity matrix within the red 

plane. This produces a whole tumor verteporfin uptake map which is represented in 

Figure 6.31. 
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Tumor Slice Co-registration and Analysis 

 

Figure 6.32. Co-registration of Lectin and Verteporfin uptake.  

After both whole tumor images were obtained for vascular patency (Lectin) and 

verteporfin uptake, the resulting images were coregistered using the cpselect function in 

MATLAB by selecting 5 to 8 matching surface features. A tform was generated using 

these input image locations and a linear conformal transform, a rigid transformation, was 

conducted to align the tumor boundary of each image, using the MATLAB function 

maketform. The co-registration was compared with the co-registration completed for 

hyaluronic acid and collagen, to ensure spatial correlation between all stains and tumor 

metrics. An illustration of the coregistration is shown in Figure 6.32. This combination 
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achieves spatial alignment of both lectin and verteporfin uptake within a single tumor 

slice, allowing for localized analysis of distribution of each respective stain. 

 

Figure 6.33. Localized analysis of vascular patency and verteporfin uptake in 

respect to total tissue pressure (TTP).  

Similar to the method outlined in Section 6.3.2, a region of interest (ROI) was 

defined at the location of each pressure measurement. The ROI was selected to be a 

square with side lengths of 0.5 mm, 1 mm, 1.5 mm, and 2 mm, corresponding to 1, 2, 3, 

and 4 times the diameter of the piezoelectric pressure sensor. The area within the needle 

track was ignored within this analysis. Patent vessel area fraction (%) was quantified by 

calculating the number of pixels stained with lectin compared with the total number of 

pixels in each ROI, shown in Figure 6.33. The mean patent vascular area fraction (%) 

from four ROI’s was reported. Verteporfin uptake was measured through fluorescence 
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intensity (A.U) and quantified by calculating the mean fluorescence intensity in each 

ROI, shown in Figure 6.33. The mean fluorescence intensity from four ROI’s was 

reported for both subcutaneous and orthotopic tumor locations. 
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6.4.3. Results 

 

Figure 6.34. Total tissue pressure (TTP) in AsPC-1 and BxPC-3 tumors relative to 

vascular area fraction ex vivo in the same locations. A statistically significant 

correlation existed between TTP and patent vessel area fraction (%) with a power law 

dependence relationship (x-0.31, *R2 = 0.62, p<0.01). 

It was a hypothesis of this study that elevated distribution of collagen and 

hyaluronic acid directly leads to elevated TTP, which instigates widespread vascular 

collapse and reduced molecular uptake in pancreatic tumors. The results presented in 

Figure 6.34 support this. A linear regression fit was performed on the natural logarithm of 

TTP and patent vessel area fraction, yielding an R2 = 0.62 and p-value < 0.01. A 

correlation between patent vascular area and TTP measured using pressure measurement 

has been shown in other studies [8, 27]. 
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Figure 6.35. Total tissue pressure (TTP) was measured in 3 planar locations in 

AsPC-1 and BxPC-3 tumors. A statistically significant correlation existed between TTP 

and verteporfin uptake, measured through fluorescence intensity (A.U) for both 

subcutaneous (*R2 = 0.66, p<0.01) and orthotopically (**R2 = 0.72, p<0.01) grown 

tumors.  

 The mean values of verteporfin uptake were acquired for specific locations within 

the tumors and compared to localized measurements of TTP for each tumor, as presented 

in Figure 6.35. The results showed a statistically significant decrease in verteporfin 

uptake in orthotopic tumors (R2 = 0.72; p < 0.01) and statistically significant decrease in 

subcutaneous tumors (R2 = 0.66; p > 0.01). Verteporfin uptake was elevated in orthotopic 

tumors as compared with subcutaneous tumors, similar to previous findings with the 

AsPC-1 tumor line [27].  
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6.4.4. Discussion 

Regional quantification of SS, measured through TTP, provided direct insight into 

vascular patency and molecular distribution with pancreatic tumors. The results in Figure 

6.34 illustrate a power law dependence of increased TTP in respect to decreased patent 

vessel area fraction. This suggests that TTP, induced by confinement of HA by collagen, 

resulted in decreased functional vascular space. This directly influences the results shown 

in Figure 3.65, where a direct correlation between elevated TTP and reduction in 

verteporfin uptake was observed. Reduced functional vasculature would directly lead to 

decrease in molecular uptake as there are limited paths for verteporfin to the entire tumor.  

The results presented in this study coincide with the similar findings in other 

studies [6, 8, 13, 27]. The inherent heterogeneity of TTP within a single tumor, as 

illustrated in Figure 6.28, illuminates a significant impediment to systemically delivered 

therapies, as patent vessels and verteporfin uptake will be localized in regions with 

reduced SS, producing local hotspots of molecular uptake. Due to the molecular size, 

verteporfin transport is primarily diffusion-weighted, indicating increased SS will 

prohibit molecular transport due to limited functional vasculature, as well as limiting 

molecular intratumor diffusion due to inherent effects on diffusion coefficient arising 

from increased HA and collagen content [71].  
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6.5. Conclusion 

In summary, this study measured TTP and IFP [27], indirectly measuring SS, 

within three planar locations in each tumor. The analysis of pathology results from these 

same exact locations helped illustrate that TTP was dominated largely by the SS, and that 

this correlated strongly with interstitial collagen area fraction within pancreatic tumors 

(R2 = 0.78; p < 0.001). A simple Hooke’s Law model was proposed to determine the 

intrinsic interactions between HA swelling and collagen distribution, and this model was 

used to fit experimental data (R2 = 0.66; p < 0.01). Localized tumor measurements of 

patent vessel area fraction showed strong correlation with respect to power law 

dependence (x-0.314, R2 = 0.62, p<0.01) and verteporfin uptake, measured through mean 

fluorescence intensity, correlated with TTP in both orthotopic (R2 = 0.72; p < 0.01) and 

subcutaneous (R2 = 0.66, p<0.01) locations. This was a pertinent study to illustrate that 

the interaction between HA and collagen area fraction directly correlates with TTP, 

thereby providing further insight into molecular delivery and possible therapeutic 

strategies for treating pancreatic cancer.  Collagen appears to be the most dominant factor 

blocking HA swelling, and this force contributes to the origin of the higher SS built up in 

tumors.  These SS values vary considerably throughout the tumor, with a heterogeneity 

which is on the distance scale of hundreds of microns, suggesting that interstitial pressure 

variations are extremely heterogeneous within tissue.   

These results suggest that reduction or redistribution of collagen within the ECM 

of pancreatic tumor would reduce SS, thereby decompressing vasculature and increase 

verteporfin uptake. This is explored in the next chapter, where intratumor injection of 
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collagenase was applied to subcutaneous AsPC-1 tumors, as a model to measure acute 

effects upon the TTP and verteporfin uptake in a short term effect dosing. 
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7. Enzymatically degrading intratumor collagen within Pancreatic 
Cancer 

7.1. Animal and Tumor Model 

All animal procedures were conducted under the protocol approved by the 

Dartmouth Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC). Six female athymic 

nude rats, between 6 and 8 weeks of age, were implanted with AsPC-1 human PDAC 

xenograft tumor line via injection of 1 × 106 cells, in Matrigel (BD Biosciences, San Jose, 

California), in two subcutaneous locations on the right and left flank. The tumors were 

allowed to grow for a period of 4 to 6 weeks or until 5 to 10 mm in diameter. 
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7.2. Methods 

 

Figure 7.1. Total tissue pressure (TTP) measurements pre and post-administration 

of collagenase.  

The goal of this study was to determine whether enzymatically degrading 

collagen within pancreatic tumors would cause relaxation of HA within the bulk tumor 

and a reduction in HA swelling stress, thereby resulting in the decompression of tumor 

vasculature and increased molecular uptake. Active treatment to enzymatically degrade 

collagen was examined by application of three 50μL injections of Collagenase-D (Sigma 

Aldrich, Cat. No. 10103578001) in each tumor, at a concentration of 0.5mg/mL, 

concentration was provided by Voutouri et al. [14]. Measurements of TTP were 

conducted at two locations one min prior to administration of collagenase and 1 hr post-

administration. The resulting change in TTP pre and post-administration of collagenase 

was reported. Additionally, the post-collagenase values of TTP are compared with 

control tumors TTP after administration of PBS. 
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Verteporfin was administrated one hour post-administration of collagenase, by i.v. 

(concentration of 1 mg/kg) and allowed to circulate for one hour. The tumor was excised, 

cut along the horizontal plane used to measure TTP, and fluorescence scanned using the 

GE Typhoon Imager. The method for analyzing verteporfin uptake was outlined in 

Section 6.4.2. The localized uptake values were compared to control, subcutaneously 

grown tumors, shown in Figure 6.35. The data in Figure 6.35 fit a linear regression line 

with statistical significance (R2 = 0.66, p <0.01), so the line fit was used to compare 

control tumors to collagenase administered tumors, by computing the residual value 

between the verteporfin uptake value and the linear regression fit. Statistical analysis was 

conducted using a Welch t-test. 
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7.3. Results 

 

Figure 7.2. Temporal measurement of total tissue pressure (TTP) after intratumor 

application of collagenase.  

It was hypothesized that alleviating the tensile stress posed by collagen within the 

tumor would allow internal relaxation, thereby resulting in a net reduction in TTP, 

decompression of vasculature, and an increase in verteporfin uptake. Temporal 

measurements were taken for total tissue pressure (TTP) directly prior and post-injection 

of collagenase. The effect of collagenase occurred immediately and reached equilibrium 

within 30 minutes after injection. Figure 7.2 illustrates a net 50% reduction in TTP.  
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Figure 7.3. Collagen was enzymatically degraded in a cohort of AsPC-1 tumors by 

injection of collagenase. TTP decreased in all tumors studied (a), a mean reduction in 

TTP of 30%. Tumors were compared with controls (b) with intratumor injections of PBS. 

The results in Figure 7.3 showed the combined results of 12 AsPC-1 tumors (24 

tumor locations). TTP significantly decreased in tumors treated with collagenase, 

demonstrating a mean reduction of approximately 30%. This plot illustrates 

measurements of TTP pre- and one hour post-administration of collagenase. Tumors with 

larger initial pressures (TTP > 40 mmHg) possessed a larger content of intratumor 

collagen, as illustrated in Figure 6. 22, and showed a larger reduction in pressure than 
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tumors with lower initial collagen content. The results were compared to control tumors 

where intratumor injections of PBS were conducted, illustrating little to no effect in TTP.  

Similar reduction in pressure was reported by Gade et al [48] in HT29 human colon 

adenocarcinoma xenografts with collagenase injection. 

 

Figure 7.4. Verteporfin uptake compared with total tissue pressure (TTP) after 

collagenase application. Verteporfin uptake was measured by fluorescent intensity 

(A.U) post collagenase injection (a) and compared to fluorescence data presented for 

subcutaneous tumors. Residuals were quantified for the untreated tumors and collagenase 

treated tumors (b) compared with the predicted linear regression fit for subcutaneous 

tumors, Figure 6.35, illustrating a statistically significant increase in verteporfin uptake 

was seen (*p < 0.02).    
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Figure 7.4 indicated that administration of collagenase significant increase 

verteporfin uptake measured through fluorescent intensity (A.U). The data of TTP was 

compared with control subcutaneous tumors, Figure 6.35, resulting in an increase in 

fluorescence intensity (A.U) in collagenase tumors. Residuals were measured by 

comparing untreated tumor fluorescence intensity and collagenase treated tumor 

fluorescence intensity, against the predicted linear regression fit, Figure 6.35. A 

statistically significant increase in verteporfin uptake was determined using a Welch t-test 

(p < 0.02).  
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7.4. Discussion 

The results in this study suggest that degradation of collagen within the ECM of 

pancreatic tumor would reduce SS, thereby decompressing vasculature and increase 

verteporfin uptake. Figure 7.3 illustrates that application of collagenase led to a 30% 

reduction in measured TTP for solid tumors injected with collagenase (a) corresponding 

to a statistically significant increase in verteporfin uptake (Figure 7.4). These findings 

coincide with several studies [13, 14, 48] indicating that elimination of tensile stress 

applied from collagen, allows intratumor swelling of HA and net SS relaxation. Gade et 

al. [48] illustrated this by measuring TTP using a Millar Mikrotip pressure catheter in 

HT29 human colon adenocarcinoma xenografts implanted subcutaneously in male nude 

mice. Upon systemically administering 100μL collagenase, the mean TTP reduced to 

64% of the control value, 120 minutes post-injection. Voutouri et al. [14] enzymatically 

degraded collagen in MiaPaCa2 pancreatic cell line by intratumor injections of 

collagenase. Results showed that the application of collagenase led to an increase in area 

fraction of perfused vessels compared to control of 0.65, indicating collagen played a 

dominant role in vascular decompression. 

Reduced SS by degradation of intratumor collagen will reopen vascular pathways 

for molecules to enter the tumor bulk, thereby improving drug molecule concentration 

within the tumor. Alternatively, relieving the force applied to the collagen matrix by 

degrading HA conceivably could reduce TTP within tumors as well. Provenzano et al. [8] 

demonstrated this by administering PEGPH20 to autochthondous pancreatic tumors and 

measuring a 4-fold reduction in TTP and a ~70% increase in discernable vessel diameter. 

Degradation of interstitial HA mobilizes bound water molecules and reduces SS applied 
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to the surrounding collagen matrix, thereby decreasing TTP and increasing vascular 

perfusion. Voutouri et al. [14] enzymatically degraded HA in MiaPaCa2 pancreatic cell 

line by intratumor injections of hyaluronidase, resulting in an increase of 0.35 in area 

fraction of perfused vessels. However, due to the extensive research conducted in 

enzymatically degrading HA through clinical trials NCT02921022, NCT02910882, and 

NCT02715804, hyaluronidase was not explored within this study. 
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7.5. Conclusion 

 In summary, this study measured the effect of TTP and verteporfin uptake, after 

active enzymatic degradation of interstitial collagen within the AsPC-1 tumors. The 

results illustrated a 30% reduction in TTP and a statistically significant increase in tumors 

pre-treatment and one hour post-injection of collagenase. The effect of collagenase 

occurred almost immediately, reaching equilibrium with 30 mins post injection. 

Additionally, the results showed an increase in verteporfin fluorescence intensity as 

compared to control tumors (p < 0.02), indicating active degradation of intratumor 

collagen, let to vascular decompression and increased molecular uptake into the tumor 

bulk. This study was pertinent to illustrate that collagen directly drives the resulting TTP 

value, and that removal of this can reduce this and allow better delivery of intravascular 

agents. These results provide further insight into molecular delivery and possible 

therapeutic strategies for treating pancreatic cancer. 

 Future directions of this work could be the application of both collagenase and 

hyaluronidase to enzymatically degrade both intratumor collagen and hyaluronic acid, 

respectively. Such a procedure was proposed by Tufto et al [50], but not yet 

experimentally investigated. Degrading both components of solid stress, would 

decompress both blood and lymphatic vessels, allowing for increased molecular 

distribution within the tumor interstitium, thereby, improving therapeutic efficacy in 

pancreatic tumors. The challenge in these therapies is to provide this type of delivery 

while not degrading pertinent collagen and HA present in normal tissues throughout the 

body, so the logistics of this remain an active area of research.  
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8. Conclusions and Recommendations for Future Work 
 

This research reported that elevated total tissue pressure (TTP) within pancreas 

cancer strongly correlates with the local collagen content, contributing to both reduced 

vascular area and molecular uptake within regions immediately around these high 

pressures. This is significant because the source of elevated pressure within pancreas 

tumors has been variously associated with mechanical stress imposed by cancer cell 

proliferation and osmotic swelling due to increased deposition of hyaluronic acid (HA); 

however, the direct relationship and involvement of collagen content on TTP had not yet 

been clearly elucidated. Collagen content is the matrix for high tensile strength, that 

impedes the volumetric expansion of tumors by imposing mechanical stress on the tumor 

volume. This mechanical stress is measured as solid stress (SS) using a conventional 

piezoelectric pressure sensor, which measures TTP.  TTP is a combination of IFP and SS, 

i.e. TTP = IFP + SS. This research shows a direct relationship between TTP and collagen 

content, which can be used to predict the degree of resistance of molecular transport into 

the tumor through convective and diffusion transport.  

Current methods for measuring pressure in tumors include a piezoelectric pressure 

sensor (measures TTP) and the traditional wick-in-needle technique (measures IFP only). 

This work is significant because the design created here used a modified cover for the 

conventional piezoelectric pressure sensor, to separate and quantify both IFP and TTP in 

the same tumor location, thereby indirectly quantifying SS. Quantification of SS, IFP and 

TTP in the identical tumor locations in vivo had yet to be demonstrated by any other 

research group, and the implications of localized measurements became important 

relative to the spatial heterogeneity present.  Observations of the collagen originating the 
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TTP increase, together with data from multiple measurements indicates that the spatial 

heterogeneity in TTP and SS must be extremely high, nearly as high as oxygen gradients 

in tissue.  This observation alone is striking for the implications of how complex pressure 

changes can be and how impenetrable to easy solutions this network would be.  

The experimental studies analyzed xenograft tumors grown both orthotopically 

and subcutaneously in rats, and the results illustrate that TTP is dominated largely by the 

SS component in these tumors, and that this correlates strongly with interstitial collagen 

area fraction within pancreatic tumors (R2 = 0.80, p < 0.001). The mean values of TTP 

and IFP were measured to be 48.8 mmHg and 12.8 mmHg respectively, indicating that 

solid stress, caused by tensile strength of collagen, results in the elevated TTP. Global 

tumor measurements of vascular density (anti-CD31 immunostain) showed a statistically 

significant increase in vascular density in the orthotopically grown tumor locations, as 

compared with subcutaneously grown tumors (p = 0.05). Vascular delivery of a 

molecular tracer (e.g. assessed by verteporfin dosimetry) showed strong inverse 

correlation with localized measurements of TTP in the orthotopic location (R2 = 0.46, p < 

0.04) and a statistically significant higher verteporfin uptake was observed in orthotopic 

tumor locations as compared with subcutaneous tumor locations (p < 0.01).    

Co-localized analysis of TTP, collagen content, HA content, vascular patency, 

and verteporfin uptake was conducted in two human pancreatic tumor lines, AsPC-1 and 

BxPC-3, grown orthotopically and subcutaneously in athymic nude rats. This study 

measured TTP and IFP [27], indirectly measuring SS, within multiple locations to 

determine intratumor heterogeneity. The analysis of pathology results from these same 

exact locations illustrated that TTP correlates strongly with interstitial collagen area 
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fraction within pancreatic tumors. A simple Hooke’s Law model was proposed to 

determine the intrinsic interactions between hyaluronic acid swelling and collagen 

distribution, and this model was used to fit experimental data. Localized tumor 

measurements of patent vessel area fraction showed a exponential correlation (x-0.314, R2 = 

0.62, p<0.01) to TTP. Verteporfin uptake, measured through mean fluorescence intensity, 

also correlated with TTP in both orthotopic (R2 = 0.72; p < 0.01) and subcutaneous (R2 = 

0.66, p<0.01) locations.  

The effect of TTP and verteporfin uptake after active enzymatic degradation of 

interstitial collagen was investigated in AsPC-1 xenograft tumors, and the results 

illustrated a 30% reduction in TTP with a statistically significant increase in tumors pre 

and one hour post intratumor injection of collagen. Additionally, the results showed an 

increase in verteporfin fluorescence intensity as compared to control tumors. These 

results are consistent with the hypothesis that active degradation of intratumor collagen 

led directly to vascular decompression, resulting in increased verteporfin uptake into the 

tumor bulk. 
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Figure 8.1. Whole tumor estimation of spatial TTP distribution from collagen area 

fraction.  

The work presented in this thesis has shown that a strong correlation between 

TTP and collagen area fraction sampled both regionally and globally within the solid 

tumor, thereby elucidating the hypothesis that collagen distribution within the tumor 

interstitium can be used as an indicator of SS distribution, as shown in Figure 8.1.  Future 

work would involve confirming this hypothesis by developing methods to quantitatively 

map intratumor SS within a tumor cross-section, as well as confirm intrinsic 

heterogeneity of stress across a whole tumor cross section. The mapping of this is 

challenging due to the high resolution expected for pressure maps and the challenge of 

being able to achieve this in vivo or even ex vivo.  Two methods are proposed to achieve 

this goal, application of a pressure sensitive film and ultrasound elastography. 
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Figure 8.2. Fujifilm Prescale Pressure sensitive film [61]. Illustration depicting how 

the film works (a) and an example of pressing onto the film with my thumb (b).  

Pressure sensitive films have been used in industrial applications to determine 

stress distribution between two contact surfaces. Color films made as a pre-scale pressure 

sensitive film (Fujifilm extreme low (4lW)) can be used to precisely measure pressure, 

pressure distribution, and pressure balance across a surface. The film contains three 

layers, a transfer sheet, a layer of color generating microcapsules, and a color developing 

sheet, Figure 8.2. As pressure is applied to the surface of the transfer sheet, the 

microcapsules are pressed up against the developing sheet, burst due to elevated pressure, 

resulting in color development across the developer sheet. This results in red coloration 

along the developing sheet, where color intensity and density correlate with applied 

pressure. 
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Figure 8.3. Pressure sensitive film used to develop pressure map of a tumor cross-

section and proposed device to achieve localized pressure acquisition. A tumor will 

be excised and placed in gelatin (a), cut in half (b), and compressed using a comb device 

(c) to achieve localized acquisition of pressure along the pressure sensitive film. 

 The recommended setup for this experiment would be to grow and excise 

pancreatic tumors and place these tumors into gelatin, Figure 8.3. The tumors will then be 

cut along a horizontal plane to expose a cross-section of the tumor. The film will then be 

placed along the cross-section for the acquisition of pressure distribution. A tumor can be 

thought of as an array of springs, organized in a parallel arrangement. The stress (σ) 

applied to the film will be a product of the strain (ε = change of length/ initial length = 

∆l/l0) and modulus of elasticity (E) of the tissue: 

                                                              𝜎𝜎 = 𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸                                                                 [8] 

The parallel arrangement of springs in the tissue presents a elastic resistance to 

deformation, which can be sampled by applying localized pressure along the tumor cross-

section.  A comb apparatus could be developed, as illustrated in Figure 8.3c, to help 

provide independent pressure sampling at each location in the tissue surface. The legs of 

the comb device will compress the tumor locally, thereby resulting in independent 

measurements of stress at the surface at each comb leg. This will allow for quantifying 
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the modulus of elasticity at each leg of the comb, resulting in a pressure distribution map 

along the surface of the tumor. 

 

Figure 8.4. Comb device used to localize stiffness measurements in the pressure 

sensitive film. SolidWorks diagram of the patterned array in the comb device (a) and the 

completed model (b) are shown. 

 To illustrate this type of comb device, a SolidWorks model was designed and 

fabricated as shown in Figure 8.4. Cylindrical objects 100 µm in diameter and 50 µm 

separation, and 5 mm in length were planned. The stress measured across the film would 

be a function of both the force applied to the film from the tissue surface and the cross-

sectional area of each leg in the comb apparatus. It might be ideal to make the contact 

surface as small as possible to amplify the signal across the surface of the film and 

achieve the best spatial distribution of pressure information. This device has been 

fabricated and will be used in lab for near future experiments. 

 The second method proposed to obtain pressure distribution maps within a cross-

section of a tumor was ultrasound elastography. This method is currently used by 

collaborators at the University of Rochester, and their experimental setup is illustrated in 
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Figure 8.5. Tumors were grown in athymic nude rats, excised, and encased in gelatin 

phantom gels consisting of 15% by weight gelatin, 2% by weight corn starch, and 83% 

by weight high purity water. Each tumor sample was mounted in the gel and allowed to 

cool to 4°C for approximately 20 minutes or until the liquid gel mixture solidified. 

The experimental elastographic imaging system used to assess the modulus of the 

pancreatic tumor phantoms consisted of a portable Sonix-touch ultrasound scanner 

(Ultrasonix Corps) that was equipped with an L14-30 transducer array, an 

adjustable platform, and a transducer housing.  

 

 

Figure 8.5. Ultrasound Elastograph system to map intratumor solid stress. L14-30 

transducer array, an adjustable platform, and a transducer housing (a). Tumors were 

removed from each rat and encased in gelatin phantom gels consisting of 15% by 

weight gelatin, 2% by weight corn starch, and 83% by weight high purity water (b). 

All samples were deformed by 5% at a strain rate of 0.5% strain per second. RF 
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frames were acquired continuously during the deformation and transferred to a 

workstation for data storage and off-line analysis. All echo frames were performed at 10 

MHz, which were digitized to 16 bits at a sampling frequency of 20 MHz. All RF frames 

were up-sampled to 60 Hz using a band limited interpolator. Echo tracking was 

performed using two dimensional cross-correlation analysis to pre- and post-deformed 

ultrasound RF echo frames with kernels of 1.2 mm by 1.2 mm that overlapped by 75% in 

the axial and lateral displacements respectively [72]. To improve the quality of estimated 

displacements, incremental tracking was conducted between consecutive pairs of echo 

frames, and summed to produce an accumulated displacement elastogram. Median filter 

was performed with a 0.6 mm by 0.6 mm kernel to remove erroneous displacement 

estimates. The tracked displacements were then used as the measured input for a finite 

element model-based iterative reconstruction theme to recover the shear modulus [68]. 
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Figure 8.6. Ultrasound Elastography stiffness map of tumor cross-section. Masson 

Trichrome stain (a) was segmented to obtain a stromal map of collagen distribution (b) 

across a tumor cross-section. The stromal map was used to correlate with an elastogram 

produced by the above method (c).  

  The resulting image for the above ultrasound elastography method is shown in 

Figure 8.6. The elastogram plots the shear modulus across the tumor cross-section and 

the goal is to correlate this stiffness measurement to associated histological data. Figure 

8.6. illustrates that regions with elevated shear modulus correlate well to regions with 

relatively large concentrations of collagen. This demonstrates that ultrasound 

elastography can be a useful tool in generating cross-sectional stiffness maps to better 

understand stress distribution across a tumor section and intrinsic heterogeneity that can 

exist within tumors.  Yet, while this method produces in situ images with potential for 

non-invasive imaging in vivo, the technology is still embryonic, and the spatial resolution 

and ability to successfully achieve these data in vivo is not well developed.  Ultimately 

the spatial resolution of this imaging method will limit it, and it would likely never be 
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able to achieve 100 micron resolution needed to map out the pressures induced by 

collagen structures in vivo.  So, work in this area continues, but with the caveat that it 

will likely only measure millimeter sized solid stress regions.   

 Although these current limitations with spatial resolution will fail to illuminate 

the complex regional patterns of pressure distribution, a general approximation of SS 

across a tumor surface can still be useful in various applications of pancreatic cancer 

detections and treatment. For instance, endoscopic ultrasound is an integral part of the 

management of a variety of gastrointestinal conditions, allowing physicians to better 

visualize the gastrointestinal tract and guide a fine needle aspirator (FNA) for biopsy 

placement [76]. Endoscopic ultrasound guided biopsy with a fine needle aspirator is 

considered a safe and minimally invasive method for diagnosing pancreatic cancer [77]. 

Examination involves the insertion of a thin tube into the mouth of a patient, down into 

the stomach and small intestine. A small ultrasound probe is used to image the 

surrounding tissue to identify a malignant mass within the pancreas (Figure 8.7a). A fine 

needle aspirator system is ultrasound guided into the center of the mass (Figure 8.7b) and 

tissue is removed either by aspiration or by core-biopsy methods. Tissue acquisition is 

essential in confirming diagnosis and guiding treatment planning in pancreatic solid 

mass.   
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Figure 8.7. Endoscopic Ultrasound guided biopsy [76]. An endoscopic ultrasound unit 

is placed down into the stomach and small intestine (a) and the ultrasound guides a 

biopsy needle into the pancreas for tissue removal (b).  

 Although endoscopic ultrasound guided biopsy is a widely-accepted technique, 

numerous limitations arise that drastically limit the efficacy of achieving an adequate 

tissue sample. Physicians have reported this technique often requires an unclear number 

of passes to achieve an adequate specimen for analysis [77]. The cytological specimen 

obtained often contains minimal cellularity and histological architecture which drastically 

limits tissue analysis and grade differentiation. Additionally, a collaborator to this group 

experienced elevated stiffness along the surface of pancreatic tumors has resulted in 

bending of the biopsy needle tip, thereby limiting the ability to obtain a tumor tissue 

specimen. These limitations are significant in tumor diagnosis and illustrate how 

knowledge of histological architecture in pancreatic cancer can be harnessed to guide 

biopsy placement.  
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Figure 8.8. Stromal map of collagen area fraction (%) with reduced spatial 

resolution. 

The work presented in this thesis is a clear solution to problems presented above 

as knowledge of regional SS can be used in biopsy placement to avoid highly fibrotic 

regions that are often hypocellular. Ultrasound shear wave elastography could potentially 

be incorporated to quantitatively map shear modulus across the tumor surface, identifying 

regional differences in SS. Although the limited spatial resolution (approximately 1mm) 

fails to determine micro-regional differences in stromal distribution, the technique can 

still be efficient as the largest regional collagen deposition is preserved even with 10x 

reduction in resolution, as illustrated in Figure 8.8. A physician will avoid regions highly 

concentrated with collagen and sample the surrounding tissue area to potentially increase 

efficacy of obtaining an adequate tissue specimen.  

Similarly, quantitative stromal mapping of the tumor surface can be extended to 

improve intratumoral injections of therapeutic agents. Several groups have proposed and 

attempted to directly injected therapeutic molecules into pancreatic tumors to overcome 

the stromal barrier preventing systemic delivery [78 - 79]. These studies displayed 
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limited success as the needles used were incapable of piercing the tumor, and drug 

molecule retention was minimal. Targeting regions with reduced collagen content, 

correlating to SS, could potentially improve therapeutic success by improving needle 

placement, molecular retention (reduced pressure gradient preventing flow back out of 

the needle track), and targeting proliferating regions of the tumor.    

Additional proposed future work consists of injecting both hyaluronidase and 

collagenase, sequentially, to enzymatically degrade both hyaluronic acid and collagen 

within the tumor bulk and reduce TTP. Chapter 7 illustrates the impact of degrading 

interstitial collagen within pancreatic tumors, suggesting by eliminating the other 

histological feature which contributes to solid stress will only potentiate the effect. It 

might also be worth investigating temporal uptake of verteporfin within pancreatic 

tumors. In this thesis, verteporfin was measured after approximately one hour systemic 

circulation. However, there is no evidentiary significance to this time point and additional 

circulation times should be investigated, as is ongoing now in the lab. This study could 

determine the optimal circulation time to optimize verteporfin uptake within pancreatic 

tumors, and the delivery times of collagenase and hyaluronidase might be sequenced 

appropriately or the vehicle delivery of these agents investigated for more well designed 

delivery.  

 
 In summary, pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma is one of the most lethal forms of 

cancer due to the development of a dense, fibrotic microenvironment limiting any form of 

systemic delivery within the tumor interstitium. Recent studies in transgenic mouse 

models suggest that pancreatic cancer is a systemic disease even at its inception [80], so 

successful treatment without effective systemic delivery is unlikely. This thesis aimed to 
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target the origins of limited blood flow and systemic delivery by identifying the key 

components of SS formation within solid tumors. The findings suggest collagen is a 

dominant feature in SS formation, as the irregular and complex structure propagates 

localized interstitial hypertension, minimizing effective therapeutic outcomes within an 

already elusive disease. This work suggests that neoadjuvant therapies, such as 

collagenase application, could provide positive outcomes by reducing hypertension, 

initiating vascular decompression to potentiate chemo-radiation treatments. This work 

clearly illustrates that the advanced stromal compartment within pancreatic tumors should 

be a primary target to understand the aggressive nature of pancreatic cancer and 

formulate methodology to improve tumor detection, diagnosis, and therapy.  
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MATLAB Code to Segment Collagen 
 
clear; 
  
mtri = imread('Rat#21 SubQ.jpg'); 
  
figure(1) 
imshow(mtri) 
  
redPlane = mtri(:, :, 1);%2.04; 
greenPlane = mtri(:, :, 2); 
bluePlane = mtri(:, :, 3);%1.79  
[m,n] = size(greenPlane); 
  
  
  
cform = makecform('srgb2lab'); 
lab_mtri = applycform(mtri,cform); 
  
ab = double(lab_mtri(:,:,2:3)); 
nrows = size(ab,1); 
ncols = size(ab,2); 
ab = reshape(ab,nrows*ncols,2); 
L_Image = lab_mtri(:, :, 1);  % Extract the L image. 
A_Image = lab_mtri(:, :, 2);  % Extract the A image. 
B_Image = lab_mtri(:, :, 3);  % Extract the B image. 
  
[m,n] = size(L_Image); 
count = 0; 
for i = 1:1:m 
    for j = 1:1:n 
        X(i+count*n) = A_Image(i,j); 
        Y(i+count*n) = B_Image(i,j); 
        Z(i+count*n) = L_Image(i,j); 
    end 
    count = count + 1; 
end 
  
figure(1) 
scatter3(X,Y,Z) 
  
nColors = 3; 
% repeat the clustering 3 times to avoid local minima 
[cluster_idx, cluster_center] = kmeans(ab,nColors,'distance','sqEuclidean', ... 
                                      'Replicates',3); 
pixel_labels = reshape(cluster_idx,nrows,ncols); 
  
segmented_images = cell(1,3); 
rgb_label = repmat(pixel_labels,[1 1 3]); 
  
  
  
  
for k = 1:nColors 
    color = mtri; 
    color(rgb_label ~= k) = 0; 
    segmented_images{k} = color; 
end 
  
Seg1 = segmented_images{1}; 
Seg2 = segmented_images{2}; 
Seg3 = segmented_images{3}; 
[m,n] = size(Seg1(:,:,3)); 
New1_B = Seg1(:,:,3); 
New2_B = Seg2(:,:,3); 
New3_B = Seg3(:,:,3); 
New1_R = Seg1(:,:,1); 
New2_R = Seg2(:,:,1); 
New3_R = Seg3(:,:,1); 
New1_G = Seg1(:,:,2); 
New2_G = Seg2(:,:,2); 
New3_G = Seg3(:,:,2); 
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Thresh1 = mean(mean(New1_B)); 
Thresh2 = mean(mean(New2_B)); 
Thresh3 = mean(mean(New3_B)); 
  
  
for i = 1:1:m 
    for j = 1:1:n 
        New1_2(i,j) = New1_B(i,j); 
        New2_2(i,j) = New2_B(i,j); 
        New3_2(i,j) = New3_B(i,j); 
  
         
        if New1_B(i,j) - New1_R(i,j) < Thresh1 
            New1_2(i,j) = 0; 
            New1_R(i,j) = 0; 
            New1_G(i,j) = 0; 
        end 
         
        if New2_B(i,j) - New2_R(i,j) < Thresh2 
            New2_2(i,j) = 0; 
            New2_R(i,j) = 0; 
            New2_G(i,j) = 0; 
        end 
         
        if New3_B(i,j) - New3_R(i,j) < Thresh3 
            New3_2(i,j) = 0; 
            New3_R(i,j) = 0; 
            New3_G(i,j) = 0; 
        end 
         
    end 
end 
  
RGB_Seg1 = cat(3, New1_R, New1_G, New1_2); 
RGB_Seg2 = cat(3, New2_R, New2_G, New2_2); 
RGB_Seg3 = cat(3, New3_R, New3_G, New3_2); 
  
  
New1_3 = medfilt2(New1_2,[10 10]); 
New2_3 = medfilt2(New2_2,[10 10]); 
New3_3 = medfilt2(New3_2,[10 10]); 
  
New1_R2 = medfilt2(New1_R,[10 10]); 
New2_R2 = medfilt2(New2_R,[10 10]); 
New3_R2 = medfilt2(New3_R,[10 10]); 
  
New1_G2 = medfilt2(New1_G,[10 10]); 
New2_G2 = medfilt2(New2_G,[10 10]); 
New3_G2 = medfilt2(New3_G,[10 10]); 
  
count1 = 0; 
count2 = 0; 
count3 = 0; 
  
  
for i = 1:1:m 
    for j = 1:1:n 
        if New1_3(i,j) > 0         
            count1 = count1 +1; 
        end 
         
        if New2_3(i,j) > 0         
            count2 = count2 +1; 
        end 
         
        if New3_3(i,j) > 0         
            count3 = count3 +1; 
        end 
         
    end 
end 
  
Collagen1 = (count1./(m*n))*100 
Collagen2 = (count2./(m*n))*100 
Collagen3 = (count3./(m*n))*100 
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RGB_Seg1_2 = cat(3, New1_R2, New1_G2, New1_3); 
RGB_Seg2_2 = cat(3, New2_R2, New2_G2, New2_3); 
RGB_Seg3_2 = cat(3, New3_R2, New3_G2, New3_3); 
  
  
figure(3) 
subplot(2,2,1) 
imshow(RGB_Seg1_2)  
title('objects in cluster 1'); 
subplot(2,2,2) 
imshow(RGB_Seg2_2)  
title('objects in cluster 2'); 
subplot(2,2,3) 
imshow(RGB_Seg3_2)  
title('objects in cluster 3'); 
  
figure(4) 
imshow(RGB_Seg1) 
  
figure(5) 
imshow(RGB_Seg2) 
  
figure(6) 
imshow(RGB_Seg3) 
  
figure(7) 
scatter3(A_Image,B_Image,L_Image) 
grid on 
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MATLAB Code to Quantify Vascular Structure 
 
clear; 
  
clc; % Clear the command window. 
close all; % Close all figures (except those of imtool.) 
imtool close all; % Close all imtool figures. 
clear; % Erase all existing variables. 
workspace; % Make sure the workspace panel is showing. 
fontSize = 20; 
  
% Read in standard MATLAB color demo image. 
rgbImage = imread('Rat24O.TIF'); 
[rows columns numberOfCoorBands] = size(rgbImage); 
  
% Extract the individual color planes. 
redPlane = rgbImage(:, :, 1)/1;%2.04; 
greenPlane = rgbImage(:, :, 2)./1; 
bluePlane = rgbImage(:, :, 3)./1;%1.79; 
  
  
Newmap = rgb2gray(rgbImage); 
[m,n] = size(greenPlane); 
  
greenPlane2 = imadjust(greenPlane); 
  
I = rgb2gray(rgbImage); 
Thresh = 2.5.*mean(mean(greenPlane2)); 
  
count = 0; 
for i = 1:1:m 
    for j = 1:1:n 
        New(i,j) = (redPlane2(i,j));%- bluePlane(i,j) - greenPlane(i,j)); 
         
    end 
end 
  
  
m2 = imhist(New,2^8)./(m*n); 
m3 = transpose(m2); 
m4 = imhist(New,2^8); 
l = length(m3); 
for i = 1:1:l 
    n2(i) = i; 
end 
  
check = 0; 
  
  
check = sum(m); 
  
  
for i = 1:1:m 
    for j = 1:1:n 
        NewR(i,j) = 0; 
        NewB(i,j) = 0; 
        if New(i,j) < Thresh 
            New(i,j) = 0; 
  
        end 
    end 
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end 
%  
New2 = medfilt2(New,[5 5]); 
  
for i = 1:1:m 
    for j = 1:1:n 
        if New2(i,j) > 0 
            count = count+1; 
        end 
    end 
end 
  
RGB_Seg1 = cat(3, New2, NewG, NewB); 
  
 Percent_Vasculature = (count/(m*n))*100 
  
  
  
figure(1) 
imshow(RGB_Seg2) 
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MATLAB Code to Quantify Vascular Patency 
 
clear; 
  
clc; % Clear the command window. 
close all; % Close all figures (except those of imtool.) 
imtool close all; % Close all imtool figures. 
clear; % Erase all existing variables. 
workspace; % Make sure the workspace panel is showing. 
fontSize = 20; 
  
% Read in standard MATLAB color demo image. 
rgbImage = imread('Rat24O_B8.TIF'); 
[rows columns numberOfCoorBands] = size(rgbImage); 
% figure(1) 
% imshow(rgbImage); 
% title('Original Color Image'); 
  
% Extract the individual color planes. 
redPlane = rgbImage(:, :, 1)/1;%2.04; 
greenPlane = rgbImage(:, :, 2)./1; 
bluePlane = rgbImage(:, :, 3)./1;%1.79; 
  
  
Newmap = rgb2gray(rgbImage); 
[m,n] = size(greenPlane); 
  
greenPlane2 = imadjust(greenPlane); 
  
I = rgb2gray(rgbImage); 
Thresh = 2.5.*mean(mean(greenPlane2)); 
  
count = 0; 
for i = 1:1:m 
    for j = 1:1:n 
        New(i,j) = (greenPlane2(i,j));%- bluePlane(i,j) - greenPlane(i,j)); 
         
    end 
end 
  
  
  
  
m2 = imhist(New,2^8)./(m*n); 
m3 = transpose(m2); 
m4 = imhist(New,2^8); 
l = length(m3); 
for i = 1:1:l 
    n2(i) = i; 
end 
  
check = 0; 
  
for i = 1:1:m 
    for j = 1:1:n 
        NewR(i,j) = 0; 
        NewB(i,j) = 0; 
        if New(i,j) < Thresh 
            New(i,j) = 0; 
%         else 
%             New(i,j) = 60000; 
        end 
    end 
end 
%  
New2 = medfilt2(New,[5 5]); 
  
for i = 1:1:m 
    for j = 1:1:n 
        if New2(i,j) > 0 
            count = count+1; 
        end 
    end 
end 
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RGB_Seg1 = cat(3, NewR, New2, NewB); 
RGB_Seg2 = cat(3, NewR, greenPlane2, NewB); 
  
 Percent_Vasculature = (count/(m*n))*100 
  
  
  
  
figure(1) 
imshow(RGB_Seg2) 
  
%  
figure(2) 
imshow(RGB_Seg1) 
  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Appendix D- Section 5.4: Quantifying Fluorescence Intensity MATLAB Code 
 

This code was written by S. Chad Kanick: 
 
Loading Dosimeter Data 
  
clear all 
%% LoadDosimeter Data 
% Scripted by SC Kanick (14 June 2012) 
% This code is designed to load data acquired by the Dartmouth Thayer lab 
% dosimeter into the matlab workspace. The code accepts inputs regarding 
% the data location, date, and light sources acquired. The code will return 
% the structure: Data, which is organized as: 
% Data.[filefolder].[LightSource].[textind] 
% where textind specifies the extensions of the datafiles to be loaded 
  
%%  
%User-inputs- users edit this part of the code 
directpath= pwd; 
Date='2015Aug05_Blood';               %Specify date-based file folder name that contains data 
  
MAC=1; 
if MAC 
    BaseLocation=[directpath,'/Data/'];         % identified Data subfolder 
    addpaths=[directpath,'/Code/']; % identifies Analysis subfolder 
else 
    BaseLocation=[directpath,'\Data\'];         % identified Data subfolder 
    addpaths=[directpath,'\Code\']; % identifies Analysis subfolder    
end 
  
  
%% %Do not edit code below this point 
textind={'base','calib','dat','raw','spec'}; % Specify extensions of data files to be loaded 
into workspace 
  
%Obtain list of folder contents acquired within date-based file folder 
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if MAC 
    folderlist=sprintf('d=dir(''%s/%s'') ',BaseLocation,Date); %obtains full list of contents 
else 
    folderlist=sprintf('d=dir(''%s\\%s'') ',BaseLocation,Date); %obtains full list of contents 
  
end 
eval(folderlist);            
isub = [d(:).isdir]; %# returns logical vector 
nameFolds = {d(isub).name}';    %identifies non-folder based entires 
nameFolds(ismember(nameFolds,{'.','..'})) = []; %removes non-folder entries from list 
nameFolds_print=strrep(nameFolds,' ','_'); 
nameFolds_print=strrep(nameFolds_print,'.','_'); 
nameFolds_print=strrep(nameFolds_print,'%',''); 
  
%Add subfolders of current locaiton to path 
addpath(genpath(pwd)); 
  
for indFolder=1:length(nameFolds) %Loop to load data for each folder 
%for indSource=1:length(Source)      %Loop to load data for each light source 
  
%Construct for data to be loaded 
if MAC 
    Datapath=sprintf('%s/%s/%s/',BaseLocation,Date,nameFolds{indFolder}); 
else 
    Datapath=sprintf('%s\\%s\\%s\\',BaseLocation,Date,nameFolds{indFolder}); 
end 
filelist=sprintf('x=dir(''%s*.spec'') ',Datapath); %Obtain list of each individual measrement 
  
eval(filelist); 
  
%Parse each individual measurement file name (ID) into variable handle 
total=length(x); %count number of measurements 
  
for K=1:total %loop through number of measurements 
    val{1}=x(K).name; 
    y=char(val{1}); 
    z{K}=y(1:6); % each element contains unique numerical file ID (currently 11 digits) 
end 
  
exptrack=[]; 
basetrack=[]; 
rawtrack=[]; 
darksubtract=[]; 
datapertime=[]; 
for i=1:total %loop through number of measurements 
    filename=sprintf('%s%s.calib',Datapath,z{i}); %construct file name to be loaded 
    [calibdata]=load(filename); 
    calibtrack=[calibdata(1,:)']; 
         
    filename=sprintf('%s%s.log',Datapath,z{i}); %construct file name to be loaded 
    logname=sprintf('%s.log',z{i}) %construct file name to be loaded 
    [log] = load_dosi_log_mixed(filename,logname) 
     
    exptrack=[exptrack;log.exp_time] ;   
  
    filename=sprintf('%s%s.base',Datapath,z{i}); %construct file name to be loaded 
        Values=load(filename); 
        basetrack=[basetrack,Values']; 
    clear Values 
     
    filename=sprintf('%s%s.raw',Datapath,z{i}); %construct file name to be loaded 
    Values=load(filename); 
    rawtrack=[rawtrack,Values']; 
    clear Values 
     
end 
  
  
  
darksubtract=rawtrack-basetrack; 
for i=1:length(exptrack) 
    datapertime(:,i)=darksubtract(:,i)./exptrack(i); 
end 
  
    paramname=sprintf('Data.%s.calib=calibtrack;',nameFolds_print{indFolder}); %assign data to 
location within Data structure 
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    eval(paramname) 
    paramname=sprintf('Data.%s.exp_time=exptrack;',nameFolds_print{indFolder}); %assign data to 
location within Data structure 
    eval(paramname) 
    paramname=sprintf('Data.%s.base=basetrack;',nameFolds_print{indFolder}); %assign data to 
location within Data structure 
    eval(paramname); 
    paramname=sprintf('Data.%s.raw=rawtrack;',nameFolds_print{indFolder}); %assign data to 
location within Data structure 
    eval(paramname); 
    paramname=sprintf('Data.%s.darksubtract=darksubtract;',nameFolds_print{indFolder}); %assign 
data to location within Data structure 
    eval(paramname);     
    paramname=sprintf('Data.%s.I=datapertime;',nameFolds_print{indFolder}); %assign data to 
location within Data structure 
    eval(paramname); 
     
end 
  
if MAC 
  paramname=sprintf('save %s/%s/Data_%s.mat Data nameFolds;',BaseLocation,Date,Date); %assign 
data to location within Data structure 
else 
  paramname=sprintf('save %s\\%s\\Data_%s.mat Data nameFolds;',BaseLocation,Date,Date); %assign 
data to location within Data structure 
end 
  eval(paramname); 
  
 

Computing Fluorescence Intensity 
 
function []=Reflectance_Fit_Code 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Reflectance spectral analysis code 
% - Uses Monte Carlo look-up-table inversion process to express reflectance 
% in terms of optical properties (i.e. R=f(reduced scattering coefficient, 
% absorption coefficient). Look up table used determines which fiber probe 
% can be used. This code is specific for a source-detector separation of 260 
% um. 
% 
% - Uses paired data loaded into matlab workspace .mat file from  
% 'LoadDosimeterData_Distribute.m'.  
% 
% - Outputs are written into the /Analysis/ subfodler 
% - Spectral fit paramters are written into a tab-delimited text file: 
%       FitParams_[YYYYMMMDD].txt; where the Date is specified in the [ ] 
% - Plots of reflectance and optical properties are given as: 
%       Reflectance_SpectralFit_[X].tiff; where [X] is the measurement ID 
%       Reflectance_optprop_[X].tiff ; where [X] is the measurement ID    
% 
% - Note that analysis requires measurement of calibration phantom; 
% currently a 2% Intralipid phantom 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
  
%% Specify path locations for analysis files and data 
  
%Specify Measurement Date (used for data handling purposes) 
SingleDay={'2015Jun28'};    % provide date of measurement (YYYYMMMDD} 
RefMeas={'IL_2p_calibration_2'};      % name specific measurement on calibration reference  
IL=2;                   % lipid percentage of calibration reference in units of [%] 
  
%Specify paths for generated results  
directpath=pwd; 
%directpath='~/Dropbox/SpectralData/Dartmouth/Dosimeter/Nanoparticles/IONPs/'; 
  
  
%Denote Mac operating system 
MAC=1;                  %1 for mac, 0 for PC 
  
%Include fluorescence fit? 
FLFIT=0;        % binary 0 for no,  1 for yes (currently fit multiple channels) 
AutoFLBasis=RefMeas;      % name specific measurement  
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%Specify wavelength range to perform specral fit 
wavestart=450;          %wavelength to begin fit [nm] 
waveend=750;            %wavelength to end fit [nm] 
  
%Smoothing options for reflectance spectra with boxcar filter  
bin=5;      %specify width of boxcar (in terms of measured pixels) 
  
%Specify basis set of absorbers 
ScatterModel=1;         % 1= power law; 2 = Intralipid basis 
VesselFit=0;            % fit average vessel size 
Bilirubin=0;             % bilirubin; binary switch 0=no, 
1=ye                                                          
IONP=1;                 % magnetic nanoparticles; binary switch 0=no, 
2=yes                                                          
Melanin=0;              % melanin binary switch 0=no, 1=yes 
epidermalthickness=30;  % thickness of absorbing epidermal layer in um 
MetHB=0;                % meth hemoglobin; binary switch 0=no, 
1=yes                                                          
MouseSkin=0;            % fitting mouse skin measurements; binary switch 0=no, 
1=yes                                                          
Water=0.65;             % estimate water content 
HBTconc=150;            % concentration of total hemoglobin in blood [mg/ml];  
                        % HBTconc set to ~105 for bovine blood  
                        % HBTconc set to ~150 for human blood 
PPIXshift=0;%*- for invivo data            % wavelength shift in PpIX emission peak in nm 
      
%Select type of reflectance fit 
RTYPE=1;        % 1 for multi-fiber, 2 for single fiber  
dfiber=0.340;      % for single fiber fitting: core fiber diameter in um 
WaterMeas={'alcohol_1'};      % name specific measurement  
gammaest=1.5            % estimate wavelength-invarient gamma (phase function parameter) 
SD=200;         % for multi-fiber fitting: source detector separation in um; currently only 
select 200     
  
%Select wavelength range to perform fluorescence fitting 
wavestartFL_red=670;          %wavelength to begin fit [nm] 
waveendFL_red=800;            %wavelength to end fit [nm] 
  
wavestartFL_blue=600;          %wavelength to begin fit [nm] 
waveendFL_blue=800;            %wavelength to end fit [nm] 
  
% Plotting options 
PAUSEON=0;  % binary switch to pause between spectral fits (yes =1, no =0) [default =0] 
GRAPHRESULT = 1;  % Generate and save plots of reflectance fit and optical properties  1 = ON, 
0 = OFF 
Rplot_ymax.auto=1; 
Rplot_ymax.set=0.3; 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%% Do not edit below this line 
  
wn=1;   %include water subtraction for single fiber analysis 
  
  
if MAC 
    if directpath 
        datapath=[directpath,'/Data/'];         % identified Data subfolder 
        analysispath=[directpath,'/Analysis/']; % identifies Analysis subfolder 
    else 
        datapath=[pwd,'/Data/'];         % identified Data subfolder 
        analysispath=[pwd,'/Analysis/']; % identifies Analysis subfolder 
    end 
else 
    if directpath 
        datapath=[directpath,'\Data\'];         % identified Data subfolder 
        analysispath=[directpath,'\Analysis\']; % identifies Analysis subfolder 
    else 
        datapath=[pwd,'\Data\'];         % identified Data subfolder 
        analysispath=[pwd,'\Analysis\']; % identifies Analysis subfolder 
    end 
end 
  
%% 
close all 
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clc 
%Add subfolders of current locaiton to path 
addpath(genpath(pwd)); 
  
% Load data measured on date specified in 'SingleDay' 
    Date=SingleDay{1}; 
    if MAC 
        load([datapath,Date,'/Data_',Date,'.mat']); 
  
    else 
        load([datapath,Date,'\Data_',Date,'.mat']); 
    end 
    datapath 
    Date 
    look=[datapath,Date,'/Data_',Date,'.mat'] 
    datafile=nameFolds; 
    refphantom=RefMeas{1};                     % first measurement in sequence should be 
measurement of reference calibration 
  
%Generate subdirectory to place saved output files 
eval(sprintf('analysisdir=''%s%s''',analysispath,Date)); 
mkdir(analysisdir); 
  
  
%% Reflectance Calibraiton 
  
%Grab calibration measurement 
eval(sprintf('REFERENCEPhantom=Data.%s',refphantom));   % Select data from reference 
measurement 
lambda=REFERENCEPhantom.calib;                          % rename wavelength vector 
R_phantom_meas=(REFERENCEPhantom.I(:,:));               % rename reflectance measured on 
calibration sample 
  
%Calcualte expected calibraiton spectra 
%For multi-fiber probes 
if RTYPE==1  
    if SD==200; 
        %Load look up table (specific for 200 um fiber with 250 core-to-core 
separation)         
        load LUTclad_d200.mat ; 
        LUT=LUT_d200; 
         %Load calibration factor to convert measurements in counts/msec to [% photons] 
        load Dosi_LUTCalib200.mat ;    
        R_phantom_model=R_phantom(:,2); %column 1 for IL1%, column 2 for IL 2% 
    end 
end 
  
%For single fiber probes 
if RTYPE==2 
    %grab measurement in water 
    waterphantomname=WaterMeas{1};                     
    eval(sprintf('WATERPhantom=Data.%s',waterphantomname));   % Select data from reference 
measurement 
    R_phantom_measfull=R_phantom_meas; 
    R_phantom_meas=R_phantom_meas-wn.*WATERPhantom.I(:,1);                                   % 
calibrate each measured spectrum on tissue; resulting in absolute units of [% photons] 
    datafile(strcmp(datafile,WaterMeas{1})) =[]; 
     
    % calculate reflectance spectra from model fit (assuming constant gamma) 
    [R_phantom_model]=ILCalibrationSpectra(IL,dfiber,lambda); 
    LUT=[]; 
end 
  
%R_phantom_model=R_phantom(:,2); 
[m,n]=size(R_phantom_meas);                             % determine size of reflectance vector 
CalFactor=R_phantom_model(:,1)./R_phantom_meas(:,1);    % calculate calibration factor from 
measurement on reference phantom 
lambdafull=lambda;                                      %grab and store full wavelengths (prior 
to smoothing) 
  
%% Fluorescence calibraiton 
%  Select / Specify Autofluoresence spectrum 
if FLFIT 
    FL_red_phantom_meas=(REFERENCEPhantom.I(:,[2])); 
    FL_blue_phantom_meas=(REFERENCEPhantom.I(:,[3])); 
    autoflmeas=AutoFLBasis{1};  
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    %Define autoFL data for red channel 
        %eval(sprintf('AutoBasis_red.abs1=CalFactor.*Data.%s.I(:,2)',autoflmeas));     %load 
the file 
        eval(sprintf('AutoBasis_red.abs1=Data.%s.I(:,2)',autoflmeas));     %load the file 
        bin=5; %specify width of boxcar (in terms of measured pixels) 
        [lambda,AFL_red]=smoothspectra(lambdafull,AutoBasis_red.abs1,1,bin); %return reduced 
wavelength and smoothed intensity spectra 
  
    %Define autoFL data for blue channel 
        %eval(sprintf('AutoBasis_blue.abs1=CalFactor.*Data.%s.I(:,3)',autoflmeas));     %load 
the file 
        eval(sprintf('AutoBasis_blue.abs1=Data.%s.I(:,3)',autoflmeas));     %load the file 
        bin=5; %specify width of boxcar (in terms of measured pixels) 
        [lambda,AFL_blue]=smoothspectra(lambdafull,AutoBasis_blue.abs1,1,bin); %return reduced 
wavelength and smoothed intensity spectra 
end 
  
%% Loop through measurements listed in datafile 
  
NID=length(datafile); 
count=0; 
for ii=1:NID 
    count=count+1; 
  
    %Select specific data 
    W.I=[];                                                             % initilize the 
intensity datavector 
    eval(sprintf('W.I=Data.%s.I(:,1)',datafile{count}));                % grab measured 
intensities [counts / msec] 
  
    %Calibrate data 
    [mm,nn]=size(W.I);                                                  % get size of 
datavector 
    W.R=zeros(mm,1);                                                    % initilize reflectance 
datavector 
    for i=1:nn 
     
        if RTYPE==1 
            W.R(:,i)=CalFactor.*(W.I(:,i));                                   % calibrate each 
measured spectrum on tissue; resulting in absolute units of [% photons] 
        elseif RTYPE==2 
            W.R(:,i)=CalFactor.*(W.I(:,i)-
wn.*WATERPhantom.I(:,1));                                   % calibrate each measured spectrum 
on tissue; resulting in absolute units of [% photons] 
        end 
     
    end 
  
     
%      figure 
%      plot(lambdafull,W.I(:,1),'k') 
%      hold on 
%      plot(lambdafull,WATERPhantom.I(:,1),'b') 
%      xlim([450 800]) 
%      figure 
%      plot(lambdafull,W.R(:,1),'r') 
%      xlim([450 800]) 
%      pause 
%      
%% Smooth reflectance spectra using 'boxcar' moving average filter 
    [lambda,W]=smoothDosispectra(lambdafull,W,1,bin); %return reduced wavelength and smoothed 
intensity spectra 
  
%Load Basis Spectra 
    [Basis]=get_Basis_phantom(lambda);  
    Basis.muaHBI=Basis.muaHBI.*(HBTconc/150);   %scale specific absorption coefficient of HB to 
match measured hematocrit 
    Basis.muaHBOI=Basis.muaHBOI.*(HBTconc/150); %scale specific absorption coefficient of HB to 
match measured hematocrit 
  
%Find indecies for data included in fit 
    wvbd = get_pixel_index(wavestart,lambda):get_pixel_index(waveend,lambda); 
  
%Input fit parameters / initial guesses 
    a     = 1;     % scatter amplitude 
    S     = 0.5;    % Saturation (estimated using atan to bound) 
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    B     = 0.02;   % blood volume fraction 
    b     =1.15;    % scattering power 
    COTHER   = 1;   % bilirubin concentration 
    rves    =8;     %vessel radius 
    CMel    =0.001;     %melanin concentration 
    CBil    =0.001;     %bilirubin concentration 
    CmNP    =0.001;     %Iron oxide nanoparticle concentration 
    CMet    =0.001;     %meth-hemoglobin concentration 
    CBKGD   =1;     %background absorption found in mouse skin 
    %Specify parameter of fitting algorithm (lsqnonlin) 
     
    start  = [a S B]; %build initial guess vector 
    LB=[0 0 0]; 
    UB=[100 1 1]; 
  
    if ScatterModel==1 
        start=[start b]; 
        LB=[LB 0]; 
        UB=[UB 4]; 
    end 
     
    if VesselFit 
        start=[start rves]; 
        LB=[LB eps]; 
        UB=[UB 100]; 
    end 
       
    if Bilirubin 
        start=[start CBil]; 
        LB=[LB 0]; 
        UB=[UB 26]; 
    end 
     
    if IONP 
        start=[start CmNP]; 
        LB=[LB 0]; 
        UB=[UB 26]; 
    end 
    
    if Melanin 
        start=[start CMel]; 
        LB=[LB 0]; 
        UB=[UB 100]; 
    end 
     
    if MetHB 
        start=[start CMet]; 
        LB=[LB 0]; 
        UB=[UB 100]; 
    end   
     
    if MouseSkin 
        start=[start CBKGD]; 
        LB=[LB 0]; 
        UB=[UB 100]; 
    end   
     
     
    %Set lower / upper bounds for fit parameters 
    OPTS = optimset('Algorithm','trust-region-
reflective','Display','iter','TolFun',0.0000001,'TolX',0.00001,'MaxFunEvals',99999,'MaxIter',99
999,'ScaleProblem','Jacobian'); 
  
    % Assign inputs to fitting algorithm 
    fitinputs.RTYPE=RTYPE;         
    fitinputs.dfiber=dfiber;       
    fitinputs.gammaest=gammaest; 
    fitinputs.Rdata=W.Rs(:,1); 
    fitinputs.Rstd=W.Rsstd(:,1); 
    fitinputs.lambda=lambda; 
    fitinputs.LUT=LUT; 
    fitinputs.Basis=Basis; 
    fitinputs.GRAPH=GRAPHRESULT; 
    fitinputs.wvbd=wvbd; 
    fitinputs.rves=VesselFit; 
    fitinputs.ScatterModel=ScatterModel; 
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    fitinputs.Water=Water; 
    fitinputs.Mel=Melanin; 
    fitinputs.Bil=Bilirubin; 
    fitinputs.MetHB=MetHB; 
    fitinputs.MouseSkin=MouseSkin; 
    fitinputs.mNP=IONP; 
    fitinputs.Rplot_ymax=Rplot_ymax; 
    fitinputs.MAC=MAC; 
    fitinputs.depi=epidermalthickness./1000; 
    fitinputs.PPIXshift=PPIXshift; 
     
    %Perform fit using lsqnonlin- perform fit iteratively 
    [Calc.WLS.params(ii,:),RESNORM,RESIDUAL,EXITFLAG,OUTPUT,LAMBDA,J] 
=lsqnonlin(@fitspectrum,start,LB,UB,OPTS,fitinputs);   
    %Generate confidence intervals for fitted parameters 
    CI = nlparci(Calc.WLS.params(ii,:),RESIDUAL,'jacobian',J);    %calculate 95% confidence 
intervals for parameter estimates 
    Calc.WLS.params(ii,:)=abs(Calc.WLS.params(ii,:)) ; 
    Calc.WLS_CIhw(ii,:)=(CI(:,2)-CI(:,1))./2;              %calculate confidence interval half-
widths 
      
    %Plot outputs 
    [lambda_plot,Rmodel,Calc.RChiSq(ii),Calc.r_sqval(ii)]=plotRspectra(Calc.WLS.params(ii,:),Ca
lc.WLS_CIhw(ii,:),fitinputs,analysisdir,datafile{count}); 
    OutputsSet(ii,:)=[ii,Calc.WLS.params(ii,:),Calc.WLS_CIhw(ii,:),Calc.RChiSq(ii)]; 
  
if PAUSEON==1 
    pause 
end 
close all 
  
%% 
  
if FLFIT 
  
%calculate correction factor 
%Specify expanded wavelength scale 
%Select specific R values for export 
ind_400= get_pixel_index(400,lambda); 
ind_410= get_pixel_index(410,lambda); 
lambdarange=[ind_400:ind_410]; 
[R_400s]=grabRlambda(Calc.WLS.params(ii,:),fitinputs,lambdarange); 
R_405=sum(R_400s); 
  
%red correction factor 
ind_630= get_pixel_index(630,lambda); 
ind_640= get_pixel_index(640,lambda); 
lambdarange=[ind_630:ind_640]; 
[R_600s]=grabRlambda(Calc.WLS.params(ii,:),fitinputs,lambdarange); 
R_635=sum(R_600s); 
  
  
ind_695= get_pixel_index(695,lambda); 
ind_705= get_pixel_index(705,lambda); 
lambdarange=[ind_695:ind_705]; 
[R_700s]=grabRlambda(Calc.WLS.params(ii,:),fitinputs,lambdarange); 
R_700=sum(R_700s); 
  
%Code tested with division by excitation intensity 
%FLCorr_blue(ii)=(1)./(R_405); 
%FLCorr_red(ii)=(1)/(R_635); 
  
FLCorr_blue(ii)=(R_635.^(0.7))./(R_405.^(0.7)); 
FLCorr_red(ii)=(R_700.^(0.7))./(R_635); 
  
%% fit red fluorescence 
    j=2; 
    ind_flcal = get_pixel_index(680,lambdafull); 
    FL_CAL_red=mean(FL_red_phantom_meas(ind_flcal-3:ind_flcal+3));    %Note: removed arbitrary 
scaling factor  
     
    %Find indecies for data included in fit 
    wvbdFL_red = get_pixel_index(wavestartFL_red,lambda):get_pixel_index(waveendFL_red,lambda); 
    Basis.AFL_red=AFL_red(wvbdFL_red); %Grab red autofluorescence spectrum 
  
    %Select Data 
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    eval(sprintf('W.FLredraw=Data.%s.I(:,2)',datafile{count}));                % grab measured 
intensities [counts / msec] 
    [lambda,FLdata_red,FLstd_red]=smoothspectra(lambdafull,W.FLredraw,1,bin); %return reduced 
wavelength and smoothed intensity spectra 
    % Edit to remove wavelength-dependent calibration factor from 
    % fluorescence analysis 
    %    [lambda,FLdata_red,FLstd_red]=smoothspectra(lambdafull,CalFactor.*W.FLredraw,1,bin); 
%return reduced wavelength and smoothed intensity spectra 
  
%    eval(sprintf('FLdata_red=W.SFRsmooth%g(wvbdFL_red,j);',1)); 
%    eval(sprintf('FLstd_red=W.SFRsmoothstd%g(wvbdFL_red,j);',1)); 
     
    %Correct data for optical properties 
    FLdata_red_corr=FLdata_red.*FLCorr_red(ii)./FL_CAL_red./161; 
    FLstd_red_corr=FLstd_red.*FLCorr_red(ii)./FL_CAL_red./161; 
     
    %Fit procedure for fluorescence spectra / plot FL  
    [Calc.FL_red_corr.params(ii,:),Calc.FL_red_corr.FL_estimate(:,i),CI_red_hw_fl(ii,:),Calc.FC
hiSq_red_corr(ii)]=FL635fit_1PP(lambda,FLdata_red_corr(wvbdFL_red),FLstd_red_corr(wvbdFL_red),B
asis,wvbdFL_red,analysisdir,datafile{count},j,635,fitinputs);    
  
  %% fit blue fluorescence 
    j=3; 
  
    ind_flcal = get_pixel_index(630,lambdafull); 
    FL_CAL_blue=mean(FL_blue_phantom_meas(ind_flcal-3:ind_flcal+3));       %Note: removed 
arbitrary scaling factor  
  
    %Find indecies for data included in fit 
    wvbdFL_blue = 
get_pixel_index(wavestartFL_blue,lambda):get_pixel_index(waveendFL_blue,lambda); 
    Basis.AFL_blue=AFL_blue(wvbdFL_blue); 
  
    %Select Data 
    eval(sprintf('W.FLblueraw=Data.%s.I(:,3)',datafile{count}));                % grab measured 
intensities [counts / msec] 
    [lambda,FLdata_blue,FLstd_blue]=smoothspectra(lambdafull,W.FLblueraw,1,bin); %return 
reduced wavelength and smoothed intensity spectra 
%    [lambda,FLdata_blue,FLstd_blue]=smoothspectra(lambdafull,CalFactor.*W.FLblueraw,1,bin); 
%return reduced wavelength and smoothed intensity spectra 
  
%    eval(sprintf('FLdata_blue=W.SFRsmooth%g(wvbdFL_blue,j);',1)); 
%    eval(sprintf('FLstd_blue=W.SFRsmoothstd%g(wvbdFL_blue,j);',1)); 
     
    %Correct data for optical properties 
    if VesselFit 
        CFL_ves=1; 
    else 
        CFL_ves=1.556; 
    end 
    FLdata_blue_corr=CFL_ves.*FLdata_blue.*FLCorr_blue(ii)./FL_CAL_blue./737; 
    FLstd_blue_corr=CFL_ves.*FLstd_blue.*FLCorr_blue(ii)./FL_CAL_blue./737; 
  
    %Fit procedure for fluorescence spectra / plot FL  
    [Calc.FL_blue_corr.params(ii,:),Calc.FL_blue_corr.FL_estimate(:,i),CI_blue_hw_fl(ii,:),Calc
.FChiSq_blue_corr(ii)]=FL405fit_2PP(lambda,FLdata_blue_corr(wvbdFL_blue),FLstd_blue_corr(wvbdFL
_blue),Basis,wvbdFL_blue,analysisdir,datafile{count},j,405,fitinputs);    
  
end 
end 
  
%% 
%Write away White light reflectance parameters 
TEXTHEADER={'MEASNUM','SITE','ScatAmp (arb)','CI ScatAmp','Saturation (%)','CI Saturation','BVF 
[%]','CI BVF'}; 
if ScatterModel==1, TEXTHEADER=[TEXTHEADER,'ScatPow (arb)','CI ScatPow']; end 
if VesselFit, TEXTHEADER=[TEXTHEADER,'rves [um]',' CIrves[um]']; end 
if Bilirubin, TEXTHEADER=[TEXTHEADER,'BIL [uM]','CI BIL']; end 
if IONP, TEXTHEADER=[TEXTHEADER,'mNP [mg/ml]','CI mNP']; end 
if Melanin, TEXTHEADER=[TEXTHEADER,'Mel [-]','CI Mel']; end 
if MetHB, TEXTHEADER=[TEXTHEADER,'MetHB [mM]','CI MetHB']; end 
if MouseSkin, TEXTHEADER=[TEXTHEADER,'MouseSkin [arb]','CI MouseSkin']; end 
  
TEXTHEADER=[TEXTHEADER,'R ChiSq','r2']; 
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 [rows,cols]=size(Calc.WLS.params) 
 if MAC 
    eval(sprintf('fnam=''%s/FitParams_WLS_%s_params.txt''',analysisdir,Date));  
 else 
    eval(sprintf('fnam=''%s\\FitParams_WLS_%s_params.txt''',analysisdir,Date));  
 end 
 fid=fopen(fnam,'wt'); 
 fprintf(fid,'%s\t',TEXTHEADER{:}); 
  fprintf(fid,'\n'); 
  
 for i=1:rows 
           fprintf(fid,'%s\t',num2str(i)); 
           fprintf(fid,'%s\t',datafile{i}); 
     for j=1:(cols) 
        fprintf(fid,'%s\t',num2str(Calc.WLS.params(i,j))); 
        fprintf(fid,'%s\t',num2str(Calc.WLS_CIhw(i,j))); 
     end 
     fprintf(fid,'%s\t',num2str(Calc.RChiSq(i))); 
     fprintf(fid,'%s\n',num2str(Calc.r_sqval(i))); 
  
 end 
 fclose(fid); 
%% 
%Write awway Fluorescence parameters 
if FLFIT 
  
TEXTHEADER={'MEASNUM','SITE','FLauto_blue','FLPpIX_blue_corr[uM]','FLPP1_blue','FLPP2_blue','CI
_PpIXbluecorr','FLBlueChiSq','Corr_Blue','FLauto_red','FLPpIX_red_corr[uM]','CI_PpIXredcorr','F
LRedChiSq','Corr_Red'}; 
if MAC 
    eval(sprintf('fnam=''%s/FitParams_FL_%s_params.txt''',analysisdir,Date));  
else 
    eval(sprintf('fnam=''%s\\FitParams_FL_%s_params.txt''',analysisdir,Date));  
end 
 fid=fopen(fnam,'wt'); 
 fprintf(fid,'%s\t',TEXTHEADER{:}); 
  fprintf(fid,'\n'); 
  
 for i=1:rows 
           fprintf(fid,'%s\t',num2str(i)); 
           fprintf(fid,'%s\t',datafile{i}); 
    for j=1:4 
           fprintf(fid,'%s\t',num2str(Calc.FL_blue_corr.params(i,j))); 
    end 
           fprintf(fid,'%s\t',num2str(CI_blue_hw_fl(i,2))); 
           fprintf(fid,'%s\t',num2str(Calc.FChiSq_blue_corr(i))); 
           fprintf(fid,'%s\t',num2str((FLCorr_blue(i)))); 
  
    for j=1:2 
           fprintf(fid,'%s\t',num2str(Calc.FL_red_corr.params(i,j))); 
    end 
           fprintf(fid,'%s\t',num2str(CI_red_hw_fl(i,2))); 
           fprintf(fid,'%s\t',num2str(Calc.FChiSq_red_corr(i))); 
           fprintf(fid,'%s\n',num2str((FLCorr_red(i)))); 
  
 end 
 fclose(fid); 
 %% 
end 
  
clear OutputsSet 
clear Calc 
end 
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MATLAB Code: Co-Registrations: 
 
mtri = imread('Rat64S_C.tif'); 
mtri2 = imread('Rat64S_HA.tif'); 
cpselect(mtri2(:,:,1),mtri(:,:,1)) 

 
mytform = cp2tform(input_points,base_points,'linear conformal'); 
mtri4 = imtransform(mtri2,mytform); 
  
%imwrite(mtri4,'Rat9O_2_H_2.tif') 
  
redPlane2 = mtri4(:, :, 1);%2.04; 
greenPlane2 = mtri4(:, :, 2); 
bluePlane2 = mtri4(:, :, 3);%1.79  
% [m3,n3] = size(mtri4); 
%  
redPlane = mtri(:, :, 1);%2.04; 
greenPlane = mtri(:, :, 2); 
bluePlane = mtri(:, :, 3);%1.79  
% [m,n] = size(redPlane); 
  
imshow(mtri) 
[x1,y1] = getpts; 
  
imshow(mtri4) 
[x1_1,y1_1] = getpts; 
  
imshow(mtri) 
[x2,y2] = getpts; 
  
imshow(mtri4) 
[x2_1,y2_1] = getpts; 
  
imshow(mtri) 
[x3,y3] = getpts; 
  
imshow(mtri4) 
[x3_1,y3_1] = getpts; 
  
imshow(mtri) 
[x4,y4] = getpts; 
  
imshow(mtri4) 
[x4_1,y4_1] = getpts; 
  
redPlane = redPlane(y1:y2,x4:x3); 
greenPlane = greenPlane(y1:y2,x4:x3); 
bluePlane = bluePlane(y1:y2,x4:x3); 
[m,n] = size(redPlane); 
  
redPlane3 = imresize(redPlane2(y1_1:y2_1,x4_1:x3_1),[m n]); 
greenPlane3 = imresize(greenPlane2(y1_1:y2_1,x4_1:x3_1),[m n]); 
bluePlane3 = imresize(bluePlane2(y1_1:y2_1,x4_1:x3_1),[m n]); 
  
  
mtri = cat(3,redPlane,greenPlane,bluePlane); 
mtri4 = cat(3,redPlane3,greenPlane3,bluePlane3); 
  
figure(3) 
subplot(1,2,1) 
imshow(mtri) 
subplot(1,2,2) 
imshow(mtri4) 
  
imwrite(mtri,'Rat64S_Collagen.tif') 
imwrite(mtri4,'Rat64S_Hyaluronan.tif') 
  
 

MATLAB code for Color Segmentation of Collagen and HA 
 
clear all; 
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%Load Tumor Image 
mtri = imread('Rat70S_Collagen.tif'); 
  
figure(1) 
imshow(mtri) 
  
%This string enhances blue pixels within the image 
redPlane = mtri(:, :, 1); 
greenPlane = mtri(:, :, 2); 
bluePlane = mtri(:, :, 3);  
[m,n] = size(redPlane); 
red1 = redPlane; 
green1 = greenPlane; 
blue1 = bluePlane + (bluePlane - redPlane); 
  
%For loop subtracts white background from the image 
count4 = 0; 
for i = 1:1:m 
    for j = 1:1:n      
        if red1(i,j) > 240 && green1(i,j) > 240 && blue1(i,j) > 240 
             
            red1(i,j) = 0; 
            blue1(i,j) = 0; 
            green1(i,j) = 0; 
        end    
         
    end 
end 
  
%Generate new image without white backgrouynd 
mtri3 = cat(3, red1,green1,blue1); 
  
%converting the image to HSV space 
mtri5 = rgb2hsv(mtri3);  
  
%Define new color planes 
Hue = mtri5(:,:,1); 
Saturation = mtri5(:,:,2); 
Value = mtri5(:,:,3); 
  
  
for i = 1:1:m 
    for j = 1:1:n 
  
        %Acceptable Range for Hue 
        if Hue(i,j) > 0.7  
            Hue(i,j) = 0; 
            Saturation(i,j) = 0; 
            Value(i,j) = 0; 
        elseif Hue(i,j) < 0.6 
            Hue(i,j) = 0; 
            Saturation(i,j) = 0; 
            Value(i,j) = 0; 
        end 
         
        %Acceptable Range for Saturation (Ranges between 0.7 and 0.9 
        %depending on background) 
          if Saturation(i,j) < 0.7 
            Hue(i,j) = 0; 
            Saturation(i,j) = 0; 
            Value(i,j) = 0; 
          end 
           
          %Accept all Values 
          if Value(i,j) > 0 
              Value(i,j) = 255; 
              Hue(i,j) = 0; 
              Saturation(i,j) = 0; 
          end 
         
    end 
end 
%Convert to  
red2 = im2uint8(Hue); 
green2 = im2uint8(Saturation); 
blue2 = im2uint8(Value); 
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mtri7 = cat(3,red2,green2,blue2); 
  
figure(2) 
imshow(mtri7) 
imwrite(mtri7,'Test.tif') 
  
  

MATLAB Code: ROI Analysis 
 
clear all; 
  
Rat15S = imrotate(imread('Rat64S_Combined_S6_H7.tif'),-90); 
redPlane = Rat15S(:,:,1); 
greenPlane = Rat15S(:,:,2); 
bluePlane = Rat15S(:,:,3); 
[m,n] = size(redPlane); 
  
Conv = 1000;  
%  
figure(1) 
imshow(Rat15S) 
  
[x1, y1] = getpts 
[x1_1, y1_1] = getpts 
[x1_2, y1_2] = getpts 
  
  
width = 2.*Conv; 
height = Conv./2; 
Matrix = height*width; 
  
x1 = [x1 x1+width x1 + width x1]; 
y1 = [(y1 - height/2) (y1 - height/2) (y1 + height/2) (y1 + height/2)];  
  
x2 = [x1_1 x1_1+width x1_1 + width x1_1]; 
y2 = [(y1_1 - height/2) (y1_1 - height/2) (y1_1 + height/2) (y1_1 + height/2)];  
  
x3 = [x1_2 x1_2+width x1_2 + width x1_2]; 
y3 = [(y1_2 - height/2) (y1_2 - height/2) (y1_2 + height/2) (y1_2 + height/2)];  
  
  
for i = 1:1:4 
x1_1(1 + (i*4-4)) = x1(1);  
x1_1(2 + (i*4-4)) = x1(2)+((Conv*i)./2); 
x1_1(3 + (i*4-4)) = x1(3) + ((Conv*i)./2); 
x1_1(4 + (i*4-4)) = x1(4); 
  
x2_1(1 + (i*4-4)) = x2(1);  
x2_1(2 + (i*4-4)) = x2(2)+((Conv*i)./2); 
x2_1(3 + (i*4-4)) = x2(3) + ((Conv*i)./2); 
x2_1(4 + (i*4-4)) = x2(4); 
  
x3_1(1 + (i*4-4)) = x3(1);  
x3_1(2 + (i*4-4)) = x3(2)+((Conv*i)./2); 
x3_1(3 + (i*4-4)) = x3(3) + ((Conv*i)./2); 
x3_1(4 + (i*4-4)) = x3(4); 
  
y1_1(1 + (i*4-4)) = y1(1)-((Conv*i)./2); 
y1_1(2 + (i*4-4)) = y1(2)-((Conv*i)./2); 
y1_1(3 + (i*4-4)) = y1(3)+((Conv*i)./2); 
y1_1(4 + (i*4-4)) = y1(4) + ((Conv*i)./2); 
  
y2_1(1 + (i*4-4)) = y2(1)-((Conv*i)./2); 
y2_1(2 + (i*4-4)) = y2(2)-((Conv*i)./2); 
y2_1(3 + (i*4-4)) = y2(3)+((Conv*i)./2); 
y2_1(4 + (i*4-4)) = y2(4) + ((Conv*i)./2); 
  
y3_1(1 + (i*4-4)) = y3(1)-((Conv*i)./2); 
y3_1(2 + (i*4-4)) = y3(2)-((Conv*i)./2); 
y3_1(3 + (i*4-4)) = y3(3)+((Conv*i)./2); 
y3_1(4 + (i*4-4)) = y3(4) + ((Conv*i)./2); 
  
ROI_DIM(i) = (Conv*i)/(2000); 
  
end 
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figure(2) 
imshow(Rat15S) 
hold on 
plot(x1,y1,'LineWidth',2) 
hold on 
plot(x2,y2,'LineWidth',2) 
hold on 
plot(x3,y3,'LineWidth',2) 
hold on 
plot(x1_1,y1_1,'LineWidth',2) 
hold on 
plot(x2_1,y2_1,'LineWidth',2) 
hold on 
plot(x3_1,y3_1,'LineWidth',2) 
hold on 
  
redPlane(y1(2):y1(3),x1(1):x1(2)) = 0; 
greenPlane(y1(2):y1(3),x1(1):x1(2)) = 0; 
bluePlane(y1(2):y1(3),x1(1):x1(2)) = 0; 
  
redPlane(y2(2):y2(3),x2(1):x2(2)) = 0; 
greenPlane(y2(2):y2(3),x2(1):x2(2)) = 0; 
bluePlane(y2(2):y2(3),x2(1):x2(2)) = 0; 
  
redPlane(y3(2):y3(3),x3(1):x3(2)) = 0; 
greenPlane(y3(2):y3(3),x3(1):x3(2)) = 0; 
bluePlane(y3(2):y3(3),x3(1):x3(2)) = 0; 
  
New = cat(3,redPlane,greenPlane,bluePlane); 
  
figure(3) 
imshow(New) 
hold on 
plot(x1,y1,'LineWidth',2) 
hold on 
plot(x2,y2,'LineWidth',2) 
hold on 
plot(x3,y3,'LineWidth',2) 
  
%ROI1 
redPlane1_2 = redPlane(y1_1(6):y1_1(7),x1_1(5):x1_1(6)); 
greenPlane1_2 = greenPlane(y1_1(6):y1_1(7),x1_1(5):x1_1(6)); 
bluePlane1_2 = bluePlane(y1_1(6):y1_1(7),x1_1(5):x1_1(6)); 
New1_2 = cat(3,redPlane1_2,greenPlane1_2,bluePlane1_2); 
  
figure(4) 
imshow(New1_2) 
imwrite(New1_2,'Rat15S_Loc1.tif'); 
  
  
%ROI2 
redPlane2_2 = redPlane(y2_1(6):y2_1(7),x2_1(5):x2_1(6)); 
greenPlane2_2 = greenPlane(y2_1(6):y2_1(7),x2_1(5):x2_1(6)); 
bluePlane2_2 = bluePlane(y2_1(6):y2_1(7),x2_1(5):x2_1(6)); 
New2_2 = cat(3,redPlane2_2,greenPlane2_2,bluePlane2_2); 
  
figure(5) 
imshow(New2_2) 
imwrite(New2_2,'Rat15S_Loc2.tif') 
  
  
%ROI3 
redPlane3_2 = redPlane(y3_1(6):y3_1(7),x3_1(5):x3_1(6)); 
greenPlane3_2 = greenPlane(y3_1(6):y3_1(7),x3_1(5):x3_1(6)); 
bluePlane3_2 = bluePlane(y3_1(6):y3_1(7),x3_1(5):x3_1(6)); 
New3_2 = cat(3,redPlane3_2,greenPlane3_2,bluePlane3_2); 
  
figure(6) 
imshow(New3_2) 
imwrite(New3_2,'Rat15S_Loc3.tif') 
  
[m,n] = size(redPlane3_2); 
  
for i = 1:1:m 
    for j = 1:1:n 
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        if bluePlane1_2(i,j) < 220 
            redPlane1_2(i,j) = 0; 
            greenPlane1_2(i,j) = 0; 
            bluePlane1_2(i,j) = 0; 
        end 
         
        if bluePlane2_2(i,j) < 220 
            redPlane2_2(i,j) = 0; 
            greenPlane2_2(i,j) = 0; 
            bluePlane2_2(i,j) = 0; 
        end 
         
        if bluePlane3_2(i,j) < 220 
            redPlane3_2(i,j) = 0; 
            greenPlane3_2(i,j) = 0; 
            bluePlane3_2(i,j) = 0; 
        end 
    end 
end 
  
ROI1 = cat(3,redPlane1_2,greenPlane1_2,bluePlane1_2); 
ROI2 = cat(3,redPlane2_2,greenPlane2_2,bluePlane2_2); 
ROI3 = cat(3,redPlane3_2,greenPlane3_2,bluePlane3_2); 
  
imwrite(ROI1,'Rat64S_Loc1_C.tif'); 
imwrite(ROI2,'Rat64S_Loc2_C.tif'); 
imwrite(ROI3,'Rat64S_Loc3_C.tif'); 
  
 
 
 

MATLAB Code: Texture Analysis 
 
clear all; 
  
  
Combined = imrotate(imread('Rat69O_Combined_S7_H7.tif'),0); 
  
figure(1) 
imshow(Combined) 
  
redPlane = Combined(:, :, 1); 
greenPlane = Combined(:, :, 2); 
bluePlane = Combined(:, :, 3); 
  
[m,n] = size(redPlane); 
  
Combined2 = cat(3, redPlane,greenPlane,bluePlane); 
  
Conv = 1000; %pixels to 1 mm 
Conv2 = Conv/10; %pixels to 100 um 
  
m2 = m/Conv2; 
n2 = n/Conv2; 
  
xin = 1; 
yin = 1; 
x = 1; 
y = 1; 
countY = 1; 
for i = 1:1:m2 
    countX = 0; 
    for j = 1:1:n2 
        countHA = 0; 
        countC = 0; 
        countL = 0; 
         
        
         
        for l = y:1:Conv2 + (y - yin) 
            for k = x:1:Conv2 + (x-xin) 
                 
                if k > n 
                    break 
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                end 
                 
                if redPlane(l,k) > bluePlane(l,k) 
                    countHA = countHA+1; 
                end 
                if bluePlane(l,k) > 250 
                    countC = countC + 1; 
                end  
                 
                
                 
%                 if greenPlaneL(l,k) > 0 
%                     countL = countL + 1; 
%                 end 
                 
            end 
        end 
%         TotalBPD(i,j) = mean(mean(Typhoon(y:l,x:k))); 
        x = x + Conv2; 
        TotalC(i,j) = countC./(Conv2*Conv2); 
        TotalHA(i,j) = countHA./(Conv2*Conv2); 
         
        %TotalL(i,j) = countL./(Conv2*Conv2); 
         
         
        countX = countX + 1; 
        X(i,j) = countX; 
        Y(i,j) = countY; 
    end 
    y = y + Conv2; 
    x = 1; 
    countY = countY + 1; 
end 
  
cmap = [         0         0    1.0000 
    0.0080    0.0080    0.9921 
    0.0158    0.0158    0.9841 
    0.0238    0.0238    0.9762 
    0.0318    0.0318    0.9683 
    0.0397    0.0397    0.9603 
    0.0476    0.0476    0.9524 
    0.0556    0.0556    0.9444 
    0.0635    0.0635    0.9365 
    0.0714    0.0714    0.9286 
    0.0794    0.0794    0.9206 
    0.0873    0.0873    0.9127 
    0.0953    0.0953    0.9048 
    0.1032    0.1032    0.8968 
    0.1111    0.1111    0.8889 
    0.1191    0.1191    0.8810 
    0.1270    0.1270    0.8730 
    0.1349    0.1349    0.8651 
    0.1429    0.1429    0.8571 
    0.1508    0.1508    0.8492 
    0.1588    0.1588    0.8413 
    0.1666    0.1666    0.8333 
    0.1746    0.1746    0.8254 
    0.1825    0.1825    0.8175 
    0.1905    0.1905    0.8095 
    0.1984    0.1984    0.8016 
    0.2064    0.2064    0.7937 
    0.2143    0.2143    0.7857 
    0.2222    0.2222    0.7778 
    0.2301    0.2301    0.7698 
    0.2381    0.2381    0.7619 
    0.2460    0.2460    0.7540 
    0.2540    0.2540    0.7460 
    0.2619    0.2619    0.7381 
    0.2698    0.2698    0.7302 
    0.2778    0.2778    0.7222 
    0.2857    0.2857    0.7143 
    0.2937    0.2937    0.7063 
    0.3016    0.3016    0.6984 
    0.3095    0.3095    0.6905 
    0.3175    0.3175    0.6825 
    0.3254    0.3254    0.6746 
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    0.3333    0.3333    0.6667 
    0.3412    0.3412    0.6587 
    0.3492    0.3492    0.6508 
    0.3572    0.3572    0.6429 
    0.3651    0.3651    0.6349 
    0.3730    0.3730    0.6270 
    0.3810    0.3810    0.6190 
    0.3889    0.3889    0.6111 
    0.3968    0.3968    0.6032 
    0.4047    0.4047    0.5952 
    0.4127    0.4127    0.5873 
    0.4207    0.4207    0.5794 
    0.4285    0.4285    0.5714 
    0.4365    0.4365    0.5635 
    0.4445    0.4445    0.5556 
    0.4524    0.4524    0.5476 
    0.4603    0.4603    0.5397 
    0.4682    0.4682    0.5317 
    0.4762    0.4762    0.5238 
    0.4842    0.4842    0.5159 
    0.4920    0.4920    0.5079 
    0.5000    0.5000    0.5000]; 
  
cmap2 = [1  0   0 
1   0.008   0.008 
1   0.0158  0.0158 
1   0.0238  0.0238 
1   0.0318  0.0318 
1   0.0397  0.0397 
1   0.0476  0.0476 
1   0.0556  0.0556 
1   0.0635  0.0635 
1   0.0714  0.0714 
1   0.0794  0.0794 
1   0.0873  0.0873 
1   0.0953  0.0953 
1   0.1032  0.1032 
1   0.1111  0.1111 
1   0.1191  0.1191 
1   0.127   0.127 
1   0.1349  0.1349 
1   0.1429  0.1429 
1   0.1508  0.1508 
1   0.1588  0.1588 
1   0.1666  0.1666 
1   0.1746  0.1746 
1   0.1825  0.1825 
1   0.1905  0.1905 
1   0.1984  0.1984 
1   0.2064  0.2064 
1   0.2143  0.2143 
1   0.2222  0.2222 
1   0.2301  0.2301 
1   0.2381  0.2381 
1   0.246   0.246 
1   0.254   0.254 
1   0.2619  0.2619 
1   0.2698  0.2698 
1   0.2778  0.2778 
1   0.2857  0.2857 
1   0.2937  0.2937 
1   0.3016  0.3016 
1   0.3095  0.3095 
1   0.3175  0.3175 
1   0.3254  0.3254 
1   0.3333  0.3333 
1   0.3412  0.3412 
1   0.3492  0.3492 
1   0.3572  0.3572 
1   0.3651  0.3651 
1   0.373   0.373 
1   0.381   0.381 
1   0.3889  0.3889 
1   0.3968  0.3968 
1   0.4047  0.4047 
1   0.4127  0.4127 
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1   0.4207  0.4207 
1   0.4285  0.4285 
1   0.4365  0.4365 
1   0.4445  0.4445 
1   0.4524  0.4524 
1   0.4603  0.4603 
1   0.4682  0.4682 
1   0.4762  0.4762 
1   0.4842  0.4842 
1   0.492   0.492 
1   0.5 0.5]; 
  
cmap(:,3) = 1; 
red1 = cmap(:,1).*2; 
green1 = cmap(:,2).*2; 
newmap = [red1 green1 cmap(:,3)]; 
  
red2(1,1) = 1; 
green2(1,1) = 1; 
blue2(1,1) = 1; 
for i = 2:1:64 
    for j = 1:1:1 
        red2(i,j) = red2(i-1,j) - (0.5./63); 
        green2(i,j) = green2(i-1,j) -(0.8./63); 
        blue2(i,j) = blue2(i-1,j) - (1./63); 
    end 
end 
  
newmap2 = [red2 green2 blue2]; 
  
CollMean = mean(TotalC(TotalC>0)); 
HAMean = mean(TotalHA(TotalHA>0)); 
CollSD = (std(TotalC(TotalC>0))); 
HASD = (std(TotalHA(TotalHA>0))); 
  
  
C = TotalC(TotalC>0.0025); 
HA = TotalHA(TotalHA>0.0025); 
  
% Obtain histogram and normalize it. 
p1 = imhist(TotalC(TotalC>0)); 
p1 = p1./numel(TotalC(TotalC>0)); 
L1 = length(p1); 
  
p1(p1 == 0) = []; 
  
% Uniformity. 
UC = sum(p1.^2); 
% Entropy. 
EC = -sum(p1.*(log2(p1))); 
  
p2 = imhist(TotalHA(TotalHA>0)); 
p2 = p2./numel(TotalHA(TotalHA>0)); 
L2 = length(p2); 
  
p2(p2 == 0) = []; 
% Uniformity. 
UHA = sum(p2.^2); 
% Entropy. 
EHA = -sum(p2.*(log2(p2 + eps))); 
  
t = [CollMean CollSD EC UC HAMean HASD EHA UHA]; 
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